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Abstract  
 
The increasing use of interactive multimedia applications over the Internet has created 
a problem of congestion. This is because a majority of these applications do not 
respond to congestion indicators. This leads to resource starvation for responsive flows, 
and ultimately excessive delay and losses for all flows therefore loss of quality. This 
results in unfair sharing of network resources and increasing the risk of network 
‘congestion collapse’.  
 
Current Congestion Control Mechanisms such as ‘TCP-Friendly Rate Control’ (TFRC) 
have been able to achieve ‘fair-share’ of network resource when competing with 
responsive flows such as TCP, but TFRC’s method of congestion response (i.e. to 
reduce Packet Rate) is not ideally matched for interactive multimedia applications 
which maintain a fixed Frame Rate. This mismatch of the two rates (Packet Rate and 
Frame Rate) leads to buffering of frames at the Sender Buffer resulting in delay and 
loss, and an unacceptable reduction of quality or complete loss of service for the end-
user. 
 
To address this issue, this thesis proposes a novel Congestion Control Mechanism 
which is referred to as ‘TCP-friendly rate control – Fine Grain Scalable’ (TFGS) for 
interactive multimedia applications.  
 
This new approach allows multimedia frames (data) to be sent as soon as they are 
generated, so that the multimedia frames can reach the destination as quickly as 
possible, in order to provide an isochronous interactive service. This is done by 
maintaining the Packet Rate of the Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) at a level 
equivalent to the Frame Rate of the Multimedia Encoder.  
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The response to congestion is to truncate the Packet Size, hence reducing the overall 
bitrate of the multimedia stream. This functionality of the Congestion Control 
Mechanism is referred to as Packet Size Truncation (PST), and takes advantage of 
adaptive multimedia encoding, such as Fine Grain Scalable (FGS), where the 
multimedia frame is encoded in order of significance, Most to Least Significant Bits. 
The Multimedia Adaptation Manager (MAM) truncates the multimedia frame to the 
size indicated by the Packet Size Truncation function of the CCM, accurately mapping 
user demand to available network resource. Additionally Fine Grain Scalable encoding 
can offer scalability at byte level granularity, providing a true match to available 
network resources. 
  
This approach has the benefits of achieving a ‘fair-share’ of network resource when 
competing with responsive flows (as similar to TFRC CCM), but it also provides an 
isochronous service which is of crucial benefit to real-time interactive services. 
Furthermore, results illustrate that an increased number of interactive multimedia 
flows (such as voice) can be carried over congested networks whilst maintaining a 
quality level equivalent to that of a standard landline telephone. This is because the 
loss and delay arising from the buffering of frames at the Sender Buffer is completely 
removed. Packets sent maintain a fixed inter-packet-gap-spacing (IPGS). This results in 
a majority of packets arriving at the receiving end at tight time intervals. Hence, this 
avoids the need of using large Playout (de-jitter) Buffer sizes and adaptive Playout 
Buffer configurations. As a result this reduces delay, improves interactivity and Quality 
of Experience (QoE) of the multimedia application. 
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1. Introduction  
 
1.1. Motivation and Contribution  
 
There is an increasing demand for carrying interactive real-time applications with 
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements over a best-effort Internet. This is shifting the 
balance between aggregate traffic volumes that react to network congestion and those 
multimedia applications that do not react to network congestion. The current Internet 
was originally designed for data communication with the best-effort architecture in 
mind. Its underlying assumption is that all types of traffic need to have equal access to 
network resources and hence to share them fairly [1]. Unlike the data traffic 
transported over TCP (which is considered adaptive as it is able to react and adapt to 
network congestion) multimedia traffic is inelastic. Therefore, in a converged network 
environment with the presence of network congestion, the adaptive traffic will 
manage to reduce the data transmission rate upon congestion indication, whilst the 
inelastic multimedia applications will continue to transmit data regardless of network 
congestion. As a result, the multimedia applications will occupy more resources than a 
fair share would entitle them to. This leads to resource starvation for adaptive flows 
and ultimately excessive losses and delays for all data traffic. The inelastic flows do not 
respond to network congestion indicators because they use UDP as their transport 
protocol where no feedback of network congestion is provided. Multimedia 
applications avoid using TCP as their underlying transport protocol because during 
congestion TCP halves its window size, which typically results in halving of the sending 
rate. This results in drastic degradation in perceptual quality. In addition, due to the 
nature of the TCP protocol, those lost packets which are re-transmitted will take at 
least one Round Trip time (RTT) to arrive at their destination. This delay of one RTT 
violates the time-critical nature of multimedia applications: although the packets are 
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delivered to the end destination, they are of no use to the application as they have 
arrived ‘too-late’ to be played out in sequence. 
 
The network unfairness introduced by the unresponsive behaviour of inelastic 
multimedia traffic can result in network ‘congestion collapse’. The network will be kept 
busy transmitting packets. However, they will simply be discarded before reaching 
their final destinations. 
 
Based on the above observations, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) suggested 
that all applications carried by the converged Internet infrastructure should integrate 
end-to-end Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) in order to achieve long-term 
fairness of network resources utilisation and reduce the risk of ‘congestion collapse’ [2, 
3]. Congestion Control Mechanisms aim to provide several benefits to both the 
underlying communication network and multimedia applications. With such an 
approach, a) network bandwidth is divided between flows in a fair manner, b) multi-
service traffic can well coexist in the network without the need for traffic segregation 
and per-flow scheduling to guarantee their communication performance, c) 
Furthermore, such end-to-end Congestion Control Mechanisms can be deployed on a 
large scale and without requiring the Internet paradigm to be changed. Additionally 
when using adaptive multimedia applications their demands can be easily mapped to 
available network resources.  
 
The main requirements for transmitting multimedia applications over the Internet are 
as follows:  
 
(1) Interactive Multimedia Applications are delay sensitive, semi-reliable (i.e. able to 
tolerate packet losses) and rate-based. Thus, they require isochronous processing at 
the sender and receiver ends, in order to achieve acceptable Quality of Service (QoS) 
on the end-to-end path. In order to achieve this, multimedia applications would ideally 
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prefer to send their data frames as soon as they are generated to minimise delay, loss 
and jitter. On the other hand multimedia applications can tolerate available network 
bitrate variations by reducing the quality of their frames, thereby reducing the overall 
bitrate sent.  
 
In the literature [4, 5], developments of Coarse Grain scalable encoding have been 
shown to provide a number of bitrate options by providing some additional 
enhancement layers. However, because of the quantized steps in the bitrates offered 
by Coarse Grain encoders, a true match to network supply cannot be met, as shown in 
Figure 1.1. Recent advances in Fine Grain Scalable encoding offer bitrate scalability at 
byte-level granularity, as shown in Figure 1.2. This can significantly improve the quality 
of the stream and match available network resources to byte-level precision.  
 
 
Figure 1.1, ‘Varying Transmission rates’ – Coarse-Grain Encoding 
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Figure 1.2, ‘Adapting to Varying Transmission rates’ 
   
(2) Network Requirements: the Internet is a shared infrastructure. This means that 
applications are expected to utilise network resources fairly, i.e. by reacting to network 
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Thus the main issue is how to provide end-to-end congestion control for multimedia 
applications. The updates to the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) specifications 
suggest that multimedia applications should adapt to congestion by using a congestion 
control mechanism [8] which confirms the recommendation from IETF, but no 
guidance is given as to which one to use. As suggested by [9], in order to compete with 
present responsive flows (e.g. TCP flows) within the same class, it will be ideal for all 
competing flows to exhibit the same response behaviour, so that all flows have an 
equal share of network resources. This is expressed as being ‘TCP-friendly’. Otherwise, 
diverse response behaviours between competing flows can still result in unfairness and 
degrade the overall performance of the network and of the quality of the competing 
flows [10, 9, 3]. Multimedia traffic should share the network resources with TCP-based 
traffic in an equitable fashion. [1] states that congestion control for multimedia 
applications remains critical for the health of the Internet even if resource reservation 
or differentiated services become widely available. These schemes are likely to be 
provided on a per-class basis rather than per-flow basis. Thus, different users that fall 
into the same class of service still compete as in ‘best-effort’ networks. Furthermore, 
there will remain a significant group of users who are interested in using real-time 
applications over best-effort services due to lower cost or lack of access to better 
services. Therefore, it is vital that multimedia applications incorporate Congestion 
Control Mechanisms in their architecture [1].  
 
Recent studies in TCP friendly Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM), notably TCP 
Friendly Rate Control (TFRC), have demonstrated the ability to provide smooth 
changes in terms of data sending rates in response to network congestion [11] and no 
retransmission upon packet loss. These CCMs are referred to as “TCP friendly” because 
they aim to achieve a similar bitrate to a TCP source under similar congestion 
conditions. Other end-to-end Congestion Control Mechanisms such as RAP [12] have 
been developed but they have not been able to provide smoothness in the sending 
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rate in the same way. In the literature, TFRC is considered as the leading candidate at 
present.  
 
Although a number of mechanisms have been proposed in the literature, emphasis has 
been placed on achieving ‘fairness’ and responsive behaviour among competing 
adaptive flows such as TCP. However, little attention has been paid to the end-to-end 
QoS requirements for applications using such Congestion Control Mechanisms, 
particularly for real-time interactive applications. 
 
The problem of utilising the TFRC based CCM is the mismatch between the Packet Rate 
of the CCM and the Frame Rate of the encoder. This issue arises because the response 
to network congestion is carried out in different ways: the CCM reduces the Packet 
Rate, whereas the encoder reduces the Frame Size. Hence, the Packet Rate will be 
slower than the Frame Rate of the encoder. This results in packets buffered at the 
sender, and hence additional packet delay. Additionally, once the buffer at the sender 
is full, all incoming frames are discarded until buffer space becomes available again. 
This obviously will lead to significant quality degradation of the perceived multimedia 
streams.  
 
Additionally by reducing the Packet Rate (PR) this results in an increase in the inter-
packet-gap-spacing (IPGS) of packets sent1. The Frame Rate (FR) remains fixed and the 
time interval between frames, known as the Frame Interval (FI) also remains fixed. 
However, in the case of a reduced Packet Rate the IPGS is larger than that of the Frame 
Interval (FI). Hence, the difference between the two intervals (IPGS and FI) is added 
delay. This results in packets arriving with a larger IPGS, which demands for larger 
Playout (de-jitter) Buffers (PB), otherwise smaller Playout Buffers will lead to packets 
being discarded as they may not arrive in time sequence for playout. In addition a 
                                                     
1
 Note: IPGS is inversely proportional to PR 
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larger Playout Buffer means increased delay, which can lead to a reduced Quality of 
Experience (QoE) for an interactive service.  
 
Because the TFRC CCM schedules ‘packets per unit time’, not by ‘bytes per unit time’, 
this adaptation architecture is not suitable for multimedia applications whose encoder 
adapts its frame quality (i.e. Frame Size with respect to bytes) rather than its Frame 
Rate. 
 
With the recognition of the issues and challenges (a mismatch between the Packet 
Rate and Frame Rate), this thesis proposes a novel Congestion Control Mechanism 
(CCM) which integrates with a new Multimedia Adaptation Architecture (MAA). This is 
referred to as, ‘TCP friendly rate control – Fine Grain Scalable’ (TFGS). With TFGS the 
Congestion Control Mechanism responds to congestion by truncating the Packet Size 
while maintaining a fixed Packet Rate, i.e. reducing the effective bitrate in ‘bytes per 
unit time’. The outcome is that the Packet Rate (of the CCM) is equivalent to the Frame 
Rate (of the Encoder). Packets are scheduled as soon as they are generated, 
eliminating waiting delay of the packets at the sender side and of loss when the buffer 
becomes full. This approach provides an isochronous service which is of crucial benefit 
to interactive real-time services, such as voice.  
 
The TFGS CCM responds to congestion by truncating the Packet Size. It incorporates a 
Multimedia Adaptation Manager (MAM) which makes use of Fine Grain Scalable 
encoding allowing the multimedia frame to be truncated to the packet size at byte-
level granularity, as requested by the Packet Size Truncation (PST) function of the CCM. 
Hence, a precise match can be achieved between the application and network supply.  
 
Using the TFGS MAA the quality of the multimedia frame may be compromised but the 
end-to-end interactivity is maintained. The TFGS ‘Multimedia Adaptation Architecture’ 
(MAA) is able to integrate the four main components of a multimedia system: (1) 
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Multimedia Application, (2) Multimedia Encoder, (3) Multimedia Adaptation Manager 
(MAM) and (4) Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM). This integration provides the 
capability for true on-the-fly adaptation of the multimedia stream, which enables it to 
meet interactive QoS requirements, along with achieving fairness amongst competing 
flows.  
 
The thesis investigates this novel TFGS MAA via a quality measurement scheme and 
with a simulation study. This enables a quantification of the benefits in the form of a 
Quality of Experience (QoE) measure for the end-user. 
 
The quality measurement scheme referred to as the E-model is used. This enables the 
quantification of degradation arising from Packet level Impairments such as packet loss, 
and delay over a scale of 0 to 100. However, to quantify byte-level impairment caused 
by frame/packet size truncations, which maps byte loss to an R-value, required a 
number of transformation processes; from Encoder bitrate to Frame Size and then its 
respective MOS quality to R-value. This novel formulation enabled the quantification of 
both Packet and Byte level Impairment into a scalar form. Further details can be found 
in chapter 6. 
 
The simulation study is conducted over different traffic mixes and over a range of flows, 
and by using the quality measurement scheme the performance of each flow is 
quantified. This provides a comparison illustrating the benefits of the two types of 
MAA’s. 
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1.2. Thesis Organisation  
 
The thesis is organised into 8 chapters, including the introduction as chapter 1. 
Chapter 2, “Network Congestion”, discusses the impact of congestion on the QoE for 
multimedia applications and it reviews various solutions, finally concluding which one 
will be used to address the problem, in the remaining part of the thesis. Chapter 3, 
“Multimedia QoS Requirements, Adaptation & Architecture”, explores in detail the 
requirements imposed by multimedia applications with regard to transporting them 
over an IP network. It then discusses various encoding techniques that can be used to 
adapt to network congestion. Finally, it illustrates the multimedia architecture 
highlighting the various components involved from the end-to-end (i.e. from mouth-
to-ear). 
 
Chapter 4 outlines the TFRC CCM and its Multimedia Adaptation Architecture (MAA) as 
recommended by the IETF internet draft document “Strategies for streaming 
multimedia applications using the TCP-friendly rate control”. The second part of the 
chapter introduces the novel TFGS CCM with its multimedia adaptation architecture. 
Both the schemes are evaluated in chapter 6, where chapter 6 introduces a quality 
measurement scheme to quantify the degradation arising from packet loss, delay and 
byte loss on a scale of 0 to 100 with units of R-value. The method of quantifying the 
QoE impact of byte loss is novel and this is of significant importance to adaptive 
multimedia encoded schemes such as MPEG-2 and FGS. 
 
Chapter 5, “Simulation Study” is organised in three main sections: the first section 
describes how the TFGS code is implemented in ns2, the second section goes into the 
detail of the simulation methodology, elaborating on how the measurement is done in 
ns2, and what parameters are used for traffic resources. It also highlights the network 
scenario description. The third and last section verifies that the CCM operates correctly 
and in the manner designed. 
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To give an idea of the number of packets generated over a simulation study where the 
total number of flows were 30, made up of 15 TFGS flows and 15 TCP flows. And this 
simulation repeated 25 times, resulted in a total of 1.2million packets generated, see 
Table 11.6 (in Appendix III, Simulation Runs). 
 
Chapter 7, evaluates the two types of MAA using a simulation study where the 
simulation is conducted in a Homogenous and Heterogeneous traffic mix over a range 
of flows. 
 
Finally, chapter 8 draws the final conclusions, presents some additional concluding 
remarks, and identifies some future research directions beyond the work presented in 
this thesis. 
 
1.3. Novelty Classification   
 
This thesis developed a novel Multimedia Adaptation Architecture (MAA) known as 
‘TCP friendly rate control – Fine Grain Scalable’ (TFGS).  This MAA is able to maintain 
an isochronous service by sending frames as soon as they are generated, i.e. by 
maintaining the Packet Rate of the Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) at a level 
equivalent to the Frame Rate of the Multimedia Encoder. The response to congestion 
is to truncate the multimedia frames, which is requested by the Packet Size Truncation 
(PST) of the TFGS CCM.  
 
By exploiting the flexibility of Fine Grain Scalable (FGS) encoders where the quality of a 
frame can be adapted (truncated) after encoding, the Multimedia Adaptation Manager 
(MAM) of TFGS is able to adapt the stream instantaneously ‘on-the-fly’, without 
needing to re-encode the frame. The MAM takes full advantage of this functionality by 
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truncating the frame as requested by the PST function to ‘byte-level’ precision, 
achieving a true match to network supply, and better Quality of Service for the end 
user.  
 
The thesis introduces a novel formulation for adaptive voice encoders in order to 
quantify the degradation arising from frame truncation, when responding to 
congestion used by the TFGS CCM. This formulation is able to integrate with the ITU-T 
E-model which assesses the QoE of a voice call from packet loss, delay, and other 
impairments. Hence, the complete quality measurement scheme is able to quantify 
the end-to-end QoE for the end-user when a voice flow is transmitted over the IP 
network regardless of which MAA is used. 
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2. Network Congestion  
 
This chapter starts by illustrating how the quality of a voice call will suffer because of 
network congestion. It leads on to the options available to deal with this and explores 
in detail the specific solution that will be considered in this thesis. 
 
What is Network Congestion? 
 
Network congestion occurs when the required bandwidth by offered traffic demand 
exceeds the available network resources. In packet-switching networks, this is 
interpreted as the phenomenon that the packet arrival rate in a router surpasses the 
maximum packet service rate. As a result, the packets that cannot be immediately 
served will be temporarily queued in the router buffer which causes packets to 
experience a period of waiting time (i.e. queuing delay) before being processed. When 
a network is heavily loaded, the router’s buffer becomes fully occupied which leads to 
discarding incoming packets.   
 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the aforementioned network congestion phenomenon. The 
communication path comprises of two routers (R1 and R2) with the link capacity on 
the order of Kbps between the link ‘R1-R2’, which consequently makes this link the 
bottleneck. Once the offered load from R1 exceeds the link capacity of ‘R1–R2’, a 
packet queue will incrementally develop at router R1 and start dropping packets once 
the queue length reaches the buffer size. Such packet buffering and discarding 
behaviour results in packet queuing delay and packet loss. If this condition remains 
persistent for a period of time, it may lead from network congestion to network 
collapse (more commonly known as ‘congestion collapse’) *3]. 
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Figure 2.1, Network Congestion 
 
2.1. Impact of Network Congestion: Loss, Delay, 
Jitter and Quality of Experience (QoE)  
 
Interactive multimedia applications are considered sensitive to packet delay, delay 
jitter and loss. In the best-effort Internet service paradigm, packets are delivered from 
their source to destinations as quickly as possible without any notion of Quality of 
Service (QoS). It just does its best. Therefore, it lacks the control on delay, jitter and 
loss behaviours on the end-to-end path and guarantees of service quality. This 
presents tremendous challenges to the operation of real-time multimedia applications 
over the existing Internet infrastructure. This section defines and explains in detail how 
and where loss, delay, and jitter occur, and introduces an analytic tool known as the E-
model to interpret these metrics into a scalar measure for quantifying user perceived 
voice service quality [13]. 
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2.1.1. Loss 
 
Loss of packets can occur both in the network and at the end-systems (Sender and 
Receiver). Loss is a sign of network congestion. For example, at the receiver the arrival 
of ‘too-late’ packets can occur when the packets pass through several routers. It is 
possible that many of those routers are very busy, and so packets have to wait in a 
queue for some time before they are serviced. By the time they arrive at the receiver it 
is ‘too late’ for some of them to be played out and in such a case the packet is dropped 
by the receiver. Packets that arrive are temporarily buffered, in what is referred to as a 
Playout Buffer (PB). It is normally the PB which checks the timestamp and sequence 
number on each packet when it arrives, and decides whether to buffer the packet for 
playout or discards them.  
 
In the network, it is possible that one or more of the buffers in the route from source-
to-destination are full and cannot accept any newly arriving packets. In such a case the 
packet is dropped by the router; i.e. the packets never arrive at the receiving 
application.  
 
At the sender side, loss can occur if the application employs a Sender Buffer (SB), 
which is used as a temporary buffer between the two transmission rates: application 
(encoder) rate and transport rate. 
 
Hence, the Total Loss Ratio, LT(R), (as a fraction of the total number of packets 
generated by the multimedia application, TNPG) experienced by the multimedia stream 
is the addition of: Sender Buffer Loss, SL, Network Loss, NL, and the loss of packets that 
have arrived ‘too late’ at the Receiver, RL.  
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               Equation 2.1 
 
The Total Loss Ratio is: 
 
       
  
    
 
 
       
          
    
 
 
 
 
Equation 2.2 
 
The impact of packet loss on the Quality of Experience (QoE) can depend on at least 
four factors: 
1. Percentage of packet loss, i.e. the number of packets lost over total packets 
sent 
2. Packet loss distribution. Are the packets being lost in a random fashion over 
time, or are their ‘bursts’ of consecutive packets lost? 
3. Packet Size. Applications that group multiple frames into a single large packet 
are more vulnerable to quality degradation than a packet loss than those which 
carries a single frame.  
4. Packet loss concealment strategy, i.e. the strategy used to ‘fill in’ or conceal the 
lost packet. 
 
Voice applications, for example, can tolerate packet losses of 10% if losses are 
experienced in a random fashion. However, if packet loss occurs in a ‘burst’ the quality 
degradation is more significant: worse than random losses. This is because bursty 
packet loss results in a larger segment of speech being lost or distorted, causing 
impairment that is much more noticeable to users. Furthermore, the larger the Packet 
Size, where one packet carries multiple voice/video frames, the harder it becomes to 
conceal the loss, and hence, the worse the quality degradation.   
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The actual pattern of lost packets seen on a real IP network is variable. It depends on 
the traffic load, and the moment-to-moment state of the network, resulting in both 
random and bursty patterns of loss.  
 
If, for whatever reason a scheduled packet is not available for playout at its scheduled 
time, the result is silence in the conversation (or other forms of packet conciliation, 
such as replaying the same packet). When the overall packet loss percentage 
approaches 10%, especially where the packets are being lost in ‘bursts’, silence gaps in 
the conversation can be enough to degrade the quality significantly [14]. 
 
2.1.2. Delay 
 
End-to-end delay, DT, is the accumulation of sender processing, network and receiving 
processing. This is defined as follows: 
 
a) The ‘Sender Processing Delay’ consists of: ‘ED’ is encoding delay, ‘ZD’ 
packetization delay, ‘SD’ sender buffer delay.  
b) The ‘Network Delay’ consists of:  GD’ propagation delay, ‘QD’ queuing delay, ‘tD’ 
service time.  
c) The Receiver Processing Delay consists of: RD’ playout buffer delay, ‘ZD(R)’ de-
packetization delay and ‘ED(d)’ decoding delay. 
 
Equation 2.3 summarises the total end-to-end delay, DT, experienced by an individual 
packet in milliseconds (ms).  
 
Total Delay = (Sender Processing Delay) + (Network Delay) + (Receiving Processing Delay) 
DT  =  ( ED + ZD + SD ) + ( GD + QD + tD ) + ( RD + ZD(R) + ED(d) ) Equation 2.3 
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Encoding delay is the time required to digitize a raw analogue multimedia signal, by 
producing a stream of frames at a fixed interval. Decoding delay is the time required to 
convert the digital signal back to an analogue so it can be heard/seen by the receiving 
end. This delay is subject to processor constraints, i.e. it is dependent on the hardware 
specification, for example a mobile/PDA having a slower processer than that of a 
desktop computer will experience a larger encoding delay, but this is a fixed delay 
which remains constant throughout the duration of the connection. Hence, the delay 
on a mobile/PDA will be larger than that of a desktop.  
 
(De-)Packetization delay is equal to the Frame Interval, FI, between the multimedia 
frames, and this interval is inversely proportional to the Frame Rate, FR, of the encoder. 
A higher Frame Rate will result in a shorter time interval, and hence a lower delay. 
 
           
 
  
 Equation 2.4 
 
The Sender Buffer or Receiver (also referred to as the Playout) Buffer, are buffers in 
place at the end-systems to temporarily buffer packets that will be sent into the 
network or played out to the user. The sender buffer is usually in place to act as a 
temporary buffer between the two rates: application and transport. The receiver 
buffer is used to accommodate varying delays (also known as delay-jitter) introduced 
by the network. This buffer acts to smooth out delay variations that are present in the 
network. This is particularly important for voice applications, where speech must be 
delivered (heard) at a constant rate. Such a buffer is also necessary to give the 
receiving application the ability to re-order any packets that have arrived out of order 
and discard if ‘too-late’ in time sequence. 
 
Propagation delay is the constraint of the physical layer, which is used to transmit data 
across from source to destination. It can be computed as the ratio between the link 
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length and the propagation speed over the specific medium. Propagation delay =   ⁄  
where ‘d’ is the distance and ‘s’ is the wave propagation speed. In copper wires the 
speed ‘s’ is typically  of the speed of light. This delay is considered to be a fixed delay 
throughout the duration of the voice/video connection (taking into account that all 
packets take the same route from source-to-destination). 
 
Queuing delay is the time it takes for a packet to wait in the queue (also called the 
buffer) before it can be serviced. It is a key component of network delay. This term is 
most often used in reference to routers. When packets arrive at a router, they have to 
be processed and transmitted. If packets arrive faster than the router can process 
them (such as in a bursty transmission) the router puts them into the queue until it can 
manage to service them. The longer the line of packets waiting to be transmitted, the 
longer the average waiting time is. So, it is much preferred to have a shorter buffer, 
although this could result in an increase in dropped packets, which is also a sign of 
congestion. In response, the application should reduce its transmission rate. 
 
Service time is the time it takes to process one packet in the queue, and this is a ratio 
between the Packet Size and the bitrate of the physical link (i.e. copper wire or optical 
fibre). 
 
When the total delay starts to exceed 150 ms for an interactive voice conversation, 
this impedes the ‘naturalness’ of the conversation, see Table 3.1. In such a case the 
ability to have a phone conversation that resembles a face-to-face conversation, is 
increasingly lost. A delay exceeding 400 ms will result in a conversation that appears to 
be half-duplex, where two people are taking turns to talk [15]. This can be annoying, 
and is referred to as low-interactivity. 
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2.1.3. Jitter 
 
As packets traverse through the network, they pass through several router buffers 
(queues). Some will be busier than others causing packets to experience varying 
network delays. 
 
Consider two consecutive packets within a talk-spurt in an audio application. The 
sender sends packets at an inter-sent-time-spacing of 20 milliseconds (ms) (i.e. a 
packet rate of 50 packets per second). The first packet arrives at a nearly empty queue 
(less busy queue) at the router, but just before the second packet arrives at the queue, 
a large number of packets from other sources arrive at the same queue. As a result, 
the first packet experiences a small queuing delay whilst the second packet suffers a 
large queuing delay at the router. Consequently, the spacing between these two 
consecutive packets will be greater than 20 ms. 
 
On the other hand, the packet spacing of these two packets can also result in an 
interval less than 20 ms under certain circumstances. Suppose the first packet arrives 
at the queue and the second packet arrives at that queue just before the entry of 
other packets from different sources at the same queue. In this case, the second 
packet is right behind the first one. If the time it takes to service a packet on the 
router’s outbound link is less than 20 ms (which is commonly known as the service 
time in queuing terminology) this will result in a packet spacing of the two packets 
smaller than 20 ms, simply because the packets are behind each other.  
 
The arrival of packets at varying network delays leads to a non-isochronous service 
which imposes a demand of the use of playout buffer at the receiving end system to 
remove the deteriorated effects of such variations. This means that receiving packets 
will be buffered for a sufficient time i.e. adding delay before playout can begin. 
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2.1.4. Quality of Experience (QoE) Assessment  
 
In order to assess the quality of a voice connection in the presence of impairments it is 
necessary to consider the subjective rating that listeners would give. This subjective 
quality measure is referred to as a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) and is given on a scale 
of 1 to 5, as defined in [16]. Figure 2.2 shows the mapping of MOS to user satisfaction, 
as reported in [13] and [17].  
 
 
Figure 2.2, Mean Opinion Score (MOS) and its relation to user satisfaction defined by 
the E-model in terms of R-value (adapted from [13] and [17]) 
 
Numerous studies have been conducted to assess the effect on voice quality of various 
impairments under various conditions. Some of them have been compiled into reports 
and recommendations published in ITU-T standards.  
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These reports (here referred to as models) can be used to predict customer opinion 
when a new architecture or technology introduces impairments. The most popular 
model of this kind today is the E-model [18] from the number of models reviewed in 
[19].  
 
The E-model can be used to interpret packet delay and loss behaviours into a scalar 
measure, representing the perceived quality of voice calls. The formulation of the E-
model can be shown using Equation 2.6 and [18] which goes into detail of the various 
components involved in representing the perceived quality on a scale of 0 to 100 
(known as the R-value). The parameters included in the computation of the R-factor 
are fairly extensive, covering such factors as echo, background noise, signal loss, codec 
impairments, delay and others. The relationship between MOS and R-value is 
expressed in the form of an equation, which can be found in Equation 2.5. 
 
MOS = 1 R < 0   
MOS = 4.5 R > 100 
MOS = 1 + 0.035∙R + 7x10‐6 ∙R(R–60) (100–R) 0 < R < 100 
Equation 2.5 
 
A voice quality is rated over a scale of 0 to 100, which is referred as the R-value.  The 
voice call with an R-value of 70 is considered to be of equivalent quality of a Public 
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) voice call. An R-value lower than 60 is considered 
unacceptable.  
 
R–value = (100 –   ) –    –    + A                           
Equation 2.6 
Codec Impairment, (100 – Is) 
‘Is’ is the encoding impairment arising from different compressing techniques used 
(including quality degradation arising from noise, echo, and loudness), and this is 
different for each codec. For example a full rate fixed codec such as G.711 has a (100 – 
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Is) R-value of 94.2, whereas a highly compressed codec such as G.729 generates a 
bitrate of 8Kbits compared to 64Kbits (of G.711) achieves an R-value of 77.3. 
 
Packet Level Impairment,       
 
Packet Loss 
‘IL’ is the impairment factor arising from loss, where ‘LT(R)’ is the ratio of packets loss 
between source and destination (i.e. including sender buffer, network and receiver 
buffer loss). The loss (and delay) impairment is again codec dependent however, it is 
commonly found to follow the pattern modelled by [18] as expressed in Equation 2.7. 
 
         (R-value) = 30·  (1+15·LT(R) ) Equation 2.7 
 
Packet Delay 
‘Id’ is the delay impairment factor including all the delays which occur between source 
and destination (i.e. including buffering at the Sender, Receiver and network). ‘Id’ is 
modelled as [18]: 
  
            (R-value) = 0.024·DT + 0.11(DT –177.3) ·H(DT – 177.3) 
      {
         
            
 
Equation 2.8 
 
Here ‘DT’ is the mean delay for all packets measured in milliseconds (ms) and H(x) is 
the Heaviside function. 
 
Advantage Factor, A 
 
‘A’ is the Advantage Factor; it accounts for users who can tolerate some degradation in 
quality in return for the ease of access, for example, when using a mobile or satellite 
phone. 
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Figure 2.3 illustrates how the two variables of delay and loss impairment can be 
represented as a quality rating value (known as the R-value) for a G.711 voice codec. 
For example, in order to achieve the minimum acceptable quality for a voice call, i.e. 
R=60, the voice call should not experience a mean delay of more than 200 ms. Its 
packet loss should be no more than 10 %. 
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Figure 2.3, Impact of Delay and Loss on the R-value of a voice call 
 
The larger the end-to-end delay the lower the interactivity between the two ends of 
the call. This reflects a poor Quality of Experience (QoE). Multimedia applications 
which use Forward Error Correction (FEC) to recover from packet losses in the network 
will no longer remain productive if a connection experiences a persistent packet loss 
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greater than 10 percent [20, 1]. It is suggested by [1] the end-system should terminate 
the VoIP connection in such conditions.  
 
2.2. Mechanisms to deal with Network Congestion 
 
The impact that network congestion has on the quality of a voice connection resulting 
from loss and delay can be seen from Figure 2.3. There is a need for Quality of Service 
(QoS) mechanisms to deal with this. 
 
The ideal way to avoid congestion is to ‘over provision’ the network, i.e. to increase 
network (bandwidth) resources. However, if extra resources are not available, then 
congestion must be tackled as and when it occurs. This may necessitate a number of 
schemes in place to deal with the problem satisfactorily. 
 
Network congestion can be dealt at different layers of the TCP/IP stack. Application: 
where the multimedia application adapts its bitrate in order to reduce the load 
injected into the network. Transport: controls the amount of load injected into the 
network by buffering the application load until sufficient bandwidth is available. 
Network: allocate different amount of resources based on type of traffic, and discard 
packets when load exceeds certain thresholds.  
 
2.2.1. Application Layer 
 
2.2.1.1. Adaptive Multimedia Encoding 
 
Using Adaptive Multimedia Encoding schemes enables applications to reduce their 
input load in the presence of network congestion. This is achieved by reducing the 
quality of frame being sent. A reduced quality frame means a smaller Frame Size; 
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hence the overall (encoder) bitrate injected into the network is lower. A lower encoder 
bitrate will reflect a degraded multimedia quality. However, the multimedia 
application will be able to maintain its interactivity and intelligibility by avoiding the 
loss and delay of packets during network congestion.  
 
A number of adaptive multimedia encoding schemes are discussed in section 3.3, 
ranging from Layered, to Coarse Grain and Fine Grain Scalable encoding. The strength 
of adaptability offered by the multimedia encoding is solely dependent on scalability of 
the encoding technique. All this will be highlighted in section 3.3, which concludes that 
Fine Grain Scalable encoding is more adaptive than the other encoding schemes.  
 
2.2.2. Transport Layer 
 
2.2.2.1. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
 
‘Adaptive Traffic’, such as TCP, is able to self-control (limit) its input load by adapting 
its window size. This results in a reduced input load into the network. Such applications 
do not require segregation of traffic to achieve equal share of network resources. The 
built in mechanism in the TCP transport protocol referred to as ‘Additive Increase 
Multiplicative Decrease’ (AIMD) adjusts the window size based on network congestion 
indicators such as loss and delay.  
 
Using TCP a single packet loss reduces the TCP window size to half, and increases its 
window incrementally when bandwidth becomes available.  
 
The halving of the window size (assuming Round Trip Time ‘RTT’ and other variables 
remain constant) results in halving the sending rate, and this method of congestion 
response is not adequate for multimedia applications such as voice and video, because 
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sudden changes in sending rates show noticeable effects on recipients’ quality. Many 
multimedia applications do not run over TCP for this very reason – they do not want 
their transmission rate throttled back. Instead, these applications prefer to run over a 
User Datagram Protocol (UDP), which does not have a built-in Congestion Control 
Mechanism. When running over UDP, applications can send their audio and video into 
the network at a constant rate, occasionally losing packets, rather than reduce their 
bitrates to 'fair' levels at times of congestion. From the perspective of TCP, the 
multimedia applications running over UDP are not being fair – they do not cooperate 
with the other connections nor adjust their transmission rates appropriately. Because 
TCP congestion control will decrease its transmission rate in the presence of 
congestion (loss), while UDP sources need not, this leads UDP sources to crowd out 
TCP traffic.  
 
2.2.2.2. Congestion Control Mechanisms (CCM): AIMD, TFRC 
 
The essence of congestion control is to give feedback to the sender about events 
caused by congestion, so that the sender can adjust its sending rate accordingly. The 
feedback comes from the receiver, in the form of acknowledgments sent via RTCP 
packets for example, notifying the degree of loss and delay occurring over the network.  
 
The control system of the CCM is illustrated in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4, Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) Control System 
 
The two well-known CCM are AIMD and TFRC. AIMD is based on the congestion 
avoidance mechanism of TCP, however with different increase and decrease 
parameters. TFRC is based in a TCP-rate equation model defined by [31], which models 
the TCP bitrate using an equation.  
 
1) Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease, ‘AIMD(a,b)’ 
 
AIMD-based (Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease) congestion control 
mechanisms are TCP-compatible, in that they compete reasonably fairly with existing 
TCP, but that avoid TCP’s halving of the congestion window in response to a single 
packet drop. TCP’s congestion control mechanisms are a good choice for most current 
applications, as TCP is very effective at rapidly using bandwidth when it becomes 
available. However, for some applications the requirement for relatively smooth 
changes of the sending rate is more important than the ability to make opportunistic 
use of increases in available bandwidth. For such applications, a key reason not to use 
TCP’s congestion control mechanisms is to avoid the abrupt halving of the sending rate 
in response to a single packet drop. 
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AIMD(a,b) congestion control refer to pure AIMD congestion control that uses an 
increase parameter ‘a’ and a decrease parameter ‘b’. That is, after a loss event the 
congestion window (when speaking in the context of TCP) is decreased from ‘W’ to  
‘(1-b)W’ packets, and otherwise is increased from ‘W’ to ‘(W+a)’ packets after each 
Round Trip Time. Currently, TCP uses AIMD(1, ½) congestion control along with the 
congestion control related mechanisms of the retransmit timer, and the exponential 
back-off of the retransmit timer in periods of high congestion. Given the long 
familiarity in the Internet with TCP, the most obvious choice for a congestion control 
mechanism that reduces its sending rate more smoothly than TCP would be AIMD(a,b) 
but with a decrease parameter less than ½. 
 
[21] has shown that TCP(1/5, 1/8) and TCP(2/5, 1/8) compete fairly equally with TCP, 
while avoiding TCP’s reduction of the sending rate in half in response to a single packet 
drop. This can be seen in figure 3 and 4 of [21].  
 
Although AIMD provide TCP-friendliness and better smoothness compared to TCP. 
However, AIMD is not as smooth when compared to TCP-rate Equation congestion 
control, TFRC, this can be seen from figure 10 of [21].  
 
2) TCP-rate Equation: TFRC CCM 
 
The TFRC congestion control mechanism (CCM) is based on the Rate Equation model of 
TCP which indicates a transmission rate equivalent to a TCP source under similar 
congestion conditions. The basic Rate Equation model was originally developed by [31] 
and later further improvements were made which took into account ‘retransmits 
timeouts’ and probabilistic drops. The present Rate Equation model is of *22] and is 
defined as (which is commonly known as the TCP-rate equation): 
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Where ‘S’ is the fixed packet size, ‘tRTT’’ is the Round Trip Time, ‘tRTO‘ is the TCP 
retransmission timeout (set as 4 x tRTT), and ‘p’  is the packet loss rate. Using these 
measured parameters, the equation-based congestion control mechanism updates its 
transmission rate, TTCP, every Round Trip Time.  
 
The TFRC CCM uses the same equation but redefines the variable packet loss rate, ‘p’, 
to loss event rate, ‘ ’, which enables a smoother impact on the transmission rate from 
packets losses. In addition, the measured round-trip-time (RTT) is smoothed using an 
exponentially weighted moving average which is defined as ‘tRTT’. The updated TCP 
rate equation is shown below. 
 
TFRC’s purpose is to provide smoother changes in the sending rate, TTCP, making it 
more suitable for multimedia applications compared to using AIMD CCM’s. Details of 
the loss event rate algorithm can be found in section 2.4.1.1 and [9]. The proposed 
algorithm offers a good trade-off between responsiveness to changes in congestion 
and aggressively to finding and using available bandwidth  
 
2.2.2.3. Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) 
 
A transport protocol known as Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [23] aims 
to provide a suitable transport protocol for multimedia applications by enabling them 
to be congestion responsive. DCCP architectural design will provide TCP functionality 
but without the reliability. 
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DCCP intends to provide a wide variety of services to real-time interactive applications 
at transport level. To name a few it intends to: a) provide a plugin for Congestion 
Control Mechanisms (currently supporting AIMD [24] and TCP Friendly Rate Control 
‘TFRC’ [12]), b) provide connection handshake for setup and teardown of connections, 
similar to signalling protocols such as SIP and H.323. This will also prove to be firewall 
friendly. c) Provide sequence numbering to packets and acknowledgments of packets 
sent, similar to what RTP and RTCP currently provide. 
 
Further developments of the protocol can be found at [25]. 
 
2.2.3. Network Layer 
 
2.2.3.1. Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) 
 
Using a simple First Come and First Out (FIFO) queue all in bound packets are placed in 
a single queue, regardless of the size, or type of arriving packets. All inbound packets 
are placed in one queue, which operates on the principle of FIFO. Weighted Fair 
Queuing (WFQ) on the other hand uses multiple queues to separate packets from 
various flows into different queues (known as classes). It can give equal (or different) 
amounts of bandwidth to each queue (which can also be defined as a class). This 
prevents one class of traffic from consuming all the available bandwidth, for example 
non-responsive multimedia flows saturating responsive flows such as TCP. However, 
this does not guarantee that flows within the same class share bandwidth fairly among 
themselves. 
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2.2.3.2. Congestion Avoidance 
 
WFQ manages existing congestion, whereas Congestion Avoidance avoids congestion 
to develop. Congestion is avoided by dropping packets across different flows, this 
causes various applications to reduce their input load into the network. Random Early 
Discard (RED) is an example of such a Congestion Avoidance Mechanism [26].  
 
RED avoids congestion in the router by maintaining an average queue size between 
two set thresholds, minimum and maximum [27]. To maintain an average queue size 
RED drops packets probabilistically. For example when the average queue size 
increases above the minimum threshold, RED drops each arriving packet with a certain 
probability. This probability is a function of the average queue size, as defined in [27]. 
By dropping these packets it would give indication to those particular connections to 
reduce its sending rate. Currently only TCP as a transport protocol responds to 
dropped packets by the router, other applications which use UDP require feedback 
from the end receiver’s whether a packet was delivered or dropped. By dropping 
packets this should maintain an average queues size, if the queue size still continues to 
grow then more packets are dropped with a higher probability. If the average queue 
size exceeds the maximum threshold then all arriving packets are discarded, in a 
similar fashion to ‘drop tail’. 
 
RED also provides additional benefits and these are listed below:  
 
1. Absorb burst traffic: Packet bursts are unavoidable in packet oriented networks [28]. 
If the queue space is at all times fully occupied, then the possibility to accompany 
bursty packets is impossible and promotes few connections to monopolize the queue 
space. This is known as the ‘lock-out’ effect. Therefore by keeping an average queue at 
all times will provide buffering for bursty packets and will always have space for 
incoming packets. 
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2. Global synchronization: The queue space available is shared by many different 
connections, therefore it is necessary to operate fairly among all connections. By 
operating the queue space at full capacity this results in too many incoming packets 
being dropped, hence creating a ‘global synchronization’ effect on too many 
connections at the same time. In the case of a TCP connection this causes multiple TCP 
sessions to go into slow-start. This behaviour reduces network performance, as the 
network can be seen to be under-utilised. In addition packet loss leads to 
retransmission which causes an adverse effect in reducing congestion. RED avoids this 
by randomly dropping packets causing some flows to slow down. RED then measures 
the effect on the queue, and if the reduction is not adequate, then more packets are 
dropped to cause more flows to reduce their rate. 
  
3. Reducing Delay: By maintaining an average queue size, this encourages smoother 
flows of traffic within the router and reducing delay times between packets. This is 
particularly important for real-time applications, as they perform better at smoother 
sending rates and reduced end-to-end delay. 
 
Furthermore, using Weighted RED (WRED) combines the capabilities of the RED 
algorithm with Class segregation. This combination provides for preferential traffic 
handling for different classes of traffic. 
 
Due to RED’s advantages for congestion aware connections such as TCP, RED has been 
deployed in most routers on the internet. Although RED is able to control queue 
lengths and reduce end-to-end delay, this is only possible in an environment where 
each connection responds to a dropped packet.  
 
Presently the amount of real-time traffic is increasing over the internet. And most of 
these real-time applications use UDP as there transport protocol. By using RED, which 
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indicates congestion by dropping packets this will have no effect on their sending rates. 
This is because UDP is a transport protocol which has no concept of congestion control. 
Therefore, research [2, 3, 23] suggests that applications should either invest in new 
transport protocols which provide both unreliable data transfer and respond to 
congestion, e.g. DCCP [23] or have UDP connections running with Congestion Control 
Mechanisms. 
 
2.3. Current Situation with Multimedia flows  
 
At present a substantial portion of the multimedia connections operating over the 
internet do not respond to congestion indicators. This is because they use User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP) as their underlying transport protocol. UDP provides no 
feedback on congestion indicators such as loss and delay. Real-time Transport Protocol 
(RTP) must be used along with UDP to facilitate such feedback. 
 
Furthermore, multimedia applications require an isochronous service, i.e. they must 
send data as soon as it is generated, as such applications are time dependent. They 
send their data frames at fixed rates and adjust their transmission rates in terms of 
frame quality. Transport protocols such as TCP, or even some Congestion Control 
Mechanisms such as ‘Rate Adaptation Protocol’ (RAP) *12], are too harsh in response 
to packet losses, i.e. they will reduce their sending rate by half in response to a single 
packet loss. For that reason multimedia applications avoid using them. Additionally 
transport protocols such as TCP retransmit lost packets, which can take at least one 
additional Round Trip Time (RTT) to arrive; but multimedia applications are time 
critical in nature, and so delayed, lost and re-transmitted packets are of no use. In the 
literature the existing Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) designers have paid little 
attention to multimedia application requirements and so such flows remain 
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unresponsive to congestion indicators, (in other words they are non-adaptive or 
inelastic).  
 
The increasing growth of multimedia applications could result in severe inter-protocol 
unfairness, e.g. UDP flows make well-behaved adaptive flows such as TCP suffer from 
resource starvation. This unfairness resource usage will lead to excessive packet loss 
and delay for both adaptive and inelastic flows, with significantly poor throughput for 
adaptive flows, and poor Quality of Experience (QoE) to inelastic multimedia flows. 
This behaviour can lead to a condition called Congestion Collapse [3, 29], where the 
network is ineffective because it is busy forwarding packets which are ultimately going 
to be dropped before they can reach their end destination.  
 
2.4. Method chosen to address the: Congestion 
Control Mechanism and Adaptive Multimedia 
Encoding 
 
The problem raised in the previous section highlights that flows will remain inelastic 
(unresponsive to congestion) until the issue of reducing the input load in congestion 
periods is successfully addressed. That is why it is imperative to devise a scheme which 
is able to provide a suitable Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) for multimedia 
applications, which will make the ‘inelastic’ adaptive. This can be achieved by having a 
CCM which responds to congestion in a manner that is adequate for adaptive 
multimedia encoding.  
 
Deployment of the other mechanisms such as WFQ and RED will not prove productive 
until the input load rate cannot be controlled at the source.  
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When using scheduling algorithms such as WFQ certain amounts of network capacity 
are allocated to each class of traffic. If flows within the same class are behaving 
unfairly among themselves because they are not responding to network congestion, 
this will lead to excessive losses for all flows within the same class. Therefore, it is in 
their own interest for multimedia flows to become adaptive.  
 
Additionally, when using Congestion Avoidance Mechanisms such as Random Early 
Discard (RED), when packets of a particular flow are dropped, the congestion 
avoidance mechanism expects that the transport protocol or CCM to understand these 
notifications and responds accordingly, otherwise such mechanism will not prove 
productive.  
 
Therefore, it makes sense that one should address the problem of making multimedia 
flows adaptive in order to control the input load into the network, before the WFQ and 
Congestion Avoidance Mechanism, RED, are put in place. Furthermore, the ‘Internet 
Engineering Task Force’ (IETF) recommends that all applications running over the 
Internet should use end-to-end congestion control so that long-term fairness of 
network resources can be achieved, and the stability of the Internet not be put at risk 
from congestion collapse [2, 3]. 
 
Congestion Control Mechanism 
 
Hence, before considering the development of end-to-end Congestion Control 
Mechanisms (CCM), it is important to assess their overall design and behaviour. Both 
the end user (i.e. the multimedia application) and network requirements must be 
satisfied by the Congestion Control Mechanism; otherwise the risk of Congestion 
Collapse will remain and multimedia applications will continue to be unresponsive. It is 
in the best interest of both network and multimedia applications that the 
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requirements of both are satisfied in a seamless manner. The essential features of a 
Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) for interactive multimedia are as follows:  
 
1. A CCM should be able to provide a fair share of bandwidth utilization for the 
flow, not only so that it is fair to other competing flows, but also so that it can 
aim to achieve high goodput. 
 
2. A CCM should be able to take into account the congestion state of the full path 
from source-to-destination as various levels of congestion can be present at 
different intermediate nodes (routers) along the network path.  
 
3. A CCM for interactive multimedia flows should not need to retransmit lost 
packets, as they are of no use to the end user. It is waste of bandwidth to 
retransmit them when they are not required.  
 
4. A CCM should be able to co-exist and compete with adaptive flows such as TCP 
over the best-effort Internet service. Since TCP has been proven to be a 
successful protocol which has been fair with competing flows and has 
maintained the stability of the Internet along with keeping utilization high [3], it 
makes sense that multimedia applications should behave in a way that is ‘TCP 
friendly’. Ideally, competing flows should adopt the same long-term response 
behaviour, so all flows have an equal share of the network resources and are 
compatible with each other. Otherwise different response behaviour may 
either be too aggressive or not aggressive enough, resulting in unfairness 
between competing flows and reducing overall network performance [3, 9, 10].  
 
5. A CCM should provide smooth changes to transmission rates, making it easier 
for multimedia applications to adapt. The halving of transmission rates will not 
prove attractive to multimedia applications. Changes in transmission rates must 
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be done in a manner in which an isochronous service can still be maintained, i.e. 
multimedia data (frames) can be sent as soon as they are generated, i.e. a fixed 
Frame Rate can be maintained, so that delay and jitter can be kept to a 
minimum. Regardless of the challenges that loss, delay and jitter impose on 
multimedia applications, they are able to reduce transmission rates by 
adjusting the quality of the frame, whilst maintain a fixed Frame Rate. 
  
A number of CCM have been proposed which can be found in [30], however at present 
‘TCP friendly rate control’ (TFRC) is the leading mechanism for providing smoothness in 
its transmission rate. The TFRC CCM is based on the Rate Equation model of TCP which 
was developed by [31]. Using the same equation the packet loss variable has been 
redefined as ‘loss event rate’. This ensures that packet losses have a smoother impact 
on the transmission rates. Furthermore, none of the lost packets are retransmitted. 
This saves bandwidth and reduces complexity on the Congestion Control Mechanism. 
 
Additionally, using the Rate Equation model enables a response to congestion which 
can be referred as ‘TCP friendly’ because it aims to achieve a similar long term bitrate 
of a TCP source under similar congestion conditions. Results shown in [9] verify this 
claim. The loss and delay variables used in the Rate Equation model are based on the 
end-to-end state of the network. Therefore the transmission rate calculated by the 
‘Rate Equation’ model takes into account the congestion levels of all nodes from 
source-to-destination. 
 
Although the TFRC CCM possesses the four main traits as described above it however 
lacks the functionality of providing an isochronous service as described in point 5. In 
this thesis the main contribution and focus is to present an approach to implement this 
isochronous functionality. This is the one of the core novelties of this thesis. Details 
can be found in section 4.2. 
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Adaptive Multimedia Encoding 
 
Network conditions vary over time and this reflects on the amount of network bitrate 
(bandwidth) available. Therefore, the ability for multimedia encoders to adapt in terms 
of bitrate will prove useful to them, as the application will avoid congestion to develop, 
hence reducing the amount of loss and delay experienced. Therefore, improving the 
connection’s Quality of Experience (QoE). 
 
The ability for multimedia applications to adapt their bitrate depends on the 
performance of the encoder’s scalability. Section 3.3 highlights the three main forms of 
adaptive encoding techniques available: Layered, Coarse Grain and Fine Grain Scalable 
(FGS). In conclusion it seen that that FGS provide the best form of bitrate adaptability 
offering ‘byte-level’ scalability where the bitstream can be truncated to any length as 
required by the Congestion Control mechanism. This is because the multimedia data is 
organised in a manner or priority, from Most Significant Bytes (MSB) to Least 
Significant Bytes (LSB). The MSB represent the most basic but vital information (i.e. 
minimum quality), scaling up to the LSB which represent the enhancement of the basic 
information, (i.e. higher quality). 
 
Hence, the multimedia application can provide a true match to the available network 
bitrate, providing the best possible quality to the end user whilst making best use of 
network resources available, this is illustrated in Figure 1.2. This encoding scheme is of 
great benefit in an environment such as the Internet, where available network bitrate 
is continually changing and the ability to adapt in a manner without causing step 
changes in quality is of significant benefit to the end user.  
 
FGS bitstreams are encoded at their full bitrate; the encoded bitstream allows 
adaptation to take place after encoding, hence allowing on-the-fly adaptation of the 
bitstream without requiring the storage of multiple copies of the bitstream at different 
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bitrates. This lends itself very reasonably to Congestion Control Mechanisms such as 
TCP-Friendly; section 4.2 illustrates in details how the use of FGS bitstreams will enable 
the Congestion Control Mechanism to maintain an isochronous service whilst 
responding to network congestion. 
 
2.4.1. TCP form of congestion response: TCP Friendly Rate 
Control (TFRC)   
 
2.4.1.1. Protocol Design 
 
The TFRC protocol is characterised by three main functions: (1) Increase/Decrease 
Algorithm, (2) Slow-Start and (3) Loss event Rate calculation.  
 
(1) Increase/Decrease Algorithm 
 
Every time a feedback message i.e. an acknowledgment (ACK) is received the value of 
the sending rate, TTCP, is updated using the TCP response function. If the calculated 
sending rate, TCSR is greater than previous sending rate TPSR, then the sender can 
increase its sending rate. On the other hand, if the calculated sending rate, TCSR, is less 
than previous sending rate TPSR the sender decreases its sending rate to TCSR.  
 
The increase or decrease in the Sending Rate, TTCP, is achieved by varying the Inter-
Packet-Gap-Spacing (IPGS) of packets sent, PIPGS(S). This is similar to how Rate Adaptive 
Protocol (RAP) responds to changes in the Sending Rate [12]. The IPGS is a function of 
Packet Size, PS, and the sending rate, TTCP. 
 
          
  
    
 √
       
 
 Equation 2.10 
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The multiplication of the ‘       ’ and ‘M’ parameters, are used to further reduce the 
oscillations in the Sending Rate making it ideal for multimedia applications and 
improving the network performance, further details can be found in [9+. ‘       ’ is the 
most recent Round Trip Time (RTT) sample, and ‘M’ is the square root of the average 
RTTs. 
 
By taking the inverse of the IPGS it indicates the Packet Rate, PR. 
    
 
      
Equation 2.11 
The Packet Rate gives a measure of the number of packets sent per second (pps).  
 
(2) Slow-Start 
 
The TFRC slow-start is identical to the Slow-Start algorithm of TCP, where the sender 
roughly doubles its sending rate each Round Trip Time (RTT). The TCP’s acknowledged 
clock mechanism provides limits the overshoot during the slow-start period. Hence, no 
more than two outgoing packets can be generated for each acknowledged packet, 
forcing a TCP connection to send no more than twice the bandwidth of the bottleneck. 
 
A rate-based protocol does not have this natural self-limiting property. Therefore, a 
simple mechanism is used where the receiver feeds back the rate at which the packets 
arrive, TRSR, (during the last measured RTT). And the sender’s sending rate, TSSR, is 
limited to the minimum of twice the receiver sending rate, TRSR, or previous sending 
rate, TPSR, whichever is smaller. 
    
TSSR = min ( 2 TPSR  , 2 TRSR ) Equation 2.12 
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The slow-start phase will terminate and go into the increase/decrease phase if a 
packet loss occurs. 
 
(3) Loss Event Rate,      
 
A receiver aggregates packet losses occurring within one round trip time (RTT) into a 
loss event (LE). The number of packets between loss events is referred to as the loss 
interval (LI) and this is illustrated in Figure 2.5. 
 
 
Figure 2.5, Weighted loss intervals between loss events used to calculate loss event 
rate, (figure adapted from [9]) 
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The average loss interval, LIavg, is calculated over a weighted average of the ‘n’ most 
recent loss interval as shown in Equation 2.13. 
 
 
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,1  Equation 2.13 
 
The weights, ‘wi‘, are chosen so that the very recent loss intervals receive the same 
high weights, while the weights gradually decrease towards zero for older loss intervals. 
This allows for smooth changes in the average loss interval as loss events age. The 
choice of the weight values determines the trade-off between output rate 
responsiveness and smoothness. This problem was analysed in [9] and the values 
recommended are as follows: 
 
   For weights, wi :    
1iw                   for                 
2
1
n
i    
   and   
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
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 Equation 2.14 
Where n = 8, has been demonstrated to provide a balanced trade-off, this gives 
weights of 1, 1, 1, 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2 for ‘w1’ through ‘w8’ respectively.  
 
The calculated average loss interval, LIavg, does not incorporate the most recent 
interval as illustrated in Figure 2.5. The full average loss interval, LIfull.avg, can be derived 
using Equation 2.15.  
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To determine the inclusion of the most recent loss interval is to examine whether its 
average is greater than ‘LIavg’ as calculated in Equation 2.13.  
 
The loss event rate, ler, is the inverse of the average loss interval as shown in Equation 
2.16. 
 
    navgnavgfull
er
LILI
l
,11,0. ,max
1

  Equation 2.16 
 
The smoothness factor is evaluated by [9] and it illustrates that the upper bound on 
the increase in the transmission rate is of a rate 0.14 packets/RTT under no congestion 
periods. Whereas for the lower bound, the decrease in the transmission rate takes 
approximately 5 persistent RTTs to half its transmission rate. 
 
Furthermore, additional smoothness and responsiveness can be achieved in the 
transmission rate by using either or both of the following two schemes. The first is 
history discounting of the old loss intervals, if the most recent loss interval is twice the 
average loss interval, LIavg. This condition is used to increase the transmission rate 
during less congested periods. The second scheme is smoothing the RTT value by 
averaging the RTTs using the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA). Details 
of these schemes can be found in [9]. Nevertheless the core component of the TFRC 
CCM which is the ‘loss event rate’ calculation which provides the smoothness in its 
transmission rate. 
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2.5. Summary 
 
This chapter defined network congestion and illustrated its impact on the quality of a 
multimedia connection. The Quality of Experience (QoE) Assessment model, referred 
to as the E-model, illustrates how serious the quality degradation can be from 
excessive network congestion leading to packet loss and delay. Therefore, a number of 
mechanisms were discussed that can be put in place at certain layers (Network, 
Transport, and Application) into the TCP/IP stack.  
 
At the Application Layer the offered load into the network can be adjusted by using 
adaptive encoding, and the amount required to adjust the offered load can be 
indicated by using a Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) which is present at the 
Transport Layer. The CCM monitors the state of the network based on packet loss, and 
end-to-end delay. 
 
At the Transport Layer the rate at which the packets are sent into the network can be 
controlled and this rate is determined by the degree of packet loss, and delay that 
occur in the network. An example of a transport layer mechanism is Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP).  TCP adapts its rate in AIMD manner where it increases its rate 
incrementally (in non-congestion periods) and decreases its rate by half (in presence of 
congestion). This mode of congestion response is appropriate for applications that 
seek to make effective use of network capacity, but do not necessarily require timely 
delivery. In contrast real-time interactive applications require timely delivery, and 
smooth changes in the sending rate. Congestion Control Mechanisms such as TFRC can 
offer smooth changes in the sending rate however, lack the functionality of sending 
packets as soon as they are generated. This leads to a need for developing a novel 
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Congestion Control Mechanism which can offer an isochronous service whilst 
maintaining the traits of TFRC. Chapter 4 will investigate this further.  
 
At the Network Layer packets can be segregated into different queues where the 
queues can be prioritized based on a class of traffic. This scheme is referred to as 
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ). A mechanism known as Random Early Discard (RED) 
can be placed in the queue which controls the behaviour of dropping. This is useful to 
avoid congestion developing at early stages, whereas WFQ manages existing 
congestion. 
 
This chapter concludes with which mechanisms to be used in this thesis: a) TCP-
friendly Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM), and using b) Fine Grain Scalable 
‘Adaptive Multimedia Encoding’. The novel Congestion Control Mechanism will 
indicate the available network bitrate and the Adaptive Multimedia Encoder will adjust 
its bitrate at byte-level granularity. This approach will result in a reduced offered load 
into the network during congestion, whilst offering the least level of multimedia 
quality degradation.  
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3. Mechanisms at the End system to deal with 
Loss, Delay-Jitter and Input Load into the 
network  
 
This chapter addresses how the QoS of a multimedia application can be maintained by 
using several mechanisms to compensate for the impact of loss, and delay-jitter. 
Furthermore, it looks into adaptation techniques which can be used to adjust the 
bitrate of the multimedia application in order to reduce the input load into the 
network in the presence of network congestion. Following that, this chapter also 
presents the end-to-end multimedia communication architecture illustrating the 
components involved from end-to-end, in transporting multimedia data across an IP 
network.  
 
3.1. Class of Services – Real-time Interactive 
Multimedia  
 
Interactive Multimedia applications that operate over the Internet require a certain 
level of Quality of Service (QoS) for them to remain meaningful. Table 3.1 defines 
these levels of requirements for different classes with respect to delay and loss. 
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Class Details Mean Delay 
Delay Jitter 
(De-Jitter 
Buffer) 
Loss 
Percentage 
Application 
Examples 
1 
Real-time, Highly 
interactive 
applications, sensitive 
jitter 
150 ms 40 to 80 ms 10 
Voice over IP, 
Video 
Teleconference 
2 
Real-time, interactive 
applications, sensitive 
jitter 
400 ms 40 to 80 ms 10 
Voice over IP, 
Video 
Teleconference 
3 Low loss applications 1 sec - 10 Video Streaming 
Table 3.1, Class of Services (adapted from [15] table 11.1) 
 
Delays in traditional circuit-switched environments are typically below 150 ms, and 
therefore highly interactive applications expect the same level of delay to achieve the 
same level of QoS [32]. However, with the evolution of IP networks multiple sources of 
delay can occur, ranging from packetization, to queuing, and de-jitter buffering. This 
increases the amount of delay experienced by multimedia packets. If the delay starts 
to exceed 400 ms the conversation appears to be half-duplex, (where two people are 
taking turns to talk). This can be annoying, and is referred to as low-interactivity.  
 
Packets sent over the Internet can experience different levels of delay. In order to 
compensate for this delay, the receiving end usually employs a de-jitter buffer. Typical 
de-jitter buffers hold two to four packets and thus introduce an additional delay of 40 
to 80 ms for 20 ms sized packets [15]. 
 
Voice transmissions exhibit a high tolerance for packet losses. If an occasional packet is 
lost, the fidelity of the voice reproduction is not severely affected. In contrast, data 
packets have a low tolerance for errors, and require retransmission if packets are 
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corrupted or lost. In the event of excessive delays in the network, the packets may be 
discarded at the receiving end, because they are of no use if they arrive at the receiver 
too-late. Again, the loss does not severely affect voice fidelity if the lost packets are 
less than 10 percent of the total packets transmitted.  
 
3.2. Mechanisms in the End system to maintain 
QoS  
 
Section 2.1.4 in this thesis discussed the impact of loss, delay and jitter on the Quality 
of Experience (QoE) of a voice call. This section illustrates how the QoE can be 
preserved in presence of some loss, delay-jitter arising in the transport of multimedia 
data across the IP network. 
 
3.2.1. Loss 
 
When packet drops occur in the network during congestion the audio quality can 
greatly suffer. Furthermore, owing to the strict delay requirements of real-time 
applications, retransmission is not a feasible form of recovering lost packets. For this 
reason recovery schemes such as Forward Error Correction (FEC) have been developed 
to compensate for packet loss in the Internet. When packet losses occur the receiver 
can either fully or partially recover the media packet depending on what recovery 
scheme and degree of protection has been used [20].  
 
FEC schemes are primarily targeted to recover single packet losses, as they are more 
frequent. However, it is also possible to recover losses of a relatively small number of 
consecutive packets. Recovering large bursts of packet loss is not feasible. 
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In principle there are two broad categories of FEC schemes: media-independent, and 
media-specific [33, 34], both of which will be discussed below. 
 
3.2.1.1. Media Independent FEC 
 
This scheme sends redundant data packets which are transmitted separately from the 
original packets. The redundant data is obtained by taking an exclusive OR (XOR) 
operation of the original packets [35] as illustrated in Figure 3.1.  
 
 
Figure 3.1, Media Independent FEC 
 
Using this scheme if any one packet of the group is lost, the receiver can fully 
reconstruct the lost packet. For example, if packet B was lost in the network, it can be 
recovered in full using the redundant packet (A  B) and packet A. This is illustrated in 
Figure 3.1. However, if two or more packets in a group are lost, the receiver cannot 
reconstruct the lost packets. By keeping the group size small a large fraction of the lost 
A B C D Original Packets 
Redundant  Packets 
after XOR 
All Packets Sent 
C D Packets Received A 
Packet B 
Recovered from 
Packets: A and  
(A  B) Note Group Size = 2 
A B C D 
A  B 
 
C  D 
 
A  B 
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packets can be recovered (provided that the loss is not too excessive). However, a 
small group size will require a higher transmission rate. For example a group size of 2 
will equate to 50% increase in packets to the original transmission bitrate of the 
stream. 
 
Increase factor in Transmission Rate = 
 
          
 Equation 3.1 
 
3.2.1.2. Media Specific FEC 
 
The encoders of audio applications commonly encode an audio frame into two layers; 
a base and an enhancement, where the base layer is of low quality and enhancement 
layer of high quality (details can be found in section 3.3.2.1). Media Specific FEC 
appends the base layer of the previous packet, (‘n-1’), to the current packet, n, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.2.  
 
 
Figure 3.2, Media Specific FEC 
 
B1 Original Stream 
Packets  
Packets Sent: 
Original stream 
with Base layer 
redundancy 
appended 
Packets 
Received 
Reconstructed 
Stream 
E1 B2 E2 B3 E3 B4 E4 
B1 E1 B2 E2 B1 B3 E3 B2 B4 E4 B3 
B1 E1 B2 E2 B1 B4 E4 B3 Lost 
B1 E1 B2 E2 B3 B4 E4 
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The high quality bitrate of the stream is achieved by sending both parts of the audio 
frame: the base and enhancement layers. Whereas, a lower bitrate of the stream 
consists of only the base layer. Using the Media Specific FEC scheme the receiver can 
recover the lost packet by playing out the base layer quality. This maintains the 
intelligibility of the stream whereas a stream with missing packets might be 
meaningless.  
 
The Media Specific FEC scheme can cope with some consecutive packet losses by 
appending more previous packets, base layers to the current packet. For example, 
rather than just appending one previous packet, (‘n-1’), instead (‘n-2’), and (‘n-3’) base 
layer redundancies frame data should be appended. With respect to data recovery the 
more the additions of redundancy data, the higher the degree of protection against 
increased numbers of packet losses. However, large amounts of redundancy will 
results in an increased transmission bitrate requiring more bandwidth on the network.  
 
3.2.1.3. Summary 
 
Comparatively speaking Media-independent FEC schemes have significant advantages 
over other schemes such as Media Specific. Protection against lost packets is relatively 
a simple process. Media-specific schemes require lower bandwidth as only base layer 
redundancy is sent, but at the cost of high complexity encodings. Additionally, when 
using either of two types of schemes; Media-independent and Medic Specific,  the 
playout delay time increases as the receiver must wait to receive both the original 
packets and redundant packets before playout can begin. 
 
Irrespective of the type of FEC scheme used, a common disadvantage is that they 
increase the bandwidth requirements. This may lead to increased network congestion, 
and therefore more packet losses, causing a worsening of the problem which FEC 
intended to solve. Therefore, multimedia application designers must take into 
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consideration the level of FEC they intend to provide, as only a certain level of packet 
loss can be tolerated. [36, 20, 1] advices that a persistent loss of 10% makes FEC 
ineffective, and therefore, it is in the interest of multimedia applications that they 
respond to congestion indicators in order to avoid excessive development of loss. The 
suggested solution in this thesis is the adoption of an end-to-end TCP-friendly 
Congestion Control Mechanism.  
 
3.2.2. Delay-Jitter 
 
Jitter is caused by packets arriving at irregular intervals. In order to compensate for 
jitter the receiving application will have to buffer the arriving packets for some time 
before it passes them to the decoder to schedule playout (this buffer is also known as 
the playout, receiver or de-jitter buffer). 
 
Delaying the packet for a sufficient time before they are decoded delivers a smooth 
and continuous playout of the multimedia data to the end-user. However, if the 
Playout Buffer (PB) delay is too large the interactivity of the multimedia stream will 
greatly suffer in terms of delay. On the other hand, if the PB is too small, the number 
of packets that arrive are ‘too late’ in time for playout, resulting in an increase in 
packet loss. These two scenarios are further illustrated as below. 
 
Figure 3.3 shows a fixed playout buffer, of size ‘Kv’, where ‘K’ is a constant indicating 
the number of packets to buffer and ‘v’ is the time interval between sent packets 
(which also can be referred to as the time interval between frames). For illustration 
purposes, a value of 20 ms is used for ‘v’, and a value of ‘K’ is chosen between the 
range of 1 to 4. Table 3.2 illustrates the values of delay with respect to the size of the 
buffer. 
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Figure 3.3, Playout Buffer being filled at Network rate ‘n(t)’ and drained at constant 
rate ‘d’ 
 
Playout 
Scheme 
K v (ms) 
PB Delay 
(ms) 
1 1 20 20 
2 2 20 40 
3 3 20 60 
4 4 20 80 
Table 3.2, Playout Buffer Delay 
 
Figure 3.4 illustrates the points in time when packets are generated and played out. 
Four Playout-Scheduled Schemes are considered based on the playout buffer size 
value, ‘Kv’. The sender generates packets at a regular interval of 20 ms; the first packet 
arrives at time ‘r’; the arrivals of subsequent packets are not evenly spaced because of 
network jitter. For Playout Schedule Scheme 1, where the playout buffer delay is of 
just 20 ms, packets 2, 3 and 5 do not arrive in time for playout and hence, the receiver 
considers them as lost packets, this is summarised in Table 3.3. For Playout Schedule 
Scheme 2, where the playout buffer delay is of 40 ms, only packet 4 does not arrive in 
time. However, for Playout Schedule Scheme 3 and 4, where the playout buffer delay 
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is of 60 and 80 ms respectively, no packets arrive ‘too-late’, hence no packet loss is 
experienced by the receiver. Although the receiving application experiences no loss 
when using Playout Schedule Scheme 4 the PB imposes a longer delay before playout 
can begin. This could result in reduced interactivity, if the other components of delay 
such as in the sender buffer, or in the network, are too large. 
 
 
Figure 3.4, Playout delays, (adapted from [36] Figure 7.6)  
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Playout 
Scheme 
K 
v 
(msec) 
PB Delay 
(msec) 
Loss of too Late 
Packets 
1 1 20 20 3 
2 2 20 40 1 
3 3 20 60 0 
4 4 20 80 0 
Table 3.3, Playout delays 
 
To achieve the best trade-off between the playout buffer delay and the arrival of ‘too 
late’ packets the delay should be large enough to avoid excessive loss and small 
enough to maintain high interactivity. Referring to Figure 3.4 it is acceptable to say 
that playout schedule schemes 2 and 3 are more suitable than scheme 1, where a 
higher degree of loss is experienced owing to arrival of ‘too late’ packets, and scheme 
4, results in larger delay. Furthermore, network jitter may vary over the duration of the 
connection. Hence using a fixed sized PB may not be adequate where a connection 
experiences variable network jitter. Therefore, the application designer may consider 
investing in adaptive playout buffers, details of which can be found in [37, 36]. The 
Playout Buffer can be configured to check the timestamps and sequence numbers of 
arrived packets before deciding to buffer packets or discarding them if they arrive ‘too-
late’ in time sequence. Furthermore, with the help of sequence numbers on packets, 
packets can be ordered correctly before being placed into the buffer. (Sequencing 
numbering, timestamps can be provided when Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) is 
used.) 
 
3.3. Encoding Techniques available for Bitrate 
Adaptation  
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Network conditions vary over time and this reflects on the amount of bandwidth 
available. Therefore, the ability to adapt in terms of bitrate will be of benefit to the 
multimedia application so it can maintain its QoE. This will result in reducing the input 
load into the network. By adopting this approach the amount of congestion will reduce, 
hence, reflecting a lower network packet delay and loss, resulting in a better QoE for 
the multimedia application and better use of network resources. This section 
illustrates how multimedia applications adapt their bitrate in order to cope with 
varying network resources (bandwidth). 
 
The capability for multimedia applications to adapt their bitrate depends on the 
performance of the encoder’s scalability. The section below highlights three forms of 
adaptive encoding techniques: Layered, Coarse Grain and Fine Grain Scalable.  
 
3.3.1. Common Audio / Voice Encoders 
 
A number of audio and voice encoders (also referred as codecs) are currently used 
over the Internet, they range from: fixed rate codecs such as G.711, G729, to adaptive 
codecs such as MPEG-2. Table 3.4 summaries the details of the codecs mentioned, in 
this thesis. 
 
 
Table 3.4, Voice Encoder Rates 
 
1  can be higher if encoding at higher channels, e.g. stereo 
2  Encoder Bitrate, BR, is a product of Frame Size, FS, and Frame Rate, FR, i.e. TEB = FR x 8·FS  
Encoding Type Application
Quality (MOS, 
1 to 4.5)
Encoder 
Bitrate 2 
(Kbits)
Voice sample 
Size 3  (ms)
Frame Rate 
4  (pps)
Frame Size 
(Bytes)
G.711 fixed Voice 4.43 64 20 50 160
G.729 fixed low-bitrate Voice 3.92 8 20 50 20
MPEG-2
Adaptive coarse-
grain encoding
Voice & Audio 2.55 to 4.35 19.2 to 76.8 1 20 50 up to 168 
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3  Also referred to as Frame Interval, FI 
4  Frame Rate =    ⁄
 
 
G.711 is a widely accepted codec for voice telephony. It was standardised in 1972, and 
is able to encode speech at a high quality giving an MOS value of 4.3 out of 4.5. For 
more demanding networks G.729 codec can be used. This is able to compress speech 
down to 8 Kbits, however it compromises on quality, resulting in a MOS value of 3.92. 
Although this is acceptable toll quality, however the application using this codec is 
more vulnerable to loss of frames, particularly in congested networks. Losses greater 
than 10 percent can greatly affect perceived audio quality.  
 
MPEG is a standard for audio and video which uses ‘lossy’ compression technique2, 
and is able to achieve similar quality levels to ‘lossless’ encoding, in return producing a 
smaller Frame Size. Furthermore, MPEG can offer adaptive encoding allowing 
applications to choose different bitrate levels to operate at, depending on the quality 
demanded by the end user and/or the state of congestion in the network.  
 
3.3.2. Adaptive Encoding 
 
3.3.2.1. Layered Encoding 
 
Layered coding found in MPEG-1 is the embedding of a multimedia signal to encode a 
frame into two sets of layers; base layer and enhancement layer, as shown in Figure 
3.5 [38]. The base layer contains the most vital information and the enhancement layer 
contains the residual information to enhance base layer quality. In the presence of 
                                                     
2
 A technique where the resolution quality is reduced in images or higher frequency notes are removed 
in audio intelligently, in order to reduce the encoded Frame Size. The human interpretation by the eye, 
ear, and mind can easily fill in the missing blanks of the reduced quality. Therefore, the end-user is 
satisfied with the quality conveyed to it. 
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network congestion, only the base layer is sent and the enhancement layer is dropped. 
However, the enhancement layer is dependent on the base layer so if the base layer is 
lost during network transmission even though the enhancement layer is received, the 
frame cannot be reconstructed.  
    
 
Figure 3.5, ‘Scalable Layered Encoding’ for Audio 
 
Consider an audio application which is able to transmit at a bitrate of 32 Kbps 
representing base layer quality and at a maximum bitrate of 128 Kbps with the 
enhancement layer, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. During network congestion, where the 
network can only support a bitrate of 120 Kbps, and the multimedia stream can only 
adapt between two bitrates (32 and 128 Kbps), the multimedia stream will have to 
make do with a bitrate of 32 Kbps, because it cannot scale in between the two rates. 
The behaviour of the multimedia application bitrate is illustrated in Figure 3.6. By using 
the layered encoding approach the network resources are poorly used. This results in 
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poor use of network resources and poor audio quality is perceived by the end user, 
who only receives base layer quality. Such encoding schemes prove to be very brittle in 
nature.  
 
Additionally, if the available network bitrate falls below 32 Kbps the multimedia 
application cannot scale down its bitrate any further than the base layer bitrate. The 
application will experience packet losses when transmitting at a bitrate higher than the 
rate that the network can support. 
 
 
Figure 3.6, ‘Varying Transmission rates’ – Layered Encoding 
 
3.3.2.2. Coarse Grain Encoding 
 
The basic idea of Coarse Grain encoding is to encode the multimedia signal into a base 
layer and many enhancement layers (as found with MPEG-2 codec) [4]. However, the 
enhancement layers are sub-divided into a set of levels representing different quality 
levels, as illustrated in Figure 3.7. However, the base layer cannot be refined in this 
way. It is essentially the lowest level of the bitrate that can be provided). So during 
network congestion, the base layer is sent with as many enhancement layers as 
possible, to match the available network resources. Although the encoder can produce 
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as many enhancement layers as are desired, each enhancement layer is dependent on 
the previous enhancement layer. For example, the second enhancement layer can only 
be decoded when the first enhancement layer is available, not without it. Furthermore, 
an enhancement layer cannot be recovered unless the base layer is available. 
 
 
Figure 3.7, ‘Coarse-Grain Scalable Encoding’ for Audio 
 
Consider an audio signal where the basic layer has been encoded at a minimum rate of 
32 Kbps and the first enhancement layer at 54 Kbps, second at 42 Kbps and so on, as 
shown in Figure 3.7. The possible sending rate options are 32, 86 and 128 Kbps. As the 
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base and the first enhanced layer (32 and 86 Kbps respectively), this is illustrated in 
Figure 1.1.  
 
3.3.2.3. Fine Grain Scalable Encoding 
 
Fine Grain Scalable (FGS) encoders are able to achieve full scalability by organising the 
data in the frame in order of priority, from Most Significant Bytes (MSB) to Least 
Significant Bytes (LSB). The MSB represent the most basic but vital information (i.e. 
minimum quality), scaling up to the LSB which represent the enhancement of the basic 
information, (i.e. higher quality). In MPEG-4 FGS the basic idea is to code an audio 
signal into a base layer and an enhancement layer [39], where the base layer is non-
scalable but the enhancement layer is fine-grain scalable. This makes it possible for the 
enhancement layer to be truncated to any size (as illustrated in Figure 3.8). The 
decoder is then able to reconstruct the multimedia stream from the base layer and the 
truncated enhancement layer without any complications. Note that the perceived 
quality of the multimedia will be proportional to the size of the truncated 
enhancement layer (i.e. the higher the truncation the lower the quality) [40]. 
 
 
Figure 3.8, FGS coding in MPEG-4 
 
Recent research has been carried out to make the whole multimedia bitstream fully 
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case of Coarse Grain and Layered encoding is now avoided. A full Fine Grain Scalable 
(FGS) bitstream is made possible to offer ‘byte-level’ scalability where the frame can 
be truncated to any length without any boundary restrictions.  
 
 
Figure 3.9, ‘Scalable Encoding’ – FGS 
 
The continuous bitrate scalability offered by FGS bitstreams can be greatly beneficial 
to multimedia applications operating over networks with fluctuating bandwidths, such 
as the Internet. FGS decoders are able to fully decode the necessary information from 
a received truncated FGS bitstream.  
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provide a true match to the available network bitrate, providing the best possible 
quality to the end user whilst making best use of the available network resources. This 
encoding scheme is of great benefit in an environment such as the Internet, where 
available network bitrate is continually changing and the ability to adapt in a manner 
without causing step changes in quality is of significant benefit to the end user.  
 
FGS bitstreams are encoded at their full bitrate; the encoded bitstream allows 
adaptation to take place after encoding, hence allowing on-the-fly adaptation of the 
bitstream without requiring the storage of multiple copies of the bitstream at different 
bitrates. This lends itself very reasonably to Congestion Control Mechanisms such as 
TCP-Friendly; section 4.2 illustrates in detail how the use of FGS bitstreams will enable 
the Congestion Control Mechanism to maintain an isochronous service whilst 
responding to network congestion. 
 
3.4. Multimedia Communication Architecture  
 
This section will highlight the components involved in transmitting multimedia data 
from end-to-end. Figure 3.10 illustrates the overall picture of the multimedia 
communication which will be used to explain the remaining part of this section. Firstly, 
at the sender side of the application, the raw multimedia signal is digitized using the 
encoder which generates data (known as frames) at fixed Frame Intervals, FI, of fixed 
Frame Size, FS, (which can be adaptive depending on the encoder used). 
 
The multimedia application bitrate, more specifically known as the Encoder Bitrate, TEB, 
is a product of the Frame Rate, FR, and Frame Size, FS, where the Frame Rate is the 
inverse of the Frame Interval (FR =    
⁄ ). 
TEB =  FR  x  (8 x FS) 
                     (bps)  (fps)   (8·bytes) 
Equation 3.2 
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Figure 3.10, Multimedia System: for transporting multimedia streams over the Internet 
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3.4.1. Packetization  
  
The frames are added with RTP headers, which add sequence numbers and 
timestamps to frames. This helps the receiving application to differentiate between 
arriving packets, i.e. to resolve out-of-order delivery of packets that arises due to 
network delay, jitter and loss [8, 27]. 
 
Furthermore, the frames are also added with the transport layer headers. Here UDP is 
used. Following this, IP headers are added (which are of the network layer), and finally 
the packet is sent through the Internet [44, 45, 46]. 
 
This packetization process adds 40 bytes (20 Bytes for IP, 12 bytes for UDP and 8 bytes 
for RTP) to the original frame. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.11. 
 
PS (Bytes) = FS + 40
 
Equation 3.3 
 
And results in a transmission bitrate, TBR, of: 
 
TBR  =       FR   x  8 x (FS + 40) 
(bps)     (fps)     8 x (bytes) 
Equation 3.4 
 
3.4.2. Fragmentation  
 
It is important to take into account that the Packet Size is no greater than the 
Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size, a constraint of the link layer. In the case of 
the Ethernet link, it is a maximum Packet Size up to 1500 Bytes including all headers 
[47] (however this may vary across different networks). An audio packet is normally a 
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fraction of the MTU size (160 Bytes of Frame size plus 40 Bytes for headers, totalling 
200 Bytes), therefore it is safe to assume that an audio frame will not undergo 
fragmentation. In such a case the Frame Rate, FR, is equivalent to the Packet Rate, PR, 
hence the effective transmission rate, TETR, can be defined as:  
 
TETR  =     PR   x   (8 x PS) 
(bps)    (pps)     (bits) 
Equation 3.5 
  Where:   
PS (Bytes) = FS + 40 
 
On the other hand, if the multimedia packet is larger than the MTU (for example in the 
case of a video frame) the frame will undergo fragmentation across several packets. 
This will result in an increased Packet Rate and also an increased transmission rate. 
The way in which the fragmentation is carried out, i.e. splitting the original multimedia 
packet across multiple packets and adding necessary identifiers, is explained in [48]. 
However, the impact on the increase in packet rate and the transmission rate is shown 
in the equations below. 
 
 
         ⌈
                      
   ⌉
 
Equation 3.6 
 
Maximum Sender Transmission Bitrate  = 
                           (         x FR)  ×  (8 x (PS + Fragment Header Size)) 
Equation 3.7 
Note the last packets’ payload of the fragment may not be fully occupied 
therefore the transmission bitrate calculated in Equation 3.7 indicates the 
maximum transmission bitrate; hence it is possible that the effective 
transmission bitrate may be smaller. 
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3.4.3. Frame Grouping 
 
Some Applications may prefer to send multiple frames in the payload of a single packet, 
in order to conserve bandwidth by reducing the overhead required to send individual 
frames with 40 bytes of headers each. With multiple frames in one packet means a 
number of frames can be sent with only one set of 40 byte header, (bearing in mind 
that the total packet size does not exceed the MTU size). 
 
The process of adding multiple frames is shown in Figure 3.11 and the impact on 
conserving bandwidth is illustrated in Table 3.5.  
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Figure 3.11, Packetization 
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G.711 
Voice 
Frames 
per Packet  
IP/UDP/RTP 
Headers 
(Bytes) 
Packet 
Payload 
Size 
(Bytes) 
Packet 
Size 
(Bytes) 
Packet 
Rate 
(pps) 
Bandwidth 
Consumed 
(Kbps) 
Packetization 
Delay (ms) 
1 40 160 200 50 80,000 20 
2 40 320 360 25 72,000 40 
3 40 480 520 16.7 69,333 60 
4 40 640 680 12.5 68,000 80 
Table 3.5, Packetization Delay 
 
Although this may seem beneficial in terms of conserving bandwidth, this does add on 
delay which is a product of the number of frames sent, FN, and the Frame Interval, FI. 
This delay is referred to as packetization delay, ZD. 
 
ZD = FN × FI
 
Equation 3.8 
 
Furthermore, carrying too many multiple frames by a single packet increases the rate 
of quality degradation. One single packet loss will mean the loss of multiple frames, 
(referred to as a bursty loss), and this significantly degrades the received quality. 
Illustrating this in a quality perspective, a consecutive loss of 2 packets can lead to a 
quality impairment of ΔR=-38, 3 packets ΔR=-57 and 4 packets R=-66 [49]. For example 
a consecutive packet loss equal to 3 packets degrades the overall quality to R=43 
(R=100-57=43), when the minimum acceptable quality is R=60. Therefore, the impact 
of consecutive loss is severe, particularly when it consists of 3 packets and more. 
 
3.4.4. Transmission 
 
After packetization the multimedia packets are sent in the network, and they 
experience various links (routers) to reach their end destination. Successive packets 
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may experience different delay and probability of packet loss when they are 
transported along different routing paths. The application at the sender side can 
monitor this, for example, through using the information provided in the RTCP report 
sent by the receiver, and the relevant statistics of loss, delay and jitter can be obtained 
[50].  
 
The sender application normally employs a multimedia adaptation manager (MAM) 
which is responsible for monitoring the network condition and will take necessary 
steps to respond to changing network conditions. For example, if the application 
perceives high loss rates, it implies that the application is sending at a higher bitrate 
than that which the network can support. Hence, the MAM may well decide to request 
the encoder to reduce its bitrate until conditions improve in the network. Furthermore, 
a high loss rate may well result in a higher degree of FEC, in order to compensate for 
packet loss. 
 
3.4.5. De-jitter (Playout) Buffer 
 
However, at the receiving end the packets may have experienced a variable arrival rate 
due to network congestion. Therefore, packets will be buffered for some time before 
they are scheduled for playout.  
 
The successfully arrived packets (meaning packets that have not arrived ‘too-late’ in 
time) are ordered correctly with the help of sequence numbers and timestamps using 
the information found in RTP headers (otherwise ‘too-late’ packets are discarded’). 
These packets are then de-packetized and are placed into the Playout Buffer (PB). The 
PB drains at a constant rate which feeds the decoder. The decoded frames are played 
out to the end user to be heard or viewed visually. 
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3.5. Summary  
 
This chapter illustrated some mechanisms that can be used at the end-system to deal 
with: 
a) Loss – using Forward Error Correction techniques such as Media-independent 
or Media Specific that generate redundancy data, which can be used to recover 
lost packets. 
b) Delay-jitter – using a Playout Buffer which temporarily stores multimedia 
frames so it can provide a constant rate to the decoder. 
c) Input load into the network – by using adaptive encoding the multimedia 
application can reduce its bitrate in the presence of network congestion. 
However, a reduced bitrate means a reduced multimedia quality for the end-
user. Nevertheless, the multimedia application will be able to maintain its 
interactivity and intelligibility by attempting to minimise loss and delay of 
packets in the network.  
 
This chapter also goes into detail about the various components involved in the end-
to-end transmission of multimedia data across the IP network:  
a) Packetization process where necessary packet headers are added.  
b) Fragmentation if the Packet Size is greater than the MTU size.  
c) Frame grouping where a number of frames are sent together in the payload 
of one packet in order to reduce overhead. 
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4. IP Multimedia Adaptation: from Network 
Friendly to Media Friendly 
  
The problem dealt with in this chapter arises from the fact that although the ‘TCP 
Friendly Rate Control’ (TFRC) Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) was introduced to 
support Real-Time applications on the Internet, its main focus was placed on achieving 
TCP fairness. Little attention had been paid to the applications using them, and in 
particular, to the Quality of Experience (QoE) perceived by their users. This chapter 
aims to analyse the problems of transmitting multimedia data over the TFRC 
Congestion Control Mechanism integrated with its Multimedia Adaptation 
Architecture (MAA). In this thesis, this is referred to as TFRC MAA. The remaining part 
of this chapter proposes a novel MAA referred to as ‘TCP friendly rate control – Fine 
Grain Scalable’ (TFGS) integrated with its novel CCM. 
 
With rate-based Congestion Control Mechanisms, such as TFRC, the response to 
bitrate variation (i.e. congestion) can be interpreted as a function of either the Packet 
Size or Packet Rate. With the TFRC Multimedia Adaptation Architecture (MAA) the 
Congestion Control Mechanism interprets the bitrate by adjusting the Packet Rate and 
maintains a fixed Packet Size.  The analysis and simulations reported in chapter 6 and 7 
respectively conclude that responding to congestion in such a manner has a severe 
effect on the end-to-end delivery of multimedia data. The prime reason for Quality of 
Experience (QoE) degradation is the mismatch of the Packet Rate of the CCM and the 
Frame Rate of the multimedia encoder. As soon as the CCM operates at a Packet Rate 
lower than the Frame Rate, the problem arises: buffering of frames at the sender and 
loss if the buffer becomes full. Otherwise when the Packet Rate is equal to, or higher, 
than the Frame Rate the Multimedia Adaptation Architecture performs at its desired 
level. 
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Due to the mismatch between the Packet Rate and Frame Rate, a novel Congestion 
Control Mechanism (CCM) is developed which integrates with a new Multimedia 
Adaptation Architecture (MAA). This is referred to here as, ‘TCP friendly rate control – 
Fine Grain Scalable’ (TFGS). With TFGS the Congestion Control Mechanism responds to 
congestion by adjusting the Packet Size while maintaining a fixed Packet Rate. The 
outcome is that the Packet Rate (of the CCM) is equivalent to the Frame Rate (of the 
multimedia encoder), i.e. packets are scheduled as soon as they are generated; 
eliminating waiting delay of the packets at the sender side and of loss when the buffer 
becomes full. This approach provides an isochronous service which is of crucial benefit 
to Interactive Real-Time services.  
 
TFGS CCM responds to congestion by adapting the Packet Size and this functionality is 
referred to as Packet Size Truncation (PST). It incorporates a Multimedia Adaptation 
Manager (MAM) which truncates the encoded multimedia frame to the size indicated 
by the Packet Size Truncation function of the CCM. The instant on the fly truncation is 
possible because FGS encoded scheme is used where data is organised in terms of 
significance of importance, Most to Least Significant Bytes (MSB to LSB). Additionally, 
the truncation can be carried out at byte-level granularity. Hence, this provides a true 
match of application demand to network supply.  
 
Using the TFGS MAA the quality of the multimedia frame may be compromised but the 
end-to-end interactivity is maintained. The ‘Multimedia Adaptation Architecture’ (MAA) 
of TFGS is able to integrate the four main components of a multimedia system: (1) 
Application, (2) Multimedia Encoder, (3) Multimedia Adaptation Manager (MAM) and 
(4) Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM). This integration provides the capability for 
true on-the-fly adaptation of the multimedia stream, which enables it to meet the 
interactive QoS requirements, along with achieving fairness amongst competing flows.  
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This on-the-fly adaptation is achieved by the multimedia encoder passing the Frame 
Size and Frame Rate parameters to the CCM. The CCM monitors the available network 
bitrate, and interprets the response to congestion by requesting the Multimedia 
Adaptation Manager (MAM) to reduce the frame size. Taking benefit of FGS encoded 
frames, the frame can be truncated to the size calculated by the PST function of the 
CCM. Once the frame is truncated the frame (along with its headers, together referred 
to as a packet) is sent into the network.  
 
This behaviour of TFGS is in contrast to the TFRC MAA which treats each component as 
a separate entity, i.e. the Congestion Control Mechanism has no idea how the encoder 
responds to congestion, whether by Frame Rate or Frame Size. The equivalent 
Multimedia Adaptation Manager (MAM) in the TFRC adaptation architecture is the 
Sender Buffer (SB) which acts as a temporary buffer between the encoder rate, known 
as the Frame Rate, and the Packet Rate of the CCM. The application has no knowledge 
of the components involved in responding to congestion, it operates under the 
framework of ‘send and forget’. 
 
The significance of sending multimedia frames as soon as they are generated will be 
quantified in chapter 6 and 7. The chapters will represent the method of congestion 
response in the form of a Quality of Experience (QoE) measure. For example a) how 
much of a Packet Rate reduction can still maintain a minimum quality level of a voice 
call, b) how many more voice flows using either TFRC or TFGS MAA can operate under 
the same network conditions, whilst sustaining their minimum quality level3.  
 
 
                                                     
3 The measure of minimum quality is defined in chapter 6 using an E-model, which expresses 
packet loss, delay and byte loss, on a measure of scale 0 to 100 in units of R-value. 
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4.1. TCP Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) Multimedia 
Adaptation Architecture 
 
The Multimedia Adaptation Architecture recommended for applications using ‘TCP 
Friendly Rate Control’ (TFRC) is based on an IETF document known as “Strategies for 
Streaming Media Applications using TCP-Friendly Rate Control” *51]. The details of this 
architecture are highlighted in the section “two-way live media” in *51].  
 
This adaptation architecture integrates three components of a multimedia system (1) 
Encoder, (2) Sender Buffer and (3) Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM), whilst 
ignoring the Multimedia Application. As the application operates under the framework 
of ‘send and forget’ it is the CCM’s responsibility to satisfy the application’s demands 
as best it can. The above three components reside at the sender side of the 
multimedia connection. The positions of each of these components are shown in 
Figure 4.1 and the interactions between each of them are shown in Figure 4.2.  
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Figure 4.1, Multimedia System: for transporting multimedia over TFRC Congestion Control Mechanism 
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Figure 4.2, ‘Components of the TFRC Multimedia Adaptation Architecture (MAA)’ 
 
4.1.1. Core functioning of the TFRC MAA in terms of Encoder 
Rate and Sender Buffer (SB)  
 
Once the connection is initiated between the end-users, the encoder starts encoding 
the raw multimedia signal. The encoder produces frames at a fixed rate, which are 
placed in the Sender Buffer. The Sender Buffer is drained at a rate controlled by the 
Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM). At the receiving end the incoming data is 
placed into the Playout Buffer (PB). Once the PB is sufficiently full the receiver will start 
decoding the data at a constant rate which is ready to be heard or seen by the end-
user.  
 
The core component of the Multimedia Adaptation Architecture (MAA) is the Sender 
Buffer (SB). Its main purpose is to act as a temporary buffer for the encoded frames 
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when the CCM’s bitrate is lower than the encoder bitrate. The encoder bitrate is a 
function of the Frame Rate and Frame Size (measured in ‘frames per second’ and bytes 
respectively), as soon in Equation 3.2.  
 
Encoder Bitrate:  
An encoder can reduce its bitrate by either reducing its Frame Rate or Frame Size. 
However, with voice Encoders the bitrate can only be reduced in terms of frame 
quality whilst maintaining a fixed frame rate (the reasoning for this can be found in 
section 4.1.3.1). The frame quality reflects the Frame Size in terms of bytes.  
 
Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) Bitrate:  
The CCM indicates the available network bitrate using a TCP response function, which 
is updated every Round Trip Time. This bitrate, TTCP, is interpreted as a function of 
Packet Rate, PR , and Packet Size, PS, as shown in Equation 2.9.  
 
Where ‘S’ is the fixed maximum Packet Size (bits), ‘tRTT’‘ is the Round Trip Time, ‘tRTO‘ is 
the TCP Retransmission Timeout and ‘ l ’  is the ‘loss event rate’ experienced during the 
previous time interval of packets sent.  
 
  Here: S = PS Equation 4.1 
 
Available Network Bitrate, TTCP (bps) = 8  PS x PR Equation 4.2 
 
Here the CCM (TFRC) interprets the bitrate by adjusting the Packet Rate and 
maintaining a fixed Packet Size, this is referred to as ‘Packet Rate Adaptation ’ (PRA). 
 
PR = 
    
    
 
Equation 4.3 
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The drain rate of the Sender Buffer (SB) is equivalent to the Packet Rate, PR, of the 
CCM as illustrated in Figure 4.4.  
 
Sender Buffer drain rate = PR Equation 4.4 
 
When the Packet Rate is lower than the Frame Rate the Sender Buffer will start to fill 
up. Otherwise, an equal or higher packet rate will drain the Sender Buffer and keep it 
empty4.  
 
When there is no network congestion, i.e. when the CCM indicates a Packet Rate equal 
to or higher than the Frame Rate, the SB will be empty. The multimedia Encoder will 
be operating at its maximum bitrate. 
 
However, during congestion if the Packet Rate falls below the Frame Rate the SB will 
start to fill up. If the buffer occupancy reaches threshold of the ‘low-encoder bitrate’ 
see Figure 4.4), the SB will request the encoder to reduce its bitrate. For the majority 
of Voice encoders (including layered, coarse-grain, fine grain encoding: MPEG-2, FGS), 
they are only able to reduce their bitrate in terms of Frame Size and keep the Frame 
Rate fixed, hence they will not be able to reduce the occupancy of the SB, but will 
rather fill up the Sender Buffer over time until the Packet Rate increases. In such 
circumstances the SB will continue to fill and the Playout Buffer (PB) will continue to 
drain (and may well empty out if sufficient packets are not in the PB). When the SB 
reaches the discard threshold, the SB will discard all incoming frames generated by the 
encoder until the SB has room to accommodate at least one frame. The positions of 
the thresholds of the SB are illustrated in Figure 4.4. If this discarding behaviour 
continues the Playout Buffer (PB) may eventually empty out, because the lack of 
packets sent. Furthermore, the reduced Packet Rate, PRC, causes packets to be sent at 
                                                     
4
 Assuming the Frame Size is no larger than the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size, which is a 
constraint imposed by the Ethernet layer (1500 bytes), it can be safely assumed that a voice frame of 
160 bytes [103] will fit into one packet without requiring fragmentation. 
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longer time intervals increasing the overall delay of arriving packets. The lower Packet 
Rate also causes packets to be temporarily buffered, introducing waiting delay. This 
increases the probability of packets arriving ‘too-late’. Furthermore, as the Packet Rate 
(PRC) reduces, this increases the Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing (IPGS) between the packets 
sent (PIPGS(S) =    ⁄
), as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The increase in IPGSS of packets sent 
has a proportional increase in the IPGSR of received packets. A larger IPGSR of received 
packets demands for a larger de-jitter buffer (Receiver Buffer) to avoid packets being 
discarded as they have arrived ‘too-late’ in time sequence. Such a scheme can reduce 
the interactivity of the multimedia stream if the end-to-end delay becomes too large. 
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Figure 4.3, TFRC, Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing (IPGS)  
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On the other hand, when congestion levels improve, the Packet Rate, PRC, increases, 
the SB starts to drain, reducing the SB occupancy and discarding of packets. The PB 
occupancy increases improving the playout rate, hence improving the recipients’ 
quality.  
 
 
Figure 4.4, Occupancy of Sender Buffer 
 
The next section will highlight the limitations of such an adaptation architecture, 
particularly when it comes to satisfying the QoS requirements (jitter, end-to-end delay 
and loss) of an Interactive Real-Time multimedia application. This will be illustrated by 
a simple voice stream. The CCM interpretation of the available network bitrate in 
terms of Packet Rate is discussed in detail. Furthermore, the occupancy of the SB is 
illustrated with reference to Packet Rate. 
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4.1.2. Congestion Control Mechanism’s Operation  
 
The Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) indicates the available network resources in 
terms of bitrate (measured in bits per second). This is updated every Round Trip Time 
(RTT). The CCM measures the available bitrate, TTCP, using the TCP response function 
(also known as the TCP rate-equation). The TCP rate-equation is a function of the 
Round Trip Time, retransmission timeout, and packet loss rate, as shown in Equation 
2.9. (Further details of the evaluation of this rate-equation can be found in chapter 2 of 
this thesis and [52, 53].)  
 
The CCM’s response to the available network bitrate is to adjust the Packet Rate, PRC, 
and maintain a fixed Packet Size, PSC, and Equation 4.3 illustrates this. This is referred 
to as “Packet Rate Adaptation” (PRA).  
 
4.1.3. Sender Buffer (SB): a temporary Buffer between Encoder Frame 
Rate (FR) and Packet Rate (PR) of the Congestion Control 
Mechanism’s (CCM) 
 
4.1.3.1. Delay 
 
Sender Buffer Delay, SD 
This section illustrates how the Sender Buffer (SB) occupancy changes in response to 
available network bitrate. This is done with reference to a simple interactive voice 
application.  
 
The voice encoder generates frames at a constant rate and reduces its bitrate in terms 
of Frame Quality resulting in a reduced Frame Size in bytes. This approach is offered by 
encoders such as MPEG-2, MPEG-4, FGS [7, 38, 39].  
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The Encoder Bitrate, (measured in bits per second) of a voice encoder is a product of 
the Frame Size measured in bytes and Frame Rate in frames per second (fps), as shown 
in Equation 3.2. 
 
In the case of a voice encoder, the request to reduce the encoder bitrate will result in a 
reduction of Frame Size, instead of Frame Rate. 
 
This method of bitrate adaptation is used for voice streams because during the talk-
spurt the encoder generates frames at a constant rate, so they arrive at the receiver at 
a constant rate (ignoring network jitter). However, if the Encoder changes its Frame 
Rate during the talk-spurt, this adds jitter (in the form of increasing inter-packet-gap-
spacing, ‘IPGS’) which introduces delay. For example a reduction of the Frame Rate 
during the talk-spurt will increase the time interval between the frames sent (referred 
as IPGS) in order to accommodate this change a larger de-jitter (or Playout) Buffer will 
be required at the receiver. This behaviour can result in a reduced interactivity if the 
total delay becomes too large. Therefore, voice encoders avoid changing Frame Rates 
and hence, offer ‘Frame Quality adaptation’. 
 
Once the connection is initiated between the two voice users, the encoder starts 
generating frames at a fixed Frame Rate of 50 fps of an adaptive frame size of 168 
bytes (in the case of MPEG-2 encoders). These frames are placed in the Sender Buffer 
(SB). Ignoring the slow-start phase of the CCM, i.e. the CCM operating at a Packet Rate 
equal to or higher than 50 packets per second, the frames are sent into the network 
leaving the SB empty.  
` 
Now assume that congestion in the network forces the CCM to indicate a reduced 
available network bitrate, thus causing the Packet Rate (PR) to drop. A reduction in the 
Packet Rate will reduce the drain rate of the SB, and therefore the SB will start to fill up. 
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The SB will be occupied with frames; the rate at which they are sent into the network 
is determined by the Packet Rate indicated by the CCM.  
 
For example if the PR drops to 47 pps and the Frame Rate remains fixed at 50 fps, the 
SB will be occupied with three frames at the end of the first second. The time the 
frames will temporarily wait in the SB before they are sent in the network is shown in 
Equation 4.5.  
 
 i i SBin  Frame ofPosition 
11
 Frame of Time  WaitingSB 






RR FP
 Equation 4.5 
 
Consider using a finite SB of size 4, as defined in section 5.2.2.2 the maximum number 
of frames the SB can store is 4, before it starts to discard frames. The ‘switch to low-
encoding’ threshold is set to half of the ‘discard’ threshold, as recommended by [51], 
i.e. 2 here. Figure 4.5 illustrates this SB configuration. Once the SB starts to fill up and 
reaches the ‘switch to low encoding’ threshold, the SB will signal the encoder to 
reduce its bitrate. The encoder will reduce its bitrate by reducing the quality of the 
frame. This is reflected in a reduced Frame Size (FS).  
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Figure 4.5, Occupancy of the Sender Buffer (SB), Audio Stream over TFRC MAA 
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benefit. The prime reason for this is that there is a mismatch between the two rates: 
Packet Rate and Frame Rate. 
 
When the SB is full the SB will discard all incoming frames generated by the encoder 
until space becomes available in the SB. In addition to loss of frames, each frame that 
is in the SB would experience a waiting delay, SD of: 
 
SD for each Frame = 
 
  
 x Discard Threshold size in Frames Equation 4.6 
 
Taking the same example where the Packet Rate is of 47 pps, causing the SB to fill up, 
each frame that enters the SB would experience a waiting delay of 85 ms. 
 
Figure 4.6 illustrates the increases of waiting delay on packets in the Sender Buffer 
when the Packet Rate is reduced from its desired value 50 pps (equivalent to the 
Frame Rate of the encoder, 50 fps). Using the quality measurement scheme (found in 
section 2.1.4) which enables to quantify the impairment arising from delay and loss for 
a voice connection, Figure 4.7 shows the impact of that delay on quality. 
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Figure 4.6, Sender Buffer Delay vs. Packet Rate of CCM 
 
 
Figure 4.7, Delay vs. Voice Quality measured in R-value (graph formulated using 
Equation 2.8) 
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Packetization Delay, ZD = IPGSSender 
The packetization delay is normally equal to the Frame Interval (FI) as defined in 
section 2.1.2. The Frame Interval is inversely proportional to the Frame Rate of the 
encoder, and the PIPGS(S) is equal to the FI, when the PR  is equal to the Frame Rate. 
 
           
 
  
       from Equation 2.4 
          FI = PIPGS(S) when PR = FR 
 
else  
ZD = PIPGS(s) =  
 
  
 for all conditions 
Equation 4.7 
 
However, if the PR reduces in the case of the TFRC CCM due to network congestion, the 
PIPGS(S) increases and hence the ZD increases proportionally, as shown in Equation 4.7.  
 
The condition of PR > FR does not exist as the maximum PR is bound to the FR, when the 
PR ≥ FR. when the Packet Rate, PR, reduces this increase the packetization delay, ZD, 
which introduces delay impairment.  
 
4.1.3.2. Loss 
 
Considering the same voice example, a Frame Rate of 50 fps and a Packet Rate of 47 
pps will result in a packet loss of 3 packets every second. If the same PR is maintained 
over time causing the SB to remain full will result in a SB loss, SL, of 6 percent as 
calculated using the equation below. 
 
    
     
  
 Equation 4.8 
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The impact that loss will have on the quality of the voice call can be seen in Figure 4.8. 
A Sender Buffer loss of 14%, arising from a Packet Rate reduction to 43 pps, causes the 
quality to fall below R=60, which is unacceptable to the end-user. 
 
 
Figure 4.8, Loss vs. Voice Quality measured in R-value (graph formulated using 
Equation 2.7) 
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4.2. TCP friendly – Fine Grain Scalable (TFGS) 
Multimedia Adaptation Architecture  
 
The aim of the novel TFGS Multimedia Adaptation Architecture (MAA) is to match 
application demand to network supply in such a way as to enable multimedia 
applications to maintain their interactivity whilst adapting their quality depending on 
the degree of network congestion. This is achieved by the Congestion Control 
Mechanism (CCM) operating at a fixed Packet Rate, equivalent to the Frame Rate of 
the Encoder, and responding to network congestion by reducing the Frame Quality 
reflected in the form of Frame Size as indicated by the Packet Size Truncation (PST) 
function of the CCM. This results in an isochronous service, i.e. there is no mismatch of 
the two rates; Frame Rate and Packet Rate. The CCM schedules packets at the same 
rate at which the frames are generated. This approach results in no loss or delay of 
packets, unlike the TFRC MAA, which adopts the Sender Buffer (SB), hence causing the 
buffering of packets at the sender side, in order to reconcile the two rates (Frame Rate 
and Packet Rate). 
 
The novel Multimedia Adaptation Architecture integrates four components of a 
multimedia system together, (1) Application, (2) Multimedia Encoder, (3) Multimedia 
Adaptation Manager (MAM) and (4) Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM). These 
components reside at the sender side of the multimedia connection. The positions of 
each of these components are shown in Figure 4.11 and the interactions between each 
of the component are shown in Figure 4.10.  
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Figure 4.9, Multimedia System: for transporting multimedia streams over TFGS Congestion Control Mechanism 
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Figure 4.10, ‘Components of the TFGS Multimedia Adaptation Architecture (MAA) 
 
4.2.1. TFGS Congestion Control Mechanism  
 
The core component of the TFGS MAA is the CCM, which is responsible for all decisions 
once the connection is active. The CCM indicates the available network resources using 
the TCP rate-equation shown in Equation 2.9, (in terms of a bitrate). This is updated 
every RTT.  
 
S  = maximum Packet Size as defined by the multimedia application Equation 4.9 
 
The size, S , remains fixed throughout the calculation when using the TCP rate equation. 
This size can be referred to as the TCP Packet Size, S , and this may well be different to 
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the Packet Size sent. This is because the Packet Size Truncation (PST) function 
truncates the Packet Size. Although the truncation is conducted by the Multimedia 
Adaptation Manager (MAM) of the packet to a size indicated by the PST function, 
however in this text it is referred to as the PST function which does both: i.e. it 
calculates the size and truncates the packet. 
 
The variation in the Packet Size sent reflects the congestion in the network. The 
measurement of the tRTT, tRTO are exactly the same as of the TFRC CCM. The loss event 
rate,  ,  calculation is different and this is because the size of the packet which is sent 
varies over time depending on the condition of the network. The difference seen in the 
variation of the Sending Rate when comparing the two CCMs is because the ‘loss event 
rate’ calculated is slightly different. The TFGS CCM loss measurement mechanism is 
based on Virtual Packets (VP), this is scheme which combines small packets of size, s, 
to packet of size, S . When a Receiver receives a sum of S  or more bytes from N 
number of small packets s, it records the arrival of a Virtual Packet of size S . Similarly 
a VP is marked lost when the amount of bytes lost exceeds S bytes, see Figure 4.11. 
Further details of this calculation can be found in section 5.1.1. By contrast, in the case 
of TFRC CCM, all packets are of fixed size and therefore a ‘loss event’ is based on the 
number of packets lost in the ‘loss interval’.  
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Figure 4.11, Loss measurement calculation 
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available network bitrate is of 128 kbps, the packet size is 320 bytes, and when the 
available sending rate is of 32 kbps, the packet size is 80 bytes and so on (considering 
the packet rate is fixed at 50 pps). This is illustrated in Figure 4.12. 
 
Comparatively in the case of TFRC CCM when the available network bitrate is at 76.8 
kbps, the packet rate is 30 packets per second (pps), and a bitrate of 102.4 kbps will 
result in a packet rate of 40 pps and so on; assuming the packet size is fixed at 320 
bytes.  
 
 
Figure 4.12, TFGS sending rate in respect to Packet Size 
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The Packet Size Truncation function of the CCM indicates the desired size of the packet. 
This information is passed to the Multimedia Adaptation Manager (MAM) which 
truncates the frame accordingly. Once the frame is truncated, the packet is then sent 
into the network. The time taken to truncate the frame is negligible, as the encoder 
does not need to re-encode the frame. It is just a matter of cutting off the ‘Least 
Significant Bytes’ (LSB) at the end of the frame. 
 
Once the connection is initiated between the two voice users the CCM will operate at a 
fixed packet rate. The packet size will vary as the conditions in the network change.  
 
For example, if the CCM indicates an available network bitrate higher than the 
maximum bitrate of the application, the application will be allowed to send data at its 
maximum bitrate. Any excess network resources will not be used.  
 
Below, a voice bitstream is used to show how the Multimedia Adaptation Manager 
(MAM) will respond to a PST request. 
 
Voice  
In the case of a voice application which uses a Fine Grain scalable (FGS) encoder which 
generates frames at a fixed rate of  50 fps of a maximum frame size, 320 bytes, the 
TFGS CCM will send the frames at the same rate at which they are generated, i.e. the 
Packet Rate, PRC is equal to the Frame Rate, FRe. Hence there is no waiting delay at the 
sender.  
 
When there is no congestion (i.e. the CCM indicates an available network bitrate equal 
to or higher than the maximum bitrate of the audio streams) the frames are sent at 
their maximum size at their fixed Frame Rate, resulting in a maximum bitrate of 128 
kbps. 
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As congestion conditions change in the network, the network may not be able to 
support a maximum bitrate of 128 kbps. In such a case, the PST function of the CCM 
within the MAA will calculate the required size and pass this information to the 
Multimedia Adaptation Manager (MAM). The MAM will truncate the encoded frames 
to the desired size. Once the frames are truncated, they are sent over the network. 
The adaptation is instantaneous (i.e. on-the-fly) as it requires no re-encoding of the 
frames, and therefore the truncation time is negligible [54, 43].  
 
The truncation of the frames will result in a reduced quality of the frame, but will 
maintain a fixed Packet Rate, in order to keep interactivity high. The truncation of the 
frame is made possible by using ‘Fine Grain Scalable’ encoding, where each frame is 
scalable to byte-level granularity [54]. This means that if the CCM desires a size of 167 
bytes, then the frame can be truncated exactly to that size. By contrast, ‘Coarse Grain’ 
encoding provides quantized level of granularity (for example in increments of 10 
bytes). This means the frame will adapt to 160 bytes losing 7 bytes of frame quality. 
Encoding schemes such as Coarse Grain have low granularity i.e. large quantization 
levels in terms of bitrate options and this can lead to steep changes in quality which 
can be annoying to the end user [6, 7]. Using a Fine Grain Scalable (FGS) encoder it is 
possible to achieve a desired match of application demand to network supply at byte-
level granularity.  
 
Figure 4.13 illustrates how the Packet Size will vary according to changing network 
capacities. For example, if the available network bitrate indicated by the CCM is of 64 
kbps, then the Packet Size will be truncated to a size of 160 bytes, whilst maintaining a 
fixed packet rate of 50 packet per second (pps). The impact that Packet Size truncation 
will have on the end-user quality is discussed in detail in section 6.2. A packet 
truncated to a size lower than 70 bytes (excluding packet headers) will result in an R-
value below 60, which is of unacceptable quality for the end-user. 
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Figure 4.13, TFGS CCM Operation 
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4.3. Summary  
 
This chapter gives a comparative study of how the TFRC and TFGS Multimedia 
Adaptation Architectures (MAA’s) operate. It highlights the difference between them, 
and the problems associated with the TFRC MAA particularly addressing the 
operational issue of the Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) (for the TFRC MAA, 
which responds to congestion by varying the Packet Rate when the application 
generates frames at a fixed rate, where this rate cannot adapt to that of the Packet 
Rate). This leads on to the problem of the Sender Buffer (SB) which introduces delay 
and loss when it is used as a temporary buffer between the two rates (Packet Rate and 
Frame Rate). 
 
An alternative, novel, MAA (referred to as TFGS MAA) is described. This avoids the 
above problems (of SB delay and SB loss). The chapter goes into detail as to how this is 
achieved: 
a) Changing the way the CCM adapts to congestion. TFGS CCM adjusts the Packet 
Size rather than the Packet Rate. This keeps the two rates (Packet Rate and 
Frame Rate) equal, avoiding the need for buffering. This functionality is 
referred to as Packet Size Truncation (PST). 
b) By taking advantage of Fine Grain Scalable (FGS) adaptive encoding the 
multimedia frames can be truncated to the size indicated by the PST function of 
the CCM at byte-level granularity. The truncation of frames is carried out by the 
Multimedia Adaptation Manager (MAM). 
 
The next chapter, 6, and simulation chapter 7 quantifies the operation of the two 
MAA’s with respect to Quality of Experience (QoE). For example:  
a) How much of a Packet Rate reduction can be tolerated before losing 
acceptable quality levels in voice calls  
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b) How many additional acceptable voice flows can be carried by the network 
whilst using either the TFRC MAA or the TFGS MAA. 
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5. Simulation Methodology 
  
The factors that undermine the quality of a multimedia connection are delay, loss and 
jitter; these impairment factors occur whilst in transmission of multimedia packets 
over the network due to congestion and at the end system.  
 
The analysis conducted in Chapter 6 focused on the impairment arising from the 
method of congestion response used by the CCM, i.e. how a reduced available network 
bitrate can have an impact on the sender side of the multimedia connection. This can 
result in buffering of frames which introduces ‘Packet Level Impairment’ or by Frame 
Size truncation which introduces ‘Byte Level Impairment’. This analysis can be referred 
to as sender side impairment of the multimedia connection excluding the network and 
receiver impairment.  
 
This chapter (including 7) focuses on the latter two impairments including sender side 
impairment, highlighting the impairment caused by the network loss and delay, and 
receiver loss due to packets arriving ‘too-late’. This will be achieved using a simulation 
study, which will give a fuller picture of the QoE a multimedia application will 
experience when it operates over a TFRC or TFGS Multimedia Adaptation Architecture 
(MAA). This chapter illustrates how the simulation study is structured and chapter 7 
shows the results following on with a detailed analysis. 
 
The network simulator used here is an open source simulator known as ‘ns2’, which is 
widely used by academic researchers. The ‘ns2’ simulator is particularly appreciated 
for the work on the network layer and transport layer, particularly in the Active Queue 
Management and TCP domain [57]. All major TCP-friendly mechanisms such as RAP, 
TFRC [12, 21+ have been implemented and tested using ‘ns2’. This gives confidence to 
a new developer to use ‘ns2’ and avoids unnecessary development of code. 
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‘ns2’ is an event driven packet level simulator which keeps track of each and every 
event over time. For example, the simulator can give details of the time when the 
packet was created, sent into the network, received at its destination and, if dropped, 
when and where. This functionality enables users to make thorough investigation and 
verification of the results achieved.  
 
The key difference between the two MAA is how the Congestion Control Mechanisms 
(CCMs) operate, TFRC adapts its Packet Rate in response to network congestion 
whereas TFGS adapts its Packet Size (and maintains a fixed packet rate). It is this core 
difference which will be addressed in the simulation study. The CCM is in control of the 
Packet Size and Packet Rate response to congestion. 
 
This chapter is organised in three main sections, the first section introduces how the 
TFGS code is implemented in ns2. The second section goes into detail of the simulation 
methodology elaborating on how the measurements are made in ns2, what 
parameters are used for traffic resources and highlights the network scenario 
description. The last (third) section verifies whether both the CCMs operate in the 
manner designed. 
 
5.1. Implementation of the TFGS CCM 
 
The implementation of the TFGS CCM code is based on the current code available for 
the TFRC CCM. The original code of the TFRC CCM had been developed and tested in 
ns2 [9, 57]. The available network bitrate, TTCP, is calculated by the rate-equation as 
shown in Equation 2.9 (from chapter 2). The TFRC CCM interprets this bitrate as a 
function of varying the Packet Rate, PR, and keeping the Packet Size, PS, fixed (shown in 
Equation 4.3) and this is referred to as the ‘Packet Rate Adaptation’ (PRA) function.      
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PR = 
    
    
 from Equation 4.3 
      Here, S = PS of the CCM 
 
Using the same code of the TFRC CCM, modifications are made to the way the 
available network bitrate is interpreted, i.e. as a function of varying the packet size, PS,  
and keeping the Packet Rate, PR, fixed (as shown Equation 4.3), this is referred to as 
the Packet Size Truncation (PST) function, which incorporates the TFGS CCM. 
 
The Packet Size, ‘S’ in the TCP rate-equation is always set to the fixed maximum size as 
requested by the multimedia application. Once the TCP rate-equation indicates the 
available network bitrate, TTCP, the ‘Packet Size Truncation’ function then varies the 
Packet Size of the packet sent, using the formulation shown in Equation 4.10. 
 
Once the available network bitrate is calculated, the PRA or the PST function of the 
two CCMs are invoked. This controls the scheduling of the packets. The pseudocode 
for both the CCMs is shown below. 
 
 
PRA_TFRC_Agent::NextPacket() { 
 
InterPacketGapSpacing = PacketSize /TransmissionRate  
double Min_ InterPacketGapSpacing = 1.0 /PacketRate_Max  
If (InterPacketGapSpacing < Min_ InterPacketGapSpacing){  
InterPacketGapSpacing = min_interval_PR 
  } 
 
send_timer_schedule (InterPacketGapSpacing) 
} 
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Code 6.1,  Packet Rate Adaptation (PRA) Code used in the TFRC CCM 
 
For the PRA function, the Packet Rate, PR, is reflected by varying the Inter-Packet-Gap-
Spacing (IPGS), as shown in line 2 in the code above.  
 
       
 
  
 
Equation 5.1 
 
If the calculated Packet Rate of the CCM is greater than the required Packet Rate as 
defined by the multimedia application, the Packet Rate of the CCM is then restricted to 
the maximum limit of the multimedia application. This is illustrated in the code. That 
code is written in the context of Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing (IPGS). Once the correct 
IPGS is calculated, the next packet is scheduled after this time spacing.  
 
The PST function of the TFGS CCM is calculated differently as defined in Equation 4.10. 
However, if the Packet Size calculated is greater than the set Packet Size (as defined by 
the multimedia application) the Packet Size is restricted to the maximum limit, of the 
multimedia application as for the PRA function. Furthermore, if the Packet Size is lower 
than a size of 41 Byte (including 40 Bytes for headers) the size is set to a fixed 
minimum of 41 Byte.  
 
Once the correct Packet Size is determined the next packet is scheduled after a fixed 
time spacing as defined by the Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing (IPGSS). 
 
 
PST_TFGS_Agent::NextPacket() { 
 
PacketSize = int (TransmissionRate /PacketRate)  
If (PacketSize > Max_PacketSize) { 
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PacketSize = Max_PacketSize  
  }             
Else If (PacketSize < 41) { 
PacketSize = 41  
  }             
 
InterPacketGapSpacing = 1.0 /PacketRate  
send_timer_schedule (InterPacketGapSpacing)  
} 
 
Code 6.2,  Packet Size Adaptation (PSA) Code used in the TFGS CCM 
 
5.1.1. Correction to the TCP Rate Equation  
 
The formulated equation for TCP, shown in Equation 2.9, gives a fair estimate of the 
TCP transmission bitrate using a fixed packet size of ‘S’ (for example 576 bytes). 
However, voice applications generate small packet sizes (i.e. 160 bytes) compared to a 
TCP connection. When using Equation 2.9 to calculate the approximate TCP 
transmission bitrate this voice connection will experience a lower transmission bitrate 
by a factor of 3.6. Therefore, the flow will not get its fair share of bandwidth when 
competing with a 576 byte flow [58, 59]. Work reported in [60] corrects the equation-
based model so applications sending small packets would experience the equivalent 
transmission bitrate of an application sending a large packet of size, ‘S’. This is 
achieved by setting the Packet Size, ‘S’, in the TCP rate-equation to the same size as 
the competing flows such as TCP. So the available network bitrate, TTCP, indicated by 
the TCP rate-equation is now equivalent to that of the TCP application. The Packet Size 
sent may be of a smaller size, however the overall bitrate will be equivalent because 
the packets sent are at a higher Packet Rate in packet per second (pps).  
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Furthermore corrections to the ‘loss event rate’, ‘   ’, were also made, to take into 
account small packet sizes. Work reported in [60] modifies the loss measurement 
mechanism and this is based on Virtual Packets (VP). The TFGS CCM loss measurement 
mechanism is based on Virtual Packets (VP), this is scheme which combines small 
packets of size, s, to packet of size, S . When a Receiver receives a sum of S  or more 
bytes from N number of small packets s, it records the arrival of a Virtual Packet of size 
S . Similarly a VP is marked lost when the amount of bytes lost exceeds S bytes, see 
Figure 5.1. By contrast, in the case of TFRC CCM, all packets are of fixed size and 
therefore a ‘loss event’ is based on the number of packets lost in the ‘loss interval’. To 
apply this method, it is necessary to redefine the destination is ‘loss event’ and ‘loss 
interval’.  
 
Loss Event (LE): A packet loss constitutes a ‘loss event’ if at least ‘S’ bytes are lost, and 
this is referred to as ‘loss event’ of a Virtual Packet. Loss Interval (LI):  is measured as 
the number of virtual packets between two successive loss events, including the lost 
packet that ends the loss interval.  
 
Further details of this calculation can be found in [60]. 
 
By contrast, in the case of TFRC CCM, all packets are of fixed size and therefore a ‘loss 
event’ is based on the number of packets lost in the ‘loss interval’. Figure 5.1 illustrates 
the method of how the loss measurement mechanism is interpreted when using the 
corrected loss event calculation for small packets,  , compared to the method of using 
fixed sized packets of size,  . 
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Figure 5.1, Loss measurement calculation 
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5.2. Methodology of Simulation  
 
5.2.1. Measurement & Post Processing of Data from network 
simulator  
 
The ‘ns2’ simulator enables the user to simulate the behaviour of the traffic source and 
of the transport layer. The encoder component in the Multimedia Adaptation 
Architecture (MAA) is referred to as a traffic source agent in ‘ns2’. The CCM is referred 
to as the transport agent in ‘ns2’ as it controls the scheduling and adaptation of 
packets that are sent into the network hence, the Packet Rate, PRC, and Packet Size, 
PSC. Figure 5.2a illustrates this linkage. 
 
The remaining two components of the TFGS MAA (Multimedia Adaptation Manager 
(MAM) and Application) are not simulated, as they are only involved in a real 
implementation. The Sender Buffer (SB) delay component of the TFRC MAA is 
estimated, because the TFRC MAA has not been standardised for ‘ns2’ or any other 
software package. Details can be found in section 5.2.1.2 to why the SB component is 
estimated.  
 
Table 5.1 lists components of both the MAAs (TFRC and TFGS), and states if they are 
simulated or not. If simulated how is their behaviour traced, and whether the traced 
behaviour is precise or an approximation.  
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Table 5.1, Variables Traced by the Simulator 
 
Using the simulation study the performance of the two MAA can be compared by 
monitoring the loss, delay, jitter, Packet Rate and Packet Size values experienced by 
the voice connections, which can then quantify the Quality of Experience (QoE) in 
terms of an R-value, on a scale of 0 to 100. 
 
The section below will go into detail how the loss, delay, jitter, Packet Rate and Packet 
Size values are monitored from the simulator, and Figure 5.3 will illustrate the position 
from which the data is extracted, in the ‘ns2’ framework. 
 
MAA
Components of 
the MAA
Simulated 
(Yes/No)
Variable used to trace the 
behaviour
Traced 
Behaviour: 
Precise or an 
Approximation 
(P/A)
SB Delay N
Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing at Sender, 
IPGSS
A
SB Loss N
Duration of Connection and Number 
of Packets Sent by the CCM
P
Encoder Y Packet Rate P
CCM - PRA Y
Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing at 
Reciever, IPGSR
P
Application N n/a n/a
Encoder Y Packet Rate P
MAM N n/a n/a
CCM - PSS Y Packet Size P
TFRC
TFGS
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Figure 5.2, ns2 linkage between Traffic source and Transport Agent 
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Figure 5.3, Delay and Loss Components            
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5.2.1.1.  Loss 
 
The total loss ratio, TL(R), (as a fraction of the Total Number of Packets Generated by the 
multimedia application, TNPG) experienced by the multimedia stream is the addition of: 
Sender Buffer loss, SBL, Network loss, LN, and the loss of packets that have arrived ‘too 
late’ at the Receiver, PBL. This is expressed in  
 
 
Equation 2.2 (chapter 2), which is shown below.  
 
                 from Equation 2.1 
 
       
  
    
 
from  
 
 
Equation 2.2 
 
The Sender Buffer, SL, loss is calculated by taking the difference between the number 
of packets sent via the CCM and the number of frames generated by the encoder (in 
‘ns2’  this is known as the traffic source agent). Note one frame fits into the payload of 
one packet, i.e. the frames are not fragmented across packets therefore, making the 
calculation below valid. The simulator will indicate how many packets have been sent 
via the CCM and by recording the duration of the connection, this will indicate the 
number of frames that would have been generated by the encoder during this time 
period. This is illustrated in the equation below: 
 
         generated =     = Duration of Connection × FR of Encoder 
                 (no.)                                             (sec)                      (Frames /sec) 
Equation 5.2 
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Calculating the difference between the number of packets sent via the CCM and the 
number of frames generated gives an accurate measure of the number of packets 
dropped by the Sender Buffer, SL, during this connection period. 
 
SL =          –            sent via the CCM   Equation 5.3 
 
The Network Loss, NL, is calculated by taking the difference between the number of 
packets received by transport agent and number of packets sent by the transport 
agent.  
 
       NL = No. of Packets Received by the receiving Transport Agent  
       – No. of Packets Sent by the sending Transport Agent 
Equation 5.4 
 
Note once the traffic source agent stops generating frames the receiver transport 
agent is kept live for some time, so it can receive any remaining packets in the network 
that are still being forwarded to the end destination, in order to give an accurate 
measure of the number of packets lost.  
 
Receiver Buffer Loss, RBL, refers to packets that have arrived ‘too-late’ for playout.  
 
(1) It is calculated by taking the difference between the network delay of each packet, 
ND, and the mean network delay of all packets,   D [55]. This is expressed in Equation 
6.4 (chapter 6). 
 
Other methods of calculating Receiver Buffer Loss are illustrated below. However, all 
graphs (in chapter7) are based on the first formulation (defined by Equation 6.4) and 
all the probability distribution graphs are based on the third formulation (defined by 
Equation 5.6). 
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(2) The Receiver Buffer Loss based on a ‘probability distribution function’ of delay, is 
calculated in the manner expressed in Equation 5.5. This states the number of packets 
that have exceeded the mean network delay in the network. 
 
Receiver Loss Probability Estimate =   {      >   } Equation 5.5 
 
This is illustrated in the Figure 5.4.  
 
(3) The Receiver Buffer Loss based on a ‘probability distribution function’ of inter-
packet-gap-spacing (IPGSR), is calculated in the manner expressed in Equation 5.6. This 
states the number of packets that experience an IPGS, a time interval greater than the 
Playout Buffer size in seconds relative to the packet in front. 
 
Receiver Loss Probability Estimate =   {        >   } Equation 5.6 
 
 
Figure 5.4, Loss Probability at Receiver/De-jitter Buffer 
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5.2.1.2. Delay 
 
The total end-to-end delay experienced by an individual packet is expressed in 
Equation 6.10 (chapter 6), which is shown below. 
 
Network Delay, ND, is the sum of, GD’ propagation delay,  
‘QD’ queuing delay, and ‘tD’ service time.  
                             ND = ( GD + QD + tD ) 
 
DT (ms) = ( 
 
  
 + SD ) + ND + ( RD + 
 
  
 ) 
 
 
 
 
Equation 5.7 
 
The Sender Buffer (SB) Delay, SD, is estimated by monitoring the Inter-Packet-Gap-
Spacing (IPGS) for each packet. If the IPGSS is equal to the Frame Interval, then the SB 
is considered to be empty.  
 
If ,  PIPGS(S) = FI = 
 
  
 
    Then,    
SD of Packet = 0 
Equation 5.8 
 
Otherwise, if the IPGS is larger than the Frame Interval, FI, then the SB is considered to 
be fully occupied. The SB delay for each packet is calculated by monitoring the ISPS 
and multiplying it by the size of the buffer, B, which is predefined with a finite value. 
 
If ,  PIPGS(S)  > FI 
     Then,  
SD of Packeti  = PIPGS(i) x B 
Equation 5.9 
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This approach has been chosen for a number of reasons.  
 
(1) The TFRC MAA is not standardised for ns2 or any other software and this is because 
the TFRC MAA is still currently an IETF Internet Draft.  
 
(2) The Internet Draft [61] states that the user needs to decide whether to drop 
packets in the SB either from the tail, head or randomize the dropping. The behaviour 
of dropping chosen will have a different impact on the amount of delay packets will 
experience in the Sender Buffer. In addition, the method of dropping chosen would 
have a different impact on the loss impairment. A tail or head dropping method leads 
to consecutive losses, increasing silence periods at the receiving end, this can 
significantly degrade the QoE, leaving the end-user considerably dissatisfied with the 
service. A loss of 14% can lead to a quality impairment of ΔR=-33. Whereas, a 
consecutive loss of 2 packets can lead to a quality impairment of ΔR=-38, 3 packets 
ΔR=-57 and 4 packets R=-66 [49]. For example a consecutive packet loss equal to 3 
packets degrades the overall quality to R=43 (R=100-57=43), when the minimum 
acceptable quality is R=60. Therefore, the impact of consecutive loss is severe, 
particularly when it consists of 3 packets and more. The method of loss calculation 
chosen underestimates the impact of loss of the Sender Buffer, as it calculates losses 
over the duration of the connection, ignoring consecutive losses. 
 
(3) The smoothing of the IPGS using Equation 2.10 (from chapter 2) and of the ‘Loss 
Event Rate’ using Equation 2.16, reflects that the IPGS indicated will remain for some 
time, before it increases/decreases drastically impacting on the Packet Rate, and 
hence the Sender Buffer occupancy. Therefore the measured SB delay will indicate the 
long term behaviour of the SB occupancy.  
 
The condition of having the IPGS lower than the Frame Interval (i.e. resulting in a 
Packet Rate being higher than the Frame Rate) is prohibited by the CCM. This is 
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achieved by restricting the CCM’s IPGS to the Frame Interval. Therefore, the Packet 
Rate cannot be faster than the Frame Rate of the encoder.  
 
Network Delay, ND : Taking the difference between the time the packet was received 
and the time it was sent at the respective transport agents gives an accurate measure 
of the network delay the packet experienced in the network. 
 
ND = Time packet Received at Receiver Transport Agent  
       – Time packet Sent by Sender Transport Agent 
Equation 5.10 
 
The Playout Buffer Delay5, RD, is a fixed delay which each packet experiences once it 
has been received, in order to absorb network jitter. The PB is set to a time required to 
buffer ‘B’ packets before playout begins. The PB delay is expressed in Equation 6.5 
(chapter 6), which is shown below.  
 
5.2.1.3. Packet Size (PS) and Packet Rate (PR) 
 
Once the ‘Packet Rate Adaptation’ (PRA) or the Packet Size Truncation (PST) functions 
are performed by either of the two CCMs (TFRC and TFGS) the behaviour is monitored 
at the transport agent. This records the size of the packet sent and the Inter-Sent-
Packet-Spacing (ISPS). Taking the inverse of ISPS indicates the Packet Rate, PR at which 
the packet are sent into the network. This is shown in Equation 2.11. 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
5
 Also referred to as Receiver Delay, RD 
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5.2.2. Parameters Used  
 
5.2.2.1. Traffic Source and Transport Agent 
 
The traffic source agent parameters used in this simulation study for the voice 
applications are based on the MPEG-2 codec. The TFRC or TFGS CCM is attached with a 
traffic source agent which is configured to match MPEG-2 codec parameters: a fixed 
Frame Rate of 50 fps and a maximum adaptive Frame Size of 168 bytes. This is the 
peak voice quality, R=93.24, that can be achieved by the MPEG-2 codec. 
 
Furthermore, adding IP, UDP and RTP headers (20, 12, 8 bytes respectively) to each 
packet results in a packet size of 208 bytes, reflecting a maximum bitrate of 83.2 Kbps 
for each traffic source agent. 
 
The traffic flows can be considered as constant bitrate (CBR) sources when operating 
at their maximum bitrate, i.e. during no congestion. However, during congestion the 
transport agent (i.e. the CCM) will adapt the Packet Rate (for TFRC CCM) or Packet Size 
(for TFGS CCM). With the TFRC CCM the PRA function will increase the ISPS in order to 
reduce the Packet Rate whilst keeping the Packet Size fixed. This will reduce the overall 
bitrate. However, with the TFGS CCM the PST function will truncate the Packet Size 
and keep the ISPS fixed. For both the CCMs during congestion the traffic flows can be 
considered as Variable Bitrate (VBR) flows. 
 
The details of the parameters of each traffic source agent and transport agent are 
shown in Table 5.2.  
 
The traffic source agent (File Transfer Protocol, ‘FTP’) used for the TCP connection is a 
file transfer of an infinite file size. The transport agent Packet Size is equivalent to the 
Packet Size of the voice application, 208 bytes, in order to provide a comparative 
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scenario with respect to the homogenous traffic mix. So both the flows can experience 
an equivalent fair-share of bandwidth between themselves during congestion. The 
transmission bitrate is controlled by the Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease 
(AIMD) congestion control algorithm of the TCP transport protocol. The linkage 
between the transport agent, TCP, and traffic agent, FTP, is shown in Figure 5.2b.   
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Application 
Type 
CCM 
Voice 
Codec 
Sender 
Buffer size in 
frames 
Playout Buffer 
size in frames 
Receiver 
Buffer Delay 
(sec) 
Frame Rate of 
Traffic Source (fps) 
Packet Rate of 
CCM (pps) 
fixed min max 
Audio 
TFRC MPEG-2 4 4 0.08 50 unrestricted 50 
TFGS MPEG-2 0 4 0.08 50 50 50 
FTP TCP n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
 
Application 
Type 
CCM 
Frame Size1 of Traffic 
Source inc. Headers2 (bytes) 
Bitrate of 
Traffic 
Source (bps) 
Packet Size after Adaptation 
by the CCM (bytes) 
Bitrate of CCM (bps) 
min max min Max 
Audio 
TFRC 208 83,200 208 208 unrestricted 83,200 
TFGS 208 83,200 41 208 16,400 83,200 
FTP TCP 208 unrestricted
3
 540 540 Unrestricted 
Table 5.2, Parameter values of Audio and Data sources 
1
 → The Frame Size is set to 168 Bytes because this is the maximum quality (R = 93.24) that can be achieved by the MPEG-2 codec, 
based on the quality analysis conducted in chapter 6. 
2
 → Audio Packet Headers = IP(20) + UDP(12) + RTP(8) = 40 Bytes 
       TCP Packet Headers    = IP(20) + TCP(20)  = 40 Bytes 
3
 → An infinite file size is used for transfer 
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Figure 5.2, ns2 linkage between Traffic source and Transport Agent 
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5.2.2.2. Sender Buffer and Playout Buffer Size 
 
The Playout Buffer is equal to 80 ms, where the buffer is set to 4 packets and the 
encoder frame rate is of 50 fps. A buffer of 4 packets is a typical configuration for voice 
application Playout Buffer’s [15, 62] and the same size is used for the Sender Buffer, in 
order to maintain consistency, and this was seen in [6] also. 
 
pbd =  
 
  
     
      = 
 
  
    
      = 80 ms  
from Equation 6.5 
 
5.2.2.3. Network Delay, Nd 
 
The network delay, Nd, is constraint to 200 ms and this is achieved by making use of 
Random Early Discard (RED) Active Queue Management (AQM). Further details on RED 
AQM configuration are given in section 5.2.3.2.  An upper limit on network delay of 
200 ms is of a reasonable constraint for interactive voice applications as stated by [63, 
64]. A hard limit on the total end-to-end delay, DT, of 400 ms can still maintain the 
minimum acceptable quality at R=60 (see Table 3.1), excluding the Sender Buffer Delay 
component and excluding any loss end-to-end, (see Figure 2.3). 
  
The total end-to-end delay is expressed in Equation 5.11, which is shown below. 
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DT (ms) = ( 
 
  
 + SD ) + ND + ( RD + 
 
  
 ) 
                       = ( 
 
  
 + SD ) + 200 + ( 
 
  
   + 
 
  
 ) 
               Frame Rate (FR) = 50 fps, Buffer Size (B) = 4  
 400 ms  >  ( 
 
  
 + SD ) + 200 + (
 
  
   + 
 
  
 ) 
 400 ms  >  ( 
 
  
 + SD ) + 300 
from Equation 5.7 
 
 
 
 
Equation 5.11 
 
5.2.3. Simulation Design: Network Scenario Description  
 
5.2.3.1. Topology Framework  
 
Below, a network topology is used which illustrates the performance of the voice flows 
when using either the TFRC or TFGS congestion control mechanism (CCM). It consists 
of a single bottleneck. When voice flows are configured using the same CCM (either 
TFRC of TFGS), this is referred to as a homogenous traffic scenario. Voice flows 
competing against TCP traffic, are referred to as a heterogeneous traffic scenario. 
Table 5.3, Table 5.4, and Figure 5.5 summarise and illustrate how the simulation study 
is structured with respect to the traffic mixes. 
 
 
Table 5.3, Homogenous Traffic Scenario 
 
Simulation 
Set
Flow 
(Application) 
Type
Codec 
Type
Duration 
(secs)
CCM
No. of 
Flows
Capacity, 
C, (bps)
RED Queue 
Parameters (Min / 
Max) in packets
A Voice MPEG-2 60 TFRC X 499,200 20 / 60
B Voice MPEG-2 60 TFGS X 499,200 20 / 60
Simulation  Study 1 - Homogenous Traffic Scenario
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Table 5.4, Heterogeneous Traffic Scenario 
 
In the Heterogeneous traffic mix the bottleneck capacity and queue configurations are 
twice that of the Homogeneous traffic mix. This increase caters for the extra TCP flows 
added. These adjustment parameters result in an equivalent network scenario when 
comparing the two: Homogeneous and Heterogeneous traffic mix scenarios. 
 
The purpose of testing the CCM in both a homogeneous and heterogeneous traffic mix 
is to illustrate fairness across similar flows and other adaptive flows such as TCP.  
 
The network topology used (commonly known as the dumbbell topology) is 
characteristic of the best-effort Internet, where all types of flows are converged over 
one link.  Many other researchers have used a similar approach in testing and 
comparing their CCM, examples can be found in [3, 6, 9, 65, 66, 89]. Figure 5.5 
illustrates the structure of the dumbbell topology.  
 
Simulation 
Set
Flow 
(Application) 
Type
Codec 
Type
Duration 
(secs)
CCM
No. of 
Flows
Capacity, 
C, (bps)
RED Queue 
Parameters (Min / 
Max) in packets
Voice MPEG-2 60 TFRC X 998,400 40 / 120
FTP n/a 60 TCP X 998,400 40 / 120
Voice MPEG-2 60 TFGS X 998,400 40 / 120
FTP n/a 60 TCP X 998,400 40 / 120
Simulation  Study 2 - Heterogeneous Traffic Scenario
A
B
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Figure 5.5, ‘Network Topology Setup’ 
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5.2.3.2. Queue Configuration and Parameters, and Link Capacity 
 
The bottleneck link is configured with Random Early Discard (RED) Active Queue 
Management (AQM) [26, 65]. The reasons for choosing RED over droptail is:  
a) to avoid global synchronisation of flows as defined in [65],  
b) to achieve a fair share of dropping across flows,   
c) to maintain control on the Queue size in order to reduce network delay 
variation,  
d) to avoid developing full queues.  
The benefits of using RED for TFRC CCM have been reported in [9]. 
 
The minimum threshold (Qmin) and maximum threshold (Qmax) of RED AQM are set in a 
manner that insures that network delay, ND, should not try to exceed  200 ms in order 
to satisfy the hard limit of 400 ms for the total end-to-end delay (DT) as defined in the 
previous section 5.2.2.3. The approximate maximum delay a packet may experience in 
the network is defined as:     
 
   
        
 
    
C – Capacity 
QS – Queue Size 
Equation 5.12 
 
To set the size of the queue, the above equation can be rearranged to: 
 
    
  
        
   Equation 5.13 
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Homogenous Traffic mix Parameter Settings 
 
For a comparison study which is made up of a homogenous traffic mix where the 
bottleneck capacity (C) is set to 499,200 bps, this results in a recommended queue size 
of 60 packets. This value gives an indication of what the minimum and maximum 
thresholds should be when configuring the RED AQM.  
 
[67] recommends setting the minimum threshold of RED to a third of the size of the 
maximum threshold (measured in packets) when flows in the network consist of TCP 
(or alike such as TCP-friendly). 
 
             Equation 5.14 
 
This configuration gives room for the TCP to adapt and avoids the saw-tooth behaviour 
where the TCP is frequently going into slow-start after aggressive dropping where the 
RED AQM is trying to maintain the queue size within the tight thresholds (minimum 
and maximum). Hence, this configuration of setting the maximum threshold 3 times 
the size of minimum threshold, keeps the TCP connections in congestion avoidance 
phase, where the TCP sender is adjusting its window size occasionally based on 
network conditions, rather than drastically reducing its window size in the case of 
slow-start. 
 
Therefore, the values chosen here are of 20 and 60 packets respectively. Table 5.5 
summarises the chosen parameter values for a homogenous traffic mix network 
scenario, where a maximum threshold of 60 packets reflects a maximum delay queue 
delay of 200 ms.  
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Homogenous Traffic Mix 
Bottleneck Bandwidth, (C), bps 499,200 
Mean Packet Size (Bytes) 208 
RED AQM, Qmin / Qmax (in packets) 20 / 60 
RED AQM, Qmin / Qmax (in bytes) 4160 / 12,480 
min/max Network delay in msecs 
(based on mean packet size) 
66 / 200 
 
Table 5.5, Queue Configuration for Homogenous Traffic Mix 
 
Note: 
Threshold in Bytes = Threshold in Packets x Mean Packet Size                     Equation 5.15 
Further Details of RED Configurations in Byte Mode can be found in [68] 
 
Heterogeneous Traffic mix Parameter Settings 
 
In this comparative study a heterogeneous traffic mix of voice and TCP flows are 
competing for bandwidth. The bottleneck capacity (C) is set to 998,400 bps. This 
results in a recommended maximum queue size of 120 packets, calculated by Equation 
5.13. The parameters set in the Heterogeneous traffic mix scenario are of such value 
that they provide a comparative scenario with respect to Homogenous traffic mix. The 
addition of TCP traffic increases the total number of flows in the network by 2. 
Therefore, the bandwidth is doubled with respect to the bandwidth in the 
Homogenous traffic mix. The increase in bandwidth by 2 results in an increase of the 
queue minimum and maximum thresholds by 2.  
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Table 5.6 summarises the chosen parameter values for a heterogeneous traffic mix 
network scenario, where a maximum threshold of 120 packets reflects a maximum 
delay queue delay of 200 ms.  
 
Heterogeneous Traffic Mix 
Bottleneck Bandwidth, (C), bps 998,400 
Mean Packet Size (Bytes) 208 
RED AQM, Qmin / Qmax (in packets) 40 / 120 
RED AQM, Qmin / Qmax (in bytes) 8320 / 24,960 
min/max Network delay in msecs 
(based on mean packet size) 
66 / 200 
 
Table 5.6, Queue Configuration for Heterogeneous Traffic Mix 
 
5.2.3.3. Congestion Level Environment  
 
The two CCMs are tested in a range of congestion levels by increasing the number of 
flows, X, whilst keeping the same bandwidth constraint; the objective is to show the 
rate at which the quality of the voice call degrades with respect to R-value.  
 
5.2.3.4. Call Generation  
 
The voice streams are of a real-time interactive nature. The communication is unicast, 
i.e. between two users. Note that although voice calls typically transmit data in both 
directions, transmission in the two directions is logically independent, hence the 
simulation study here shows the performance in the context of one end-user i.e. 
simulated in one direction, from sender to the receiver. 
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Because the traffic sources are real-time interactive voice in nature, they impose a 
minimum and maximum limit on their bitrate. Therefore, these traffic sources should 
not be considered equivalent to music downloads, where the application sends data at 
the maximum available bitrate in the network. (Note: music downloads can be 
considered as file transfers, hence requiring no strict loss, delay and jitter 
requirements. They will adopt a ‘best-effort’ strategy). 
 
Voice conversations can go idle for some time (at least in one direction while one user 
listens to what the other user has to say). This can be problematic for the CCM (both 
TFRC and TFGS) because it is designed to resume its sending bitrate after an idle period 
at a rate of 2 packets per Round-Trip-Time (RTT) and doubling every RTT until its 
previous rate is achieved. This is done in order to emulate the slow-start behaviour of 
the TCP congestion control. In order to avoid this problem the traffic sources are 
configured as long-lived continuous sources, which don’t go idle. 
 
The traffic sources (both voice and FTP) are of 60 seconds in duration, giving 
reasonable time to observe the long-term behaviour of the QoE and fairness measured. 
The traffic sources in [9] were of similar duration when TCP fairness was measured. 
 
5.2.3.5. Simulation Runs  
 
Each simulation set is repeated 25 times with a randomised seed to give a reasonable 
measure of the mean, standard deviation (STDEV), and confidence interval (CI) for the 
variables measured from the simulator. 
 
The mean is calculated across all the simulation sets for each flow, which is referred as 
the ‘Batch Mean’. Details can be found in Appendix III, Simulation Runs.  
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5.3. Validation of TFGS CCM’s PST operation  
 
This section validates that the code written for the TFGS CCM in ‘ns2’ operates 
correctly in the manner described in section 5.1. 
 
5.3.1. Network Scenario Description  
 
The network scenario description is defined as in Table 5.3, further details can be 
found in section 5.2.3. 
 
5.3.2. Results: (i) Non-Congested State 
 
Over a bottleneck capacity of 499,200 bps only 2 voice flows are competing among 
themselves, either configured with TFRC or TFGS CCM. The maximum bitrate the flows 
can generate is of 83.2 kbps each, as shown below. Simulation results confirmed that 
in non-congested periods the voice flows bitrate is equivalent to that of the maximum 
bitrate.  
 
TETR = 8   PS(max) x PR 
      = 8(168 + 40) x 50        
         Note: a) 40 Bytes for headers, b) Multiply by 8 to convert into bits 
      = 83.2 kbps  
 
This gives a total bandwidth occupancy of 166.4 kbps leaving 332.8 kbps of capacity 
unused. The results illustrated that the flows are operating at a Packet Size of 208 
bytes (including headers of 40 bytes) and at a Packet Rate of 50 pps.  
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The Packet Size remains fixed throughout the duration of the call, because there is no 
congestion in the network. Additionally, the Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing (IPGS) remains 
fixed at 20 ms, which results in a Packet Rate of 50 pps (   
 
     
⁄ ), equivalent to 
the Frame Rate of 50 fps. 
 
5.3.3. Results: (ii) Congested State 
 
Over a bottleneck capacity of 499,200 bps when 8 voice flows are competing between 
themselves, and where the voice flows are configured with either TFRC or TFGS CCM, 
this equates to a ‘fair-share’ (FS) of 62.4 Kbps of bandwidth to each flow as calculated 
using  
 
 
Equation 5.16. Figure 5.6 illustrates 1 flow of a total 8 for each of the CCMs. The 
figures give evidence that the Sending Rate (SR) varies around the ‘fair-share’ value for 
both the CCM. 
 
                         
                   
               
 
 
     
 
      
 
          
 
 
Equation 5.16 
 
The difference seen in the variation of the Sending Rate when comparing the two 
CCMs is because the 8 flows are multiplexed at different times where each flow’s start 
time is randomised therefore, resulting in different ‘loss event rates’ (LER). The LER 
and SR graphs look like mirror images of each one, see Figure 5.7, and Figure 5.6 
respectively.  
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Figure 5.6, Sending Rate 
 
 
Figure 5.7, Loss Event Rate 
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The response to congestion for the TFRC CCM is to increase the Inter-Packet-Gap-
Spacing (IPGSS), i.e. resulting in a reduced Packet Rate, whereas in the case of the TFGS 
CCM it truncates the Packet Size (PS). This is illustrated in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 
respectively.  
 
     
 
      
 
 
                           
from Equation 5.16 
 
Fair Share Packet Size, PS(FS) : 
        
   
        
 
Equation 5.17 
 
Fair Share Packet Rate, PR(FS) : 
        
   
        
 
Equation 5.18 
 
        
 
  
 
 
Fair Share Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing, (PIPGS(FS)) : 
           
        
   
 
Equation 5.19 
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Figure 5.8, Packet Size 
 
 
Figure 5.9, Inter Packet Gap Spacing at Sender, (IPGSS) 
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The results show that the implemented PST function of the TFGS CCM in ns2 operates 
successfully. The CCM responds to congestion by varying the Packet Size and aims to 
achieve a ‘fair-share’ of network resources across all flows.   
 
This simulation of 8 voice flows was repeated 25 times with a randomised seed to 
calculate the overall Batch Mean,  ̂, from 25 individual Batch Means,   , of each 
simulation run. These batch means were used to calculate: 
a) The standard deviation (STDEV), i.e. a measure of how far all the batch means 
(of each simulation run) deviate from the overall batch mean of all Simulation 
Runs,  ̂.  
b) Confidence interval (CI), i.e. a measure of what percentage of the data set is 
within a given distance from the overall batch mean,  ̂. 
 
The standard deviation (STDEV) and confidence interval (CI) across the 25 batch means 
for 8 voice flows were within a tight range. For example, the batch mean for the ‘inter-
packet-gap-spacing’ (IPGS) at the sender was 2.56x10-2 secs (25.6 ms), for flows 
running over the TFRC CCM. The standard deviation and (95%) confidence interval was 
8.4x10-5 and 3.3x10-5 respectively. Further details can be found in Table 11.1 and Table 
11.2 (of Appendix III, Simulation Runs) for flows operating over either TFRC or TFGS 
CCM, respectively. 
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6. Performance Evaluation Methodology 
 
This chapter provides a measurement toolset that enables the end-user to quantify the 
level of quality degradation from packet loss, delay, delay-jitter, and codec impairment. 
Packet loss, delay, and delay-jitter can occur at the end-system and network, and this 
is referred to as ‘Packet Level Impairment’. Using Adaptive coding (which reduces 
bitrate by truncating Frame Size) has a proportional effect on the quality of the 
multimedia connection. This is referred to as ‘Codec Impairment’. The truncation of 
Frame Size is achieved by reducing the frame size in bytes, therefore in the text below 
‘Codec Impairment’ may also be referred to as ‘Byte Level Impairment’. 
 
Using the E-model, the Packet and Byte Level impartments can be subtracted in a 
scalar manner from the original quality value using an analytical expression. This 
enables the quantification of the QoE of a voice connection when it is running over 
either of the two CCM (TFRC or TFGS). 
 
The last section in this chapter will give a quantitative comparison between the two 
CCMs. It will illustrate how a reduced Packet Rate (a mode of operation used by the 
TFRC CCM) that introduces ‘Packet Level Impairment’ arising from Sender Buffer delay 
and loss has an impact on the QoE. In comparison to how a Frame Size truncation (a 
mode of operation used by the TFGS CCM) that introduces ‘Byte Level Impairment’, 
has an impact on QoE.  
 
These two forms of congestion response (PR reduction and Frame Size truncation) 
introduce packet and byte level impairment, respectively, because of the method of 
congestion response. This is quantified using the E-model and the results will illustrate 
the rate of quality degradation, measured in R-value on a scale of 0 to 100.  
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The analysis conducted in this chapter is focused on the impairment arising from the 
method of congestion response used by the CCM, i.e. how a reduced available network 
bitrate can have an impact on the sender side of the multimedia connection. This can 
result in buffering of frames which introduces ‘Packet Level Impairment’ or Frame Size 
truncation which introduces ‘Byte Level Impairment’.  
 
This can be referred to as ‘sender side impairment’ of the multimedia connection, 
excluding the network and receiver impairment. However, these two latter 
impairments are examined in chapter 7, where a simulation study is conducted, 
illustrating how both the CCM perform in various network congestion environments. 
The analysis will highlight the impairment caused by network loss and delay, and 
receiver loss due to packets arriving ‘too-late’. The overall performance analysis in the 
simulation study will embrace end-to-end impairment, including sender side, network, 
and receiver impairment. 
  
6.1. Packet Level Impairment 
 
This section illustrates the components involved at end-to-end which contribute to the 
overall ‘Packet Level Impairment’. This consists of packet delays and losses at the end-
system (sender and receiver) and during transport (i.e. within the network).  
 
6.1.1. Packet Delay  
 
The total end-to-end delay, DT, (also known as mouth-to-ear) is expressed by Equation 
2.3 (in chapter 2) which is shown below. 
 
DT  =  ( ED + ZD + SD ) + ( GD + QD + tD ) + ( RD + ZD(R) + ED(d) ) from Equation 2.3 
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ZD = PIPGS(s) =  
 
  
       from Equation 4.7 
 
 
Therefore, 
DT (ms) = ( ED + PIPGS(s) + SD ) + ( GD + QD + tD ) + ( RD + ZD(R) + ED(d)  )          Equation 6.1 
 
The TFRC CCM schedules packets at a Packet Rate different from the Frame Rate of the 
encoder. A lower Packet Rate of the Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) causes 
packets to be temporarily buffered, introducing waiting delay. This increases the 
probability of packets arriving ‘too-late’. Furthermore, as the Packet Rate (PR) reduces, 
this increases the Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing (IPGS) between the packets sent (PIPGS(S) = 
 
  ⁄ ), as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The increase in IPGSS of packets sent has a 
proportional increase in the IPGSR of received packets. A larger IPGSR of received 
packets demands for a larger de-jitter buffer (Receiver Buffer) to avoid packets being 
discarded as they have arrived ‘too-late’ in time sequence. Such a scheme can reduce 
the interactivity of the multimedia stream if the end-to-end delay becomes too large. 
 
The novel TFGS Multimedia Adaptation Architecture (MAA) does not use a Sender 
Buffer (SB). Therefore, the SB delay component is removed. Hence the total end-to-
end is reduced to: 
 
DT(TFGS) (ms) = ( ED + PIPGS(s) ) + ( GD + QD + tD ) + ( RD + ZD(R) + ED(d) ) Equation 6.2 
 
The TFGS CCM schedules packets at the same rate of the encoder therefore the PIPGS(S) 
= FI, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. This configuration removes SB delay, SB loss, and 
removes any additional packetization delay, because this delay is fixed to the IPGSS. 
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Figure 6.1, TFRC MAA  
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Figure 6.2, TFGS MAA  
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The Packet Size Truncation (PST) function of the Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) 
indicates a reduce Packet Size during congestion, the Multimedia Adaptation Manager (MAM) 
truncates the packet to the size indicated by the CCM and sends the packet into the network. 
The packets are sent at the same interval as they generated, i.e. equal to the Frame Interval, FI.  
 
This operation is done on-the-fly, because the encoded stream requires no re-encoding. It 
truncates the data from the end of the packet. This is possible because of Fine Grain Scalable 
(FGS) encoders, offering true on-the-fly adaptation making truncation delay negligible. 
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However, the novel TFGS MAA enables packets to be scheduled at the same rate at 
which they are generated. Hence, packets experience no delay at the sender. This 
results in a reduced end-to-end delay for each packet. Such an approach improves the 
interactivity of the multimedia. Real time interactive applications are time critical in 
nature, therefore minimising delay and reducing consecutive losses (when SB is full for 
example) results in better interactivity, and improves the perceived quality of the 
stream.  
 
6.1.2. Packet Loss  
 
The total loss ratio, TL(R), is expressed by Equation 2.2. 
 
In the case of the TFRC Multimedia Adaptation Architecture, which implements a 
discard threshold at the Sender Buffer (SB), frames are discarded, if the sender buffer 
is full. Once the SB is full the multimedia connection will experience consecutive losses. 
Such losses can greatly make loss recovery difficult for Forward Error Correction (FEC) 
schemes. Consecutive losses results in silence periods in a voice call making the 
conversation unintelligible. 
 
In comparison the TFGS Multimedia Adaptation Architecture, does not have a Sender 
Buffer, hence it does not operate in a manner which requires packets to be discarded. 
However, packets may be truncated during periods of network congestion; this 
degrades the quality of the frame, but packets are not dropped. Therefore, the loss 
from the Sender Buffer, ‘SL’ is completely removed, hence the total loss, ‘LT’, 
experienced by the multimedia stream is reduced to network loss, ‘NL’, and loss of 
packets arriving ‘too-late’ at the receiver6, ‘RL’.  
 
                                                     
6
 Playout Buffer loss, PL, is also referred to as Receiver Buffer loss, RL, in this text. 
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           Equation 6.3 
 
Note that a lost packet is different from a loss of bytes in a packet. Truncation (loss of 
bytes) of a packet can still convey useful information to the end user, whereas a lost 
packet has nothing to convey. The impact of loss of byte is illustrated in the ‘Byte Level 
Impairment’ section in this chapter, which quantifies the impact on Quality of 
Experience (QoE) of byte loss from a frame. 
 
Receiver Buffer loss, RL, refers to packets that have arrived ‘too-late’ for playout. One 
method7 to estimate this loss is to take the difference between the network delay of 
each packet, ND, and the mean network delay of all packets,  D [55]. This is shown in 
Equation 6.4. If the difference is greater than the size of the playout buffer then count 
it as a lost packet. 
 
                                             
                               If     > RD (measured in seconds) ; 
           Then count as packet loss. 
  
Note:   
B
1

R
D
F
R  
 
 
Equation 6.4 
 
 
 
Equation 6.5 
Where ‘RD‘ is referred to as Receiver Buffer delay and also known as 
Playout Buffer delay. 
 
6.2. Byte Level Impairment (Codec Impairment) 
 
The previous section looked at ‘Packet Level Impairment’ arising from losses and 
delays which occur at the end-system and during transport (i.e. in the network). This 
                                                     
7
 Other methods to calculate RB loss can be found in section 5.2.1.1 
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section looks at the impact of adaptive voice encoders that reduce their bitrate by 
truncating the Frame Size. This Frame Size truncation is usually required to match the 
available network bitrate. This form of impairment is referred to as ‘Byte Level 
Impairment’ or ‘Codec Impairment’.  
 
As discussed in chapter 3, there are three main schemes for adaptive encoding: 
Layered, Coarse-Grain, and Fine Grain Scalable (FGS), where FGS offers a higher degree 
of scalability compared to the other two. Although this thesis proposes to use the 
adaptive FGS encoding (which offers scalability at byte-level increments) at the time of 
writing the FGS codec has not undergone subjective listening tests, therefore a 
standard measure of its quality is not available at its respective frame sizes. 
  
Therefore, an adaptive voice codec known as MPEG-2 is chosen to illustrate the impact 
of ‘Byte Level Impairment’. MPEG-2 offers coarse-grain scalability to those multimedia 
applications that use this encoding technique. 
 
The performance evaluation of the MPEG audio encoder has been investigated by [56] 
with respect to Mean Opinion Score (MOS). This shows what the MOS value is at the 
respective Encoder Bitrate. The results are shown in the  
Table 6.1. 
 
These results can be translated in to a Quality of Experience (QoE) assessment model 
known as the E-model. Using Equation 2.5 the MOS values are converted into R-values 
(a unit of measurement defined by the E-model to express perceived quality on a scale 
of 0 to 100), as shown in  
Table 6.1 and illustrated in Figure 6.3. 
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Encoder 
Bitrate 
(bps) 
MOS 
[0-4.5] 
R-value 
[0-100] 
19,200 2.55 49.52 
28,800 3.23 62.53 
38,400 3.92 77.35 
48,000 4.15 83.53 
57,600 4.30 88.48 
67,200 4.41 93.24 
76,800 4.35 90.46 
 
Table 6.1, Quality value at relevent Encoder Bitrates 
 
 
Figure 6.3, MPEG Bitrate v.s. R-value 
 
The respective R-value for the corresponding encoder bitrate is shown in  
Table 6.1, however to address the impact of quality degradation in the form of frame 
size truncation. The encoder bitrate needs to be expressed in Frame Size, FS, and this 
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can be achieved by using Equation 3.2. Where the Encoder Bitrate, TEB, is divided by its 
Frame Rate, FR. 
 
    
   
    
 Equation 6.6 
 
As common to most voice encoders such as G.711 and G.729 they generate frames at 
fixed Frame Rates of 50 fps. The corresponding Frame Size calculated using Equation 
6.6 at the relevant encoder bitrates is shown in  
Table 6.2. Figure 6.4 illustrates the corresponding quality value at the relevant Frame 
Sizes. This enables to quantify the level of quality degradation when the Frame Size is 
truncated in response to network congestion. With different levels of Frame Size 
truncation, Equation 6.7 can quantify the quality at different frame byte sizes. 
 
Encoder 
Bitrate 
(bps) 
MOS 
[0-4.5] 
R-value 
[0-100] 
Frame Size 
(bytes) @ Frame 
Rate 50 fps 
19,200 2.55 49.52 48 
28,800 3.23 62.53 72 
38,400 3.92 77.35 96 
48,000 4.15 83.53 120 
57,600 4.30 88.48 144 
67,200 4.41 93.24 168 
76,800 4.35 90.46 192 
 
Table 6.2, Quality value at relevent Frame Size 
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Figure 6.4, Frame Size v.s. R-value 
 
Figure 6.4 shows that the maximum the quality that can be achieved by the MPEG 
audio codec is of 93.24 at a Frame Size of 168 Bytes, and after that size the voice 
quality starts to level out as Frame Size continues to increase. However, a Frame Size 
lower than 168 bytes illustrates a trend expressed in the form of Equation 6.7. 
 
R-valueFS = ‐0.0025∙FS
2 + 0.9007·FS + 11.888 Equation 6.7 
 
R-valueFS is a line of best-fit of the trend shown for R-value vs. Frame Size. This 
‘line of best-fit’ was achieved using the built-in function found in Microsoft Excel. 
The Regression value of the R-valueFS equation is 0.9943 (out of a range of 1), 
the closer the value to 1 indicates a closer match to the original data. 
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6.3. Expressing Quality of Experience (QoE) Impact 
of both Packet and Byte Level Impairment 
using the E-model 
 
To summarise the impact that both Packet and Byte Level Impairment have on the QoE, 
the E-model is used. Using the E-model, these two impairments can be subtracted in a 
scalar manner from the original quality value using an analytical expression. 
 
The E-model equation is expressed in Equation 2.6, taken from the analytical work 
produced by [18], where the R-value is a measure of quality over a scale of 0 to 100. A 
value of greater than 70 is equivalent to a public switched telephone network (PSTN) 
voice call, and a value below 60 is poor.  
 
Range 
(R-value) 
Quality of 
Experience (QoE) 
90 - 100 Best 
80 - 89 High 
70 - 79 Medium ≡ PSTN 
60 - 69 Acceptable 
< 60 Poor 
Table 6.3, QoE Table 
 
Byte Level Impairment (Codec Impairment), (100 – Is)  
The adaptive MPEG-2 codec gives a maximum R-value of 93.24 at a Frame Size of 168 
bytes. The R-value degrades in the manner expressed in Equation 6.7, when the Frame 
Size is reduced. 
 
(100 –   ) = RFS = ‐0.0025·FS
2 + 0.9007·FS + 11.888                from Equation 6.7 
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Packet Level Impairment,       
This is expressed using Equation 2.7 and Equation 2.8 for packet loss,   , and packet 
delay impairment respectively,   . 
 
New Quality of Expression (QoE) expression  
 
Bringing all this together, the MPEG-2 Quality of Experience function can be expressed 
as: 
 
 R-value (MPEG-2) =  (100 –   ) –    –    + A   
 
R-value (MPEG-2) = ‐0.0025·FS
2 + 0.9007·FS + 11.888 – 30·  (1+15·LT(R) )  
– ( 0.024·DT + 0.11(DT – 177.3) ·H(DT – 177.3) ) + A 
Equation 6.8 
 
6.4. Quantifying the Quality of Experience (QoE) 
when using the TFRC and TFGS CCMs 
 
In this section the E-model is used to address the impact TFRC and TFGS method of 
congestion response has on the perceived QoE. The TFRC CCM responds to congestion 
by varying the Packet Rate whilst the encoder maintains a fixed Frame Rate. In 
contrast, the TFGS CCM responds to congestion by varying the Packet Size to which the 
encoder can adapt, by truncating the Frame Size. The MPEG-2 codec will be used for 
both the CCMs, to illustrate the impact of mismatch of the two rates (Frame Rate and 
Packet Rate) and the impact of Frame Size truncation on the perceived quality. The 
MPEG codec, which takes into account the Frame Size reduction, will illustrate the 
benefits of keeping the two rates equivalent (Frame Rate and Packet Rate). The TFGS 
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CCM achieves this by responding to congestion in the form of Packet Size reduction, 
which means a reduced Frame Size with respect to the encoder. 
 
The analysis conducted in this section is focused on the impairment arising from the 
method of congestion response used by the CCM, i.e. how a reduced available network 
bitrate can have an impact on the sender side of the multimedia connection. This can 
result in buffering of frames which introduces ‘Packet Level Impairment’ or by Frame 
Size truncation which introduces ‘Byte Level Impairment’.  
 
This analysis can be referred to as sender side impairment of the multimedia 
connection excluding the network and receiver impairment. However, these two later 
impairments will be focussed in chapter 7, where a simulation study is conducted, 
illustrating how both the CCM perform in various network congestion environments. 
The simulator study will highlight the impairment caused by the network loss and 
delay, and receiver loss due to packets arriving ‘too-late’. The overall performance 
analysis in the simulation study will combine the end-to-end impairment including the 
sender side, network, and receiver impairment. 
 
This evaluation below is based on Sender Side impairment arising from SB delay, SB 
loss, and PS truncation.  
 
The text below illustrates how the relevant delays and losses are calculated. 
 
6.4.1. Delay (DT) 
 
DT (ms) = ( ED + PIPGS(s) + SD ) + ( GD + QD + tD ) + ( RD + ZD(R) + ED(d)  ) from Equation 6.1 
 
Encoding delay is the time required to digitize a raw analogue multimedia signal, by 
producing a stream of frames at a fixed interval. Decoding delay is the time required to 
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convert the digital signal back to an analogue so it can be heard/seen by the receiving 
end. This delay is subject to processor constraint, i.e. is dependent on the hardware 
specification, for example a mobile/PDA will have a slower processer than of a desktop 
computer. Hence, the delay on a mobile/PDA will be larger than that of a desktop. 
However, this delay will remain fixed during the connection between the end-users. 
Considering that a live implementation is not used in this study here, therefore this 
delay is ignored. 
 
Therefore, ED = 0, ED(d) = 0. 
 
DT (ms) = (PIPGS(s) + SD ) + ( GD + QD + tD ) + ( RD + ZD(R) ) Equation 6.9 
 
IPGSS = 
 
   
 
 
DT (ms) = ( 
 
  
 + SD ) + ( GD + QD + tD ) + ( RD + ZD(R) ) Equation 6.10 
 
Network and receiver delay components are ignored in this study as the focus here is 
of sender side impairment. Therefore, Equation 6.9 is reduced to: 
 
DT (ms) = ( 
 
  
 + SD ) Equation 6.11 
 
SD for each Frame = 
 
  
 x Discard Threshold size in Frames  
 SD=  B
1
R

P
 
from Equation 4.6 
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In this study the Packet Rate, PR, is considered the long-term Packet Rate of the 
connection. Hence, it is assumed that the buffer is full once the Packet Rate, falls 
below the Frame Rate. 
 
Discard Threshold size = 4 = Sender Buffer Size (B), as defined in section 5.2.2.2. 
 
DT (TFRC) (ms) = (
 
  
 
 
  
  )   
Buffer Size = 4, therefore, 
                           = (
 
  
 
 
  
  )   
DT (TFRC) (ms) =   (
 
  
 ) Equation 6.12 
 
TFGS does not employ a Sender Buffer, therefore sbd = 0 
DT (TFGS) (ms) = ( 
 
  
 ) Equation 6.13 
Packet Rate, PR, is equal to Frame Rate, FR, 50 fps.  
DT (TFGS) (ms) = (
 
  
)  
DT (TFGS) (ms) =  20                                                                                              Equation 6.14 
 
6.4.2. Loss (LT) 
 
       
          
    
 
 
       
  
    
  
  
    
  
  
    
 
  from Equation 2.2 
 
 
  
    
, Normalized Sender Buffer Loss,    
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    Equation 6.15 
 
Note: PRC is bound to the maximum limit of the encoder therefore; the PRC of the CCM 
cannot be greater than the Frame Rate of the encoder.  
 
As this analysis excludes network and receiver characteristics, therefore the 
components of Network Loss, NL, and Receiver Buffer, PBL, are ignored. 
 
i.e. 
NL = 0  and  PBL = 0  
 
Therefore, the Total Loss ratio, LT(R), is equal to: 
 
       
     
  
    Equation 6.16 
 
TFGS CCM maintains a PR equivalent to the Frame Rate, FR, of the encoder therefore, 
TFGS does not buffer packets. Hence, TFGS experiences no Sender Buffer: loss and 
delay at the Sender Side. 
 
               Equation 6.17 
 
6.4.3. Frame Size Truncation  
 
The impact of the Frame Size, FS, truncation on quality impairment is expressed using 
Equation 6.7. 
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6.4.4. Quality of Experience (QoE) Impact  
 
To illustrate the impact of Sender Side quality impairment from an end-to-end 
perspective constituting of delay, loss and FS truncation, Equation 6.8 is used. 
 
6.4.4.1. Voice flows over TFRC CCM 
 
For the TFRC CCM the R-value degrades when the Packet Rate, PR, reduces (see Figure 
6.5). The figure shows the two components which constitute the total quality 
impairment of the Sender Buffer: delay and loss. The figure shows that a Packet Rate 
lower than 44 pps will result in a R-value below 60, which be of unacceptable quality 
level for the ‘end-user’. 
 
 
Figure 6.5, Impact on quality from the Packet Rate variation induced by the CCM, 
resulting in SB Loss and SB Delay 
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This is because when the Packet Rate reduces to a rate lower than that of the encoder 
Frame Rate, this introduces loss and delay at the Sender Buffer (SB). A long term 
reduced Packet Rate will result in a fully occupied SB, where all packets are 
experiencing a delay of:    (
 
  
) (as described in Equation 6.12) and a loss of: 
     
  
 
(as shown in Equation 6.15). Figure 6.5 illustrates the impact of SB loss on the quality 
of a voice connection. A Packet Rate lower than 43 pps will result in an overall loss of 
more than 14 percent, reflecting a Quality level below the minimum required (R-
value=60). The loss impairment formulation modeled by Equation 2.7 is based on the 
overall loss over the duration of the connection. However, when the SB is full, the 
voice connection will experience consecutive losses and this impairment can be far 
greater than what is illustrated.   
 
The reduction in Packet Rate will also result in an additional delay at the SB (see Figure 
6.5), although the initial impairment caused by delay has far less impact on the quality 
of a voice connection that packet loss would produce, and this is because the delay 
factor has not approached above the 177.3 ms mark which starts to effects 
interactivity (see Equation 2.8). Once the Packet Rate approaches below 28 pps, this 
results in a delay of 178 ms (  (
 
  
)), and this is when the delay factor becomes more 
prominent. However, the accumulative effect from network and receiver delay will 
induce further quality degradation of the voice connection. These impairments 
(network and receiver) will be more apparent in the simulation study chapter 7, where 
these impairments will be considered. 
 
6.4.4.2. Voice flows over TFGS CCM 
 
For the TFGS CCM the R-value degrades when the Frame Size is reduced (see Figure 
6.6). The figure shows that when the Frame Size, FS, is truncated to a size lower than 
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67 bytes, this will result in an R‐value below 60, which is of unacceptable quality for 
the ‘end-user’. 
 
TFGS CCM maintains a Packet Rate equivalent to the Frame Rate of the encoder 
therefore, TFGS does not buffer packets. Hence, TFGS experiences no Sender Buffer: 
loss and delay at the Sender Side. 
 
 
Figure 6.6, Impact on quality from the Frame Size truncation induced by the CCM 
 
6.4.4.3. Voice flows over TFRC vs TFGS CCM 
 
In order to compare the performance of the two CCM’s (TFRC and TFGS), their method 
of congestion response is mapped on to a bitrate axis, using Equation 3.5 (from 
chapter 3). 
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TETR  =     PR   x   (8 x PS) from Equation 3.5 
  Where:   
PS = (FS + 40 Bytes),   
     40 bytes for headers (IP: 20 bytes, UDP: 12  bytes, RTP: 8 bytes) 
PR = Packet Rate 
in the case of TFGS: PR = FR,  
whereas for TFRC: PR = PR of the CCM. 
 
This enables both the CCM’s to be compared on the same axis irrespective of the type 
of congestion response they perform. Figure 6.7 shows that voice connections running 
over a TFGS CCM are able to achieve a minimum acceptable voice quality of (R=60), 
with a bitrate of 42 kbps compared to 73 kbps when using the TFRC CCM. This means 
that the TFRC CCM requires a higher network resource in order to sustain the same 
minimum quality. The TFGS CCM can sustain its minimum quality at lower bandwidths 
than the TFRC CCM. This is beneficial to voice applications as well as the network. This 
is because a higher number of voice connections can operate simultaneously in a 
limited network resource, whilst maintaining their minimum quality.  
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Figure 6.7, Impact on quality when reducing Transmission Bitrates 
 
As seen from Figure 6.7, the TFRC CCM degrades at a faster rate than that of TFGS. This 
is because the reduction in the Packet Rate in response to congestion has a larger 
impact on packet loss and delay experienced at the SB compared to truncation from 
Packet Size.  
 
Referring to the individual components of SB packet loss and delay as seen in Figure 
6.7, their combined effect is more severe than that of Frame Size truncation. These 
two particular impairments (SB: loss and delay) are not present when responding to 
congestion in the form of Frame Size truncation (as performed by the TFGS CCM). The 
total loss and delay will be significantly lower than that of the TFRC CCM, when the 
network and receiver characteristics are taken into account. This will be more 
thoroughly discussed in the simulation study chapter, 7. 
 
To summarise, a voice connection operating over the TFGS CCM will experience ‘Byte-
Level Impairment’ due to Frame Size (FS) truncation, and ‘Packet Level Impairment’ at 
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network and receiver. However, the TFRC CCM will only experience packet level 
impairments, but at 3 different places in the transmission process: sender, network 
and receiver. Although it will not experience any byte-level impairment (because it 
sends fixed sized frames) the impact seen from SB packet loss and delay has a greater 
impact on quality degradation compared to that of FS truncation. 
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6.5. Summary 
 
This chapter looked at how to provide a measurement scheme for assessing the level 
of quality loss caused by Packet Level and Byte Level Impairment (also referred to as 
Codec Impairment). The Packet Level Impairments (such as delay and loss of packets) 
were quantified using the expressions found in [18]. In order to determine the Codec 
Impairment as a function of Frame Size, the available quality results had to go through 
a number of transformation processes before they conformed to the E-model 
expression; from encoder bitrate to Frame Size and then its respective MOS quality to 
R-value. This novel formulation enabled the combination of both the Packet and Byte 
Level Impairment into a scalar form, which can be subtracted from the original quality 
value using an analytical expression. This expression is referred to as the E-model 
equation for the MPEG-2 codec.   
 
The results used to quantify the Codec Impairment were based on the MPEG-2 
encoder, which provides coarse-grain adaptability with respect to encoder bitrate 
reduction. Although this thesis proposes to use Fine Grain Scalable (FGS) encoding, 
which can offer a higher degree of adaptability and quality at equivalent encoder 
bitrates to that of MPEG-2 [7], a quality measure for modelling the level of FGS Codec 
Impairment is not available because the codec has currently not undergone subjective 
listening tests. 
 
Although the MPEG-2 codec is used, the FGS R-values are expected to be better. This is 
shown when the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) comparisons are made between two 
codecs by [7], and summarized in Table 6.4. The higher SNR values of the FGS codec at 
the same Encoder Bitrates that of MPEG-2, indicate that the encoding quality 
technique is superior. However, the FGS codec has not undergone subjective listening 
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tests; therefore a standard quality measure is not available for use in the E-model 
expression. 
 
  
SNR (dB) at the Following Encoder 
Bitrates (kbps) 
Codec 32 64 128 
FGS 17.71 23.03 30.88 
MPEG 13.99 17.99 26.06 
 
Table 6.4, FGS vs MPEG, in terms of SNR value 
 
The analysis conducted in this chapter illustrated the impact a reduced available 
network bitrate will have on the sender side impairment either in the form of Packet 
Level Impairment or Byte Level Impairment. The results conclude that a Congestion 
Control Mechanism (CCM) which responds to network congestion by reducing its 
Packet Rate (in the case of TFRC CCM) has a greater impact on quality degradation 
than that of Packet Size truncation used by the TFGS CCM. This is because the TFRC 
CCM (which reduces Packet Rate in results of congestion) introduces Sender Buffer (SB) 
delay and loss simultaneously, whereas as for the TFGS CCM the Packet Size truncation 
introduces only Codec Impairment in the form of sender-side impairment. Hence, the 
total impact of SB loss and SB delay is greater. 
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7. Simulation Results, Performance Analysis 
  
This chapter illustrates the performance of the two CCMs by considering: (1) Different 
Traffic mixes in the network (Homogenous traffic mix and Heterogeneous traffic mix). 
(2) Different congestion environments (by varying the number of flows whilst keeping 
the bandwidth fixed). (3) The Quality of Experience (QoE) impact, examining the 
response by the Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) at the a) Sender, b) Network, 
and c) Receiver side. 
 
7.1.  Homogenous Traffic Mix  
 
7.1.1. Network Scenario Description  
 
The network scenario description is defined as in Table 5.3, further details can be 
found in section 5.2.3. 
 
7.1.2. Congestion Response:  
 
7.1.2.1. Sending Rate (SR) and Throughput (TP): 
 
Over a bottleneck of 499,200 bps, with a number of voice flows competing for the 
same bandwidth, the flows are configured with either one of the two CCMs. These 
respond to congestion by reducing their Sending Rate (SR). This is shown in Figure 7.1. 
The Sending Rate decreases in an approximately ‘fair-share’ manner as defined by  
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Equation 5.16, and it is seen that voice flows configured with either one of the two 
CCMs have approximately the same Sending Rate in ‘bits per second’ (bps). This proves 
that the overall congestion response whether Packet Rate or Packet Size is equivalent 
in terms of ‘bits per second’. Figure 7.2 shows the throughput of flows at the receiving 
end. The achieved throughput is equivalent to the ‘fair-share’ rate. The closer the 
Sending Rate is to the ‘fair-share’ rate, the lower the amount of loss. This can be seen 
from Figure 7.3.  
 
The CCM’s Sending Rate closely follows the ‘fair-share’ rate indicating that the CCM’s 
input load into the network takes into account the end-to-end constraint of the 
network capacity. As a result, it only injects that volume of load which the network can 
tolerate, avoiding as much network loss as possible (see Figure 7.3). This is the key 
strength of using the ‘TCP-friendly’ rate equation, which indicates the available 
network bitrate based on loss, delay, and other factors, see Equation 2.9 (in chapter 2).  
 
 
Figure 7.1, Sending Rate 
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Figure 7.2, Sending Rate (SR) and Throughput (TP) 
 
 
Figure 7.3, Network Loss, (Bars showing Standard Deviation) 
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7.1.2.2. Method of Congestion Response: 
 
The response to congestion for the TFGS CCM is to truncate the Packet Size, as 
illustrated in Figure 7.4. For the TFRC CCM the response is to increase the “Inter-
Packet-Gap-Spacing” (IPGS) resulting in a reduced number of packets being injected 
into the network, i.e. a reduced Packet Rate, PRC (   
 
     
⁄ ). This is illustrated in 
Figure 7.50. 
 
 
Figure 7.4, Packet Size 
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Figure 7.5, “Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing” 
 
 
7.1.2.3. A perspective in terms of ‘Offered Load’ 
 
Figure 7.6 illustrates what the term ‘offered load’ means. To quantify the number of 
flows operating over the network in terms of ‘offered load’, a simple formulation is 
used, equating the maximum input load generated by the voice application and the 
fair-share of bandwidth. 
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Figure 7.6, Offered Load 
 
Maximum load generated by the Voice Application = Encoder Bitrate = VoIP Offered 
Load             (        )                          
 
                                     
                       
                        
 
 
VoIP Offered Load with respect to Network Capacity  
               
                           
                                   
 
 
                   
                 
 
        
Equation 7.1 
 
A VoIP ‘offered load’ value between 0 and 1 indicates that the flows operating over the 
network are running at their maximum bitrate, and that the network has sufficient 
capacity to support the maximum rate. An offered load value higher than 1 indicates 
that the maximum bitrate cannot be supported, and that the flows need to adapt their 
CCM – adapts the Offered Load 
by Truncating or  Buffering 
packets. Therefore, reducing the 
input load into the network, in 
bits per second (bps). 
 
Offered Load by the 
Voice Application 
Network 
Input Load 
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bitrate in order to operate over the network at ‘fair-share’ rate. This adaptation is 
carried out by the CCM by either reducing the Packet Rate (in the case of TFRC CCM) or 
Packet Size (in the case of TFGS CCM).  
 
The equivalence of number of flows to offered load is shown in Table 7.1. 
 
No. of 
flows 
VoIP 
Offered 
Load 
VoIP Offered Load 
in terms of 
Percentage (%) 
1 0.17 17 
2 0.33 33 
3 0.50 50 
4 0.67 67 
5 0.83 83 
6 1.00 100 
7 1.17 117 
8 1.33 133 
9 1.50 150 
10 1.67 167 
11 1.83 183 
12 2.00 200 
Table 7.1, VoIP Offered Load 
 
 
7.1.3. Sender Side Impairment: 
 
7.1.3.1. TFRC: Sender Buffer (SB): Loss and Delay, Quality 
Impairment 
 
Both the CCMs have approximately the same Sending Rate. This means that the overall 
congestion response is equivalent in terms of ‘bits per second’. However, the TFRC 
CCM reduces its Packet Rate. This causes a difference between the Frame Rate and 
Packet Rate, leading to buffering of packets at the sender side. Buffering of packets 
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results in delay to the packets, and loss when the buffer becomes full. The impact of 
loss and delay is illustrated in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.9 respectively. 
 
Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.10 highlight the impact on the voice quality with respect to the 
R-value (on a scale of 0 to 100, where 100 represents excellent quality). As the loss 
increases, the quality degrades and a loss greater than 15 % (0.15 on the normalised 
left Y axis in Figure 7.8) will result in a voice quality lower than R=60, which is 
unacceptable to the user. Additionally, similar behaviour is seen with delay. As the 
delay increases the quality degrades, although the impact of delay is far less than that 
of loss see Figure 7.11. This is because the loss component in the E-model carries more 
weight than that of delay8, and this is illustrated in Figure 7.12.  
 
These components of SB delay and SB loss are not present with the TFGS CCM, 
because it sends frames as soon as they are generated (i.e. maintaining a Frame Rate 
equal to the Packet Rate). However, it responds to congestion by reducing the Packet 
Size. This will be discussed in the next section, 7.1.3.2. 
 
                                                     
8
 This delay excludes network and receiver delay however, if the total delay exceeds 170 ms then the 
impairment from delay will become more prominent, see Figure 7.12.  
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Figure 7.7, Sender Buffer Loss, SL 
 
 
Figure 7.8, Quality Degradation from Sender Buffer Loss (TFRC Flows) 
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Figure 7.9, Sender Buffer Delay, SD 
 
 
Figure 7.10, Quality Degradation from Sender Buffer (SB) Delay (TFRC flows) 
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Figure 7.11, Impact of Sender Buffer (SB) Delay and Loss on Quality (excluding other 
impairment components) 
 
Figure 7.12, Impact of Delay and Loss on the R-value of a voice call 
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7.1.3.2. TFGS: Packet Size (PS) Truncation, Quality Impairment 
 
Both the CCMs have approximately the same Sending Rate. This means that the overall 
congestion response is equivalent in terms of ‘bits per second’. However, the TFGS 
CCM responds to congestion by reducing the Packet Size, as seen in Figure 7.4. The 
reduction in Packet Size results in reduced quality, the impact this has on the voice 
quality is shown in Figure 7.13. 
 
 
Figure 7.13, Impact of Packet Size on Quality  
 
The degree of impact from Sender Buffer (SB) and Packet Size impairment on the QoE 
is illustrated in Figure 7.14. For example, when 8 flows are competing over the 
network using the TFRC CCM, the SB impairment (including SB loss and SB delay) 
results in a quality degradation to an R-value 48, which is lower than the minimum 
required acceptable quality, R=60. This level of quality degradation arising from the SB 
component excludes the impact of loss and delay from the remaining components; 
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(network and receiver). This illustrates how severe an impact the SB has on voice 
quality when the CCM responds to congestion by reducing the Packet Rate. 
 
 
Figure 7.14, SB versus Packet Size quality impairment  
 
In contrast the TFGS CCM, which responds to congestion by truncating the Packet Size, 
results in a quality degradation to an R-value 85 for the same 8 flow scenario described 
above. This indicates a far less quality degradation, a difference of ΔR=37. Additionally, 
Figure 7.14 illustrates comparatively the rate at which the impact the SB and Packet 
Size truncation affects quality. It is clearly evident that when using the TFRC CCM the 
SB impairment has a higher rate of quality degradation.  
 
7.1.4. Network Side Impairment 
 
Both the CCMs experience the same mean delay in the network as shown in Figure 
7.15. However, the TFGS CCM experiences a higher network loss rate (see Figure 7.3). 
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This is because a greater number of packets are sent into the network by the TFGS 
CCM than the TFRC CCM, see Figure 7.16. The reason for this is that the TFGS CCM 
maintains a Packet Rate equivalent to the Frame Rate of the encoder, whereas TFRC 
CCM adapts its Packet Rate, buffering packets at the sender and losing them if the 
buffer becomes full.  
 
The higher network loss rate of the TFGS CCM leads to a slightly higher quality 
degradation compared to that of TFRC, see Figure 7.17. However it isn’t as significant 
as the Sender Buffer loss impairment of TFRC. For example, the difference between 
the two CCMs’ network impairment is approximately ΔR=3, with 8 flows in the 
network.  This is because the Network loss is less than 14% after this point the quality 
degradation from loss becomes significant see Figure 4.8. 
 
 
Figure 7.15, Network Delay, ND 
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Figure 7.16, Ratio of Packet Sent into Network w.r.t Generated by the Encoder 
 
 
Figure 7.17, Network Quality Impairment 
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7.1.5. Receiver Side Impairment 
 
Fixed sized de-jitter (Playout/Receiver) buffers are used for all flows. Therefore, the 
receiver delay is of 80 ms, which is equivalent to buffering 4 frames before playout 
begins.  
 
The Receiver Buffer loss for both the CCMs is negligible see Figure 19 and 28 in 
Appendix I, Results: Homogeneous Traffic Mix. This is because when using Random 
Early Discard (RED) Active Queue Management (AQM) in the routers as shown in the 
network topology Figure 5.5a. The RED mechanism keeps the queue variation in a tight 
range, between the minimum and maximum thresholds. This reduces the amount of 
variation in the network delay. This can be seen from Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19, 
which represent the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of network delay for TFRC 
and TFGS respectively9. The calculation of the Receiver Buffer loss is based on the 
variation of the packet delay from the mean delay, see Equation 6.4. If the difference is 
greater than the size of the Playout Buffer (PB), here 80 ms, then it is considered lost. 
For example Figure 7.18 shows that the peak network delay occurs at 90 ms for the 
TFGS flows. Adding 80 ms to this, in order to take account the PB size, gives 170 ms 
(this method of calculation can be visualized using Figure 5.4). The probability that 
flows experience a network delay of 165 ms or greater is minute. Hence, the impact 
seen on the RB loss (and impairment) is also very small. 
 
                                                     
9
 The PDF represents all packets across each flow number, and of all simulation sets 
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Figure 7.18, TFRC: Network Delay Probability Distribution Function (PDF) 
 
 
Figure 7.19, TFGS: Network Delay Probability Distribution Function (PDF) 
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7.1.6. Summarising the impact of Loss, Delay, and PS 
Truncation with respect to Quality of Experience (QoE) 
 
Figure 7.20 and Figure 7.21 draw a comparison between the two CCMs in the context 
of delay and Figure 7.22 and Figure 7.23 do the same in the context of loss. Figure 7.4 
illustrates the Packet Size truncation.  
 
When looking at the ‘total delay excluding SB’ and ‘total loss excluding SB’ in (Figure 
7.21 and Figure 7.23) the figures prove that the main difference between the two 
CCMs is due to SB component. Otherwise the performances in terms of delay and loss 
are approximately identical.  
 
 
Figure 7.20, TFRC Delay 
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Figure 7.21, TFGS Delay 
 
 
Figure 7.22, TFRC Loss ratio 
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Figure 7.23, TFGS Loss ratio 
 
 
Figure 7.24, TFRC Quality Impairment 
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Figure 7.25, TFGS Quality Impairment 
 
Figure 7.24 and Figure 7.25 illustrate the overall comparison of the two CCMs in terms 
of Sender, Network, and Receiver side quality impairment, and the net combined 
impairment. Figure 7.26 combines both sets of finding into one figure.  
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Figure 7.26, TFRC & TFGS Quality Impairment 
 
Figure 7.26 illustrates the end-to-end QoE the flows experience when they operate 
over either TFGS or TFRC CCM. All flows, up to and including 6, running over the TFRC 
CCM are able to achieve their minimum quality (R=60). However, in the case of the 
TFRC CCM, once the total numbers of flows exceed 6, all flows operating over the 
network are incapable of satisfying the minimum quality level. In contrast, for the TFGS 
CCM the quality degradation is less drastic. It takes more than 8 flows to degrade the 
performance of all flows operating over the network. 
 
From a network management perspective the figure above (Figure 7.26) illustrates that 
when using the TFGS CCM it is possible a) to carry more flows; b) to satisfy fair-share of 
bandwidth utilization and c) to maintain minimum quality (R=60). For example, in the 
case of the TFGS CCM, when the offered input load equates to 1.33 (133 in percentage) 
all the flows operating over the network are able to sustain the minimum quality 
requirement (R=60). This means that an extra 33% of the offered load is adapted by 
the CCM and Network Loss (details are discussed below) before it becomes 
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unacceptable for the user and impractical for the network to support an offered load 
greater than 133%, as there is no point transmitting data which will be of not 
acceptable quality for the end-user. In contrast, using the TFRC CCM, all flows after an 
offered load of 100% are unable to achieve the minimum quality levels. 
 
It is seen from Figure 7.26 that when the number of voice flows is greater than 6, there 
is a drastic quality degradation when using the TFRC CCM. The total offered load of the 
6 flows equates to 499,200 bps and the bottleneck (link capacity) is 499,200 bps, so as 
soon as the TFRC CCM functions over the bottleneck capacity i.e. goes into the period 
of congestion, its method of congestion response is inadequate to maintain the 
desired minimum quality level (R=60). 
 
In conclusion during periods of non-congestion the TFRC operates adequately, i.e. 
where VoIP offered load is equal to or less than 1. However, in periods of congestion, 
when the VoIP offered load exceeds bandwidth capacity (i.e. a load value greater than 
1) the TFRC MAA congestion response is inadequate to achieve acceptable quality for 
the end-user.  
 
In contrast, with the TFGS CCM the network can support 8 flows simultaneously. This 
equates to an offered load (in terms of bitrate) of 665,600 bps over a bottleneck of 
499,200 bps; an extra 166,400 bps equivalent to an extra 33% offered load. The 
network is fully utilized as shown in Figure 7.27, where the input load is approximately 
at 104% for the 8 flows. Of the extra 33% of offered load, 29% is adapted by the CCM 
in the form of Packet Size truncation, and the remaining 4% is adapted in the form of 
packet loss in the network, this can be calculated using the equations below. 
 
Load Adapted by CCM= Offered Load – Input Load            Equation 7.2 
 
Network Loss (in terms of load) = Input Load – 1.00            Equation 7.3 
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Figure 7.27, Normalized Sending Rate (NSR), in terms of input load and bottleneck 
Capacity (C), Equation 7.4 gives details of how the NSR is calculated 
 
      
              
 
   
       
        
 
Equation 7.4 
 
The main reason why voice flows using the TFRC CCM show worse quality than the 
TFGS CCM is the difference arising in the Frame Rate, FR, (of the encoder) and the 
Packet Rate, PR (of the CCM) during congestion response periods (i.e. offered load ≥ 1). 
Once the Packet Rate becomes lower than the Frame Rate, buffering of packets occurs 
at the sender. This adds delay to the packets, waiting to be sent into the network. 
Once the Sender Buffer (SB) is full there is inevitable packet loss. This reasoning can be 
verified by Figure 7.21 and Figure 7.23. Both the CCMs (TFRC and TFGS) experience 
approximately the same amount end-to-end loss and delay excluding the impact of the 
Sender Buffer (SB). However, once the impact of SB loss and SB delay are added, the 
difference between the two CCMs is quite significant. This can be seen when 
comparing the two lines in the figure. For delay, Figure 7.20: Total delay (TFRC_total) 
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and ‘Total Delay excluding Sender Buffer’ (TFRC_excSB). For loss, Figure 7.22: Total loss 
(TFRC_total) and ‘Total Loss excluding Sender Buffer’ (TFRC_excSB).  
 
In order to illustrate the comparison in impairment of the SB and PS truncation has on 
the total quality see Figure 7.24 and Figure 7.25, which segregate the impact of the SB 
component (or PS truncation) from the total impairment (inclusive of Network and 
Receiver Buffer impairment). It can be seen that the quality impairment resulting from 
the SB is far more severe with the TFRC CCM, causing a significant rate of degradation 
compared to that of PS truncation. Therefore, the method of congestion response 
used by the TFRC CCM is inadequate for interactive voice connections operating in a 
congested environment. 
 
7.1.7. Improving QoE with respect to Playout / Receiver Buffer 
size Adjustment 
 
Section 7.1.5 looks at Receiver Buffer (RB) loss from the perspective of network delay 
variation, and by using RED Active Queue Management (AQM) this limits the amount 
of loss experienced from delay variation. This section (7.1.7) looks at estimating the RB 
buffer loss in terms of inter-packet-gap-spacing (IPGS) at the receiver, and 
experimenting with adjusting the size of the RB to see if an improvement in QoE can be 
achieved. The same simulation data is used however; the post-processing of the data is 
changed in order to produce new set of graphs. 
 
7.1.7.1. Flows over TFGS CCM 
 
Using the novel TFGS CCM the frames are sent as soon as they are generated, i.e. the 
inter-packet-gap-spacing (IPGS) is equivalent to the fixed Frame Interval (FI) of the 
encoder. This can be seen from Figure 7.5 or Figure 7.28.  
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Figure 7.28, TFGS: Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing at Sender, (IPGSS) Probability Distribution 
Function (PDF) 
 
The fixed IPGSS at the sender results in packets arriving within tight IPGSR at the 
receiver. This is illustrated by Figure 7.29 which is a Probability Distribution Function 
(PDF) of all packets across each flow number and of all simulation sets. In all flows the 
majority of the packets experience a more than 90 % an IPGSR (at the receiver) of less 
than 50 ms, see Figure 7.30. If the Playout Buffer (PB) size is reduced to 50ms, this 
would reduce the total end-to-end delay by 30 ms from the current 80 ms buffer size. 
The probability of loss at the PB is least significant, as it less than a probability of 1 % 
(0.01x100). This can be seen in Figure 7.31. The combined improvement in terms of 
QoE can be seen in Figure 7.32. Where the number of flows are 1 to 6 (i.e. where the 
offered load is less than or equal to 1), the flows can see an increase in the Quality of 
Experience (QoE) from its current value of at least ΔR=+1.44. Where the number of 
flows results in an offered load greater than 1, flows can see an increase in QoE of up 
to R=+3.22. For example if the PB size is reduced to 50 ms where the offered load is 
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1.33, (equivalent to 8 number of flows), the flows will see an increase in QoE of 
ΔR=+2.43 from its current QoE value at a Playout Buffer size of 80 ms. 
 
The current QoE value is R=60 at PB size of 80 ms for 8 number of flows (see Figure 
7.33). This is on the borderline of acceptable user quality, an increase of R=2.43, 
achieved by reducing the PB size to 50 ms, gives a new QoE value of R=62.43. This can 
successfully guarantee that all flows will experience an acceptable user quality (R=60).   
 
This increase is however isn’t significant enough to increase the quality from 
acceptable (R=60) to good (R=70), but the improvement is important in the context of 
Network Management where this can indicate to Network Providers that more 
successful VoIP flows can be carried at current network capacities. 
 
 
Figure 7.29, TFGS: Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing at Receiver, (IPGSR) Probability 
Distribution Function (PDF) 
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Figure 7.30, TFGS: Probability of Packets Received at specific Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing 
(IPGSR) 
 
 
Figure 7.31, TFGS: Loss vs. Size of Playout/Receiver Buffer 
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Figure 7.32, TFGS: Playout Buffer Quality Impairment in terms of Delay and Loss w.r.t. 
to Playout/Receiver Buffer Size 
 
 
Figure 7.33, TFGS: Improving QoE w.r.t. to Playout/Receiver Buffer Size 
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Figure 7.33(zoom), TFGS: Improving QoE w.r.t. to Playout/Receiver Buffer Size 
 
7.1.7.2. Flows over TFRC CCM 
 
In the case of TFRC CCM, packets are sent at varying IPGSS. This is because the 
response to congestion is to vary the Packet Rate, PRC, which is inversely proportional 
to the IPGSS, (referrer to Equation 2.11). 
 
Because the packets are sent at varying IPGSS they arrive at varying IPGSR at the 
receiver. This can be seen when comparing Figure 7.34 and Figure 7.35, which shows 
the Probability Distribution Function of IPGS at the sender and receiver respectively. 
The degree of variation in the IPGSS (at the sender) is proportional to the amount of 
congestion (i.e. the number of flows) in the network. Therefore, different amounts of 
IPGSR variation will be experienced by various flows; this can be seen in Figure 7.35. 
This demands different PB size adjustments.  
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Figure 7.34, TFRC: Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing at Sender, (IPGSS) Probability Distribution 
Function (PDF) 
 
 
Figure 7.35, TFRC: Inter-Packet-Gap-Spacing at Receiver, (IPGSR) Probability 
Distribution Function (PDF) 
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Figure 7.36 shows that reducing the PB size flows will see an increase in QoE. However, 
different PB sizes are required depending on the number of flows. This leads to a 
demand for adaptive PBs, increasing the complexity at the receiving end. Furthermore, 
the increase in QoE is not sufficient to push the total quality value above R=60 when 
the offered load is greater than 1. This can be seen in Figure 7.37 where none of the 
flows above 6 (number of flows) show an improvement in QoE greater than R=60 
(minimum acceptable voice quality). Therefore, the benefit of reducing the PB size in 
order to improve the QoE is not seen in the case of voice flows running over TFRC CCM, 
particularly in periods of congestion when the offered load is greater than 1. 
 
In contrast, the TFGS MAA benefits from (a) using smaller PB sizes, which results in an 
increase in QoE of the flows including those flows where the offered load is greater 
than 1, and (b) fixed PB configurations are adequate. There is no need for adaptive 
Playout buffering, which would increase complexity at the receiving end. (c) This 
increase in QoE is although small but can illustrate some improvement in QoE at 
current network capacities.  
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Figure 7.36, TFRC: Playout Buffer Quality Impairment in terms of Delay and Loss w.r.t. 
to Playout/Receiver Buffer Size 
 
 
Figure 7.37, TFRC: Improving QoE w.r.t. to Playout/Receiver Buffer Size 
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Figure 7.37(zoom), TFRC: Improving QoE w.r.t. to Playout/Receiver Buffer Size 
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7.2.  Heterogeneous Traffic Mix  
 
7.2.1. Network Scenario Description  
 
The network scenario description is defined as in Table 5.4, further details can be 
found in section 5.2.3. 
 
7.2.2. Congestion Response 
 
7.2.2.1. Sending Rate (SR and Throughput (TP)): 
 
Over a bottleneck of 998,400 bps, an equal number of voice and TCP flows are 
competing for bandwidth. The response to congestion is reflected in terms of the 
Sending Rate (SR) of the two applications; voice and TCP. Both the applications 
approximately follow the ‘fair-share’ (C/N) rate as shown in Figure 7.38. However, 
when the voice flows are operating around the maximum bitrate, i.e. during less 
periods of congestion, when there is excess bandwidth available. TCP flows make use 
of this excess resource. This can be seen from Figure 7.38 where the total number of 
flows is between 2 and 10. For example, when the total flows are 6 (which are made 
up of 3 voice and 3 TCP flows) the three voice flows will only be able to generate a 
maximum bitrate of 249,600 bps (83.2 kbps per flow) leaving 748,800 bps of 
bandwidth from a total of 998,400 bps to be shared among 3 TCP flows. This equates 
to 249,600 bps of bandwidth each for the TCP flows. This can be verified from the 
figure, which reflects approximately this SR for TCP flows. 
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Figure 7.38(zoom), Sending Rate 
 
 
Figure 7.38, Sending Rate  
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Figure 7.39 and Figure 7.40 show the throughput of flows. The achieved throughput is 
roughly the same as the Sending Rate, indicating that the CCM’s input load into the 
network takes into account the end-to-end constraint of the network’s capacity. Hence, 
the CCM only injects that volume of load which the network can tolerate, avoiding as 
much network loss as possible (see Figure 7.41). This is the key strength of using the 
‘TCP-friendly’ equation, which indicates the available network bitrate based on loss, 
delay, and other factors, see Equation 2.9 (in chapter 2). This statement also applies to 
TCP flows, where the Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) mechanism 
adjusts its Sending Rate at a fair-share, based on the bottleneck capacity, see Figure 
7.40 for details. 
 
 
Figure 7.39, TFRC and TFGS Sending Rate and Throughput 
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Figure 7.40, ‘TCP in TFGS traffic mix’ and ‘TCP in TFRC traffic mix’ Sending Rate (SR) and 
Throughput (TP) 
 
 
Figure 7.41, Network Loss 
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7.2.2.2. Quality of Experience (QoE) 
 
Figure 7.42 illustrates the end-to-end QoE the voice flows will achieve when they 
operate over either TFGS or TFRC CCM. The figure shows that with 10 flows when 
using the TFRC CCM (half of them TCP and the remaining half voice) only 83 % of the 
‘voice application’s offered load’ achieves minimum quality (R=60). In contrast, for 
TFGS CCM, 8 voice flows equating to 133% offered load can sustain the minimum 
quality. This is of the same value seen in the Homogeneous Traffic mix. The TFGS CCM 
gives the same performance in terms of QoE when operating either in the 
Homogenous or Heterogeneous Traffic mix.  
 
 
Figure 7.42, QoE of Voice flows running over either TFGS or TFRC CCM 
 
Although the voice flows operating over either TFRC or TFGS CCM have the same 
Sending Rate, irrespective of whether the response to congestion is to reduce the 
Packet Rate, or truncate the Packet Size (see Figure 7.39). Voice flows running over 
TFRC experience greater quality loss impairment. This is because TFRC suffers Sender 
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Buffer (SB) delay and SB loss behaviour to which TFGS is immune. The SB impairment is 
seen at early stages of congestion, and this is because of the TCP background traffic. 
When the TCP traffic is using excess bandwidth, the bandwidth discovery behaviour 
induced by the Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD) can introduce packet 
loss in the network. With network queues configured with RED, this will randomly drop 
packets across all flows including TFRC flows. Therefore, these packet drops, even 
though small in number will cause small reductions in the available network bitrate 
that the ‘TCP-friendly’ equation calculates. Therefore, a reduced bitrate will reflect in a 
reduced PRC, introducing SB delay and SB loss. This can be seen in Figure 7.43. 
 
 
Figure 7.43, SB impairment 
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Figure 7.44, Packet Size truncation impairment 
 
In order to illustrate comparatively the impairment that the SB and PS truncation have 
on the total quality, see Figure 7.45 and Figure 7.46. These figures segregates the 
impact of Sender, Network, and Receiver Side impairment for TFRC and TFGS CCM 
respectively. It can be seen that the quality impairment resulting from the SB is the 
main source of quality degradation, and is far more severe than that of PS impairment. 
 
The network and receiver impairments of both the CCM are approximately equivalent 
(see Figure 7.42). The main difference between the two CCMs is the Sender Side 
impairment. 
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Figure 7.45, Impairment from TFRC CCM 
 
 
Figure 7.46, Impairment from TFGS CCM 
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8. Discussion, Conclusion and Future Work 
 
The thesis has illustrated the novel Multimedia Adaptation Architecture (MAA), TFGS, 
for real-time interactive voice applications in best-effort IP networks, and evaluated it 
over a wide range of congestion scenarios. This chapter draws some concluding 
remarks based on the developed theory and experimental studies presented in 
previous chapters. Then the proposed solution is further discussed and its beneficial 
features are demonstrated with comparison to other existing approaches in the 
literature. Possible limitations are also discussed. Finally, this chapter points out areas 
for future work and potential research directions.   
 
8.1. Analysis of Core Evidence 
 
The thesis is structured in a manner to investigate and quantify the performance 
benefits of using the TFGS MAA. The first step was to make use of a quality 
measurement scheme which would enable the end user to quantify the impairment 
arising from packet delay, loss and byte loss for a voice call. This was achieved in 
chapter 6 where the E-model was used to enable the quantification of the QoE over a 
scale of 0 to 100. The loss and delay regression models of R. Cole [18] are used to 
quantify packet loss and delay. And a novel formulation is introduced which maps 
Packet Size truncation to an R-value. 
 
Using this quality measurement scheme the functionality of the CCM is quantified 
where impairment is arising from Sender Buffer: loss and delay (for TFRC CCM) or Byte 
Loss (for TFGS CCM).  
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1. The impact of Packet Size truncation on quality highlights that when voice flows 
use the TFGS CCM, the minimum quality (R=60) can be sustained at a bitrate of 
42 kbps. In contrast, the impact on quality from Packet Rate reduction when 
the flows use TFRC CCM is such that a bandwidth of 73 kbps is required. This is 
mainly caused by with Sender Buffer loss. For example a loss greater than 14% 
results from a Packet Rate reduction from 50 pps to 43 pps, and therefore the  
minimum quality (R=60) cannot be sustained. In contrast, with TFGS, a Packet 
Size truncation of 60% (i.e. a reduction of 60% of the Packet Size equivalent to 
98 bytes lost, from a total Packet Size of 168 Bytes to 67 bytes excluding 
headers) can be tolerated before the quality becomes unintelligible. Hence, the 
rate of quality degradation is lower, and voice flows using the TFGS CCM can 
operate at low bandwidth requirements whilst maintaining their minimum 
quality.  
 
2. The second performance investigation was a simulation study, where all the 
impairments were explored a) Sender side loss and delay from the Sender 
Buffer or Byte Loss from Packet Size truncation, b) Network loss and delay, c) 
Receiver Side loss and delay occurring from Playout Buffer. Using the quality 
measurement scheme all these impairments were quantified. 
 
The simulation results show that an offered load of 133% in terms of voice 
flows running over the TFGS CCM can be supported at end-to-end, whilst 
maintaining their minimum quality level (R=60). This is true for both 
Homogeneous and Heterogeneous traffic mixes. 
  
In contrast, for the TFRC CCM an offered load of no more than 100% for 
Homogenous traffic mix and 83% for Heterogeneous traffic mix can be 
supported, before quality levels drop below the minimum requirement.  
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Both the CCMs are TCP-friendly and use a ‘fair-share’ of network resources. Yet 
the TFGS CCM performs better in terms of QoE solely because the Packet Size 
truncation is far less drastic than Packet Rate reduction, which induces loss and 
delay at the Sender Buffer. This benefit is more prevalent in the Heterogeneous 
traffic mix (i.e. voice flows competing against TCP), where TCP keeps the 
network fully utilised (i.e. the network is always in a state of congestion), even 
when the voice applications are not generating equivalent ‘fair-share’ of input 
load compared to TCP traffic.  
 
3. Using the TFGS MAA this will be of great benefit to Network Providers because 
it is able to carry more VoIP flows in the state of congestion or at low 
bandwidth requirements. It means that the infrastructure and hardware that is 
in place currently can still be used to support a range of applications. 
Furthermore, because the Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) is 
incorporated within the Multimedia Adaptation Architecture, this is able to 
provide QoS to Multimedia Applications without introducing additional 
network overheads. The current network paradigm is kept unchanged. The 
strength of this approach is in its simplicity and, in turn, its scalability. Thus, it 
can be considered a scalable solution for QoS guarantees which can be 
deployed for Multimedia Applications without significant hurdles. 
 
4. Using a Congestion Control Mechanism this enables ‘per flow’ resource 
management. And by using a ‘TCP-friendly’ based Congestion Control 
Mechanism, TFGS is able to achieve equal and ‘fair-share’ of network resources 
whilst competing with responsive flows such as TCP. This means other (non-
multimedia) traffic flows do not suffer disproportionately. The simulation 
results conclude that with TFGS minimum end-to-end QoE can be maintained 
for voice flows over a wider range of congestion environments, whilst adhering 
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to the TCP-friendly bitrate. The minimum quality is equivalent to the call quality 
experienced when using a standard landline telephone. 
 
5. Although the simulation study conducted in this thesis is over one bottleneck 
link, the user can expect the same behaviour over N links. This is because the 
‘TCP-friendly’ equation is used, which takes into account loss and delay across 
the end-to-end path.  
 
6. Although the proposed solution, TFGS MAA, is proved to be a scalable and 
efficient solution for IP QoS in converged networks, there still exist some 
limitations. Frame Size truncation will cause frame quality degradation 
although the rate at which it degrades is much lower than that caused by 
Packet Rate reduction through Sender Buffer loss and delay. Nevertheless, a 
Frame Size truncation greater than 60% (i.e. a Frame Size of 67 Bytes) will 
reflect a quality below the minimum requirements of R=60. 
 
7. The mismatch of the Packet Rate of the CCM and the Frame Rate of the 
multimedia encoder is the main source of problems in the TFRC MAA. It causes 
buffering of frames and loss if the buffer becomes full. Otherwise, when the 
Packet Rate is equal to, or higher, than the Frame Rate the TFRC Multimedia 
Adaptation Architecture performance is equivalent to that of the TFGS MAA. 
 
8. In the simulation study the Sender Buffer was not simulated rather its 
behaviour was estimated; this is because a recommended buffer configuration 
is not available from its authors. For example randomly, tail or head dropping 
of packets would have a different impact on the SB delay for each packet. Plus 
the method of dropping chosen would have a different impact on the loss 
impairment. A tail or head dropping method would result in consecutive losses 
leading to increased silence periods at the receiving end, which can significantly 
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degrade the QoE, leaving the end-user considerably dissatisfied with the 
service. 
 
The SB delay was measured based on the inter-packet-gap-spacing (IPGS) at the 
sender. If the inter-packet-gap-spacing (IPGS) is equal to the Frame Interval (FI) 
of the encoder, the Sender Buffer is considered to be empty. Else if the IPGS is 
larger the Sender Buffer is considered to be full.  
 
The SB loss was measured in terms of a ratio of the number of frames 
generated by the encoder and the number of packets sent by the CCM. This 
gave a precise measure of loss. 
 
The method of calculation used to approximate SB delay and SB loss is in favour 
for the Sender Buffer loss, as it ignores consecutive losses. The current impact 
that loss has on QoE is much greater than that of delay. For example a Packet 
Rate reduction of 7 pps (from a Packet Rate of 50 to 43 pps) results in a loss 
ratio of 0.14 equivalent to a quality impairment of ΔR=33. Whereas, for the 
delay the Packet Rate results in a Sender Buffer delay of 90 ms equivalent to a 
quality impairment of ΔR=1.  
  
9. Using the novel TFGS MAA the frames are sent as soon as they are generated, 
i.e. the IPGS is equivalent to the fixed Frame Interval (FI) of the encoder. As a 
result the delay and loss of multimedia frames at the sender side are 
completely removed. This reduces the total end-to-end delay and loss 
experienced by the multimedia stream. It improves the interactivity of the 
multimedia stream, which is vital for real-time voice applications.  
 
The fixed IPGS results in packets arriving within tight IPGS at the receiver. A 
majority of the packets arrive within an IPGSR of 50 ms in the homogeneous 
traffic scenario. And this is the case for a majority of the number of flow 
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multiplexed in the network. Therefore, with the TFGS MAA the Playout Buffer 
(PB) can be of a smaller size, i.e. 50 ms rather than 80 ms. The PB can be safely 
configured with fixed size buffers with no need of adaptive PB configurations in 
place. This reduces complexity at the receiving end.  
 
With the TFGS scenario one can safely reduce the Playout/Receiver Buffer (RB) 
size by 30 ms, without compromising on the Receiver Buffer loss significantly. 
This will reduce the overall end-to-end delay improving the interactivity and 
QoE for the end user. For example in the Homogenous traffic mix scenario, a 
flow multiplex where the offered load is less than and equal to 1, flows can see 
an increase in QoE from its current value of at least ΔR=+1.44 and more. A flow 
multiplex where the offered load is greater than 1, flows can see an increase in 
QoE up to ΔR=+3.22. 
 
In the case of TFRC, packets are sent at varying IPGSS (because the response to 
congestion is to vary the Packet Rate which is inversely proportional to the IPGS) 
and therefore, arrive at varying IPGSR at the receiver. The degree of variation in 
the IPGSS is proportional to the amount of congestion (i.e. the number of flows 
multiplexed) in the network. Because different IPGSR variations are seen 
according to the number of flows multiplexed, this leads to different PB size 
requirements. This creates the need for adaptive Playout Buffers. This increases 
the complexity at the receiver and the possibility of the need for larger PB sizes. 
  
However, the increase in QoE is not sufficient enough to push the total quality 
value above R=60 when the flows are operating under congestion conditions i.e. 
when the offered load is greater than 1. 
 
In conclusion the TFGS MAA benefits from (a) using smaller PB sizes, which 
results in an increase in QoE of the flows including those flows where the 
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offered load is greater than 1, and (b) fixed PB configurations are adequate. 
There is no need for adaptive Playout buffering, which would increase 
complexity at the receiving end. (c) This increase in QoE is although small but 
can illustrate some improvement in QoE at current network capacities. 
 
10. The range of benefits offered from using the TFGS MAA need to be translated 
into an immediate wide scale deployment, so both the applications and 
network can benefit. This will preserve the Internet and reduce the risk of 
‘congestion collapse’ as was seen in 1988 *29]. The growth in use and 
expectations of the Internet are high. The number of businesses that solely 
make profit because of the Internet are put at risk if applications using the 
Internet do not respond to congestion. It is in the wider interest that 
multimedia applications put TFGS MAA into practice, to eliminate this risk. 
 
Currently Skype has seen to be widely used VoIP service among users around 
the globe, with online users at any one time to be over 42.2 million [69]. A 
research paper published referred to as “An Experimental Investigation of the 
Congestion Control Used by Skype VoIP” made some strong concluding remarks 
of Skype Congestion Control [70]:  
 
“We have found that Skype flows are somewhat elastic, i.e. they employ some 
sort of congestion control when sharing the bandwidth with unresponsive flows, 
but are inelastic in the presence of classic TCP responsive flows, which provoke 
extreme unfair use of the available bandwidth in this case. Finally, we have 
found that when more Skype calls are established on the same link, they are not 
able to adapt their sending rate to correctly match the available bandwidth, 
which would confirm the risk of network congestion collapse.” 
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8.2. Conclusions 
 
Next generation communication networks will be based on the IP paradigm and will 
incorporate multiple network core and access technologies. In recent years, real-time 
applications, like VoIP have developed tremendously and there is an increasing 
demand for delivering services with Quality of Service (QoS) requirements over a 
shared TCP/IP network infrastructure. This network infrastructure was originally 
designed for data communication. This means adaptations of applications are needed 
if the current best-effort TCP/IP architecture is to be used to support a wide range of 
services (voice, video and data). The underlying assumption is that all types of traffic 
should expect to have equal access to the network resources and hence, to share them 
fairly [1]. 
 
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) suggests that all applications carried over 
the TCP/IP network should incorporate end-to-end Congestion Control Mechanisms 
(CCM). 
 
Real-time interactive multimedia applications in particular impose stringent QoS 
requirements (i.e. low delay, loss, and jitter) on the underlying IP networks, to ensure 
timely delivery of multimedia frames. 
 
For real-time services large delays can mean that a large proportion of delivered 
packets arrive ‘too-late’ in time to be used by the application. These packets are 
effectively lost and this translates into dramatic quality degradation for VoIP services.  
 
Recent developments in Congestion Control Mechanisms such as ‘TCP-Friendly Rate 
Control’ (TFRC) have been able to achieve ‘fair-share’ of network resource when 
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competing with responsive flows such as TCP, but little attention has been paid to the 
end-to-end QoS requirements for applications using such Congestion Control 
Mechanisms, particularly in the context of real-time interactive applications.  
 
This thesis developed a novel Multimedia Adaptation Architecture (MAA) known as 
‘TCP friendly rate control – Fine Grain Scalable’ (TFGS).  This MAA is able to maintain 
an isochronous service by sending frames as soon as they are generated, i.e. by 
maintaining the Packet Rate of the Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) at a level 
equivalent to the fixed Frame Rate of the Multimedia Encoder. This eliminates delay of 
frames at the Sender Buffer (SB) and loss of frames when the Sender Buffer becomes 
full, (as experienced with the TFRC MAA) where a difference between the two rates 
arises in the presence of congestion. When maintaining a fixed Packet Rate, the inter-
packet-gap-spacing (IPGS) of the arriving packets are of a tight range. This reduces the 
demand of large Playout Buffer (PB) sizes, thus reducing the PB delay, and overall end-
to-end delay. The elimination of SB delay, SB loss and the reduction in PB delay all 
contribute to a significant increase in QoE for the voice flows.  
 
The response to congestion is to truncate the multimedia frames, which is requested 
by the Packet Size Truncation (PST) of the TFGS CCM. The effective bitrate reduction is 
exactly the same as of the TFRC CCM, however it is done in ‘bytes per unit time’ rather 
than ‘packets per unit time’. This method of response maintains the same ‘fair-share’ 
of network resources as seen in the TFRC CCM when competing with responsive flows 
(such as TCP). 
 
By exploiting the flexibility of Fine Grain Scalable (FGS) encoders where the quality of a 
frame can be adapted (truncated) after encoding, the Multimedia Adaptation Manager 
(MAM) of TFGS is able to adapt the stream instantaneously ‘on-the-fly’, without 
needing to re-encode the frame. The MAM takes full advantage of this functionality by 
truncating the frame as requested by the PST function to ‘byte-level’ precision, 
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achieving a true match to network supply, and better Quality of Service for the end 
user. This contrasts with the quantized levels of quality granularity when using Coarse 
Grain encoding. Using FGS encoders, each frame can be truncated exactly to the size 
requested by the PST function without needing to notify either the application or the 
encoder. Additionally, the decoder (at the receiver end) can fully recover the data from 
a truncated frame, without requiring notification from the encoder in advance. 
 
Although the investigation study in this thesis was focused on voice services, this novel 
TFGS MAA is also applicable to video services. FGS video encoding techniques are 
available [43] therefore, the same MAA can be used, where video frames can be 
truncated to adjust to varying network bitrates. Again the video service will aim to 
achieve high QoE at the cost of frame quality degradation.   
 
8.3. Future Work 
 
8.3.1. Quality Acknowledgment  
 
Quantifying the quality performance of a voice connection in terms of an R-value 
enables the user to measure the perceived effect on quality from a) Packet loss, and 
delay impairment, and b) Byte Loss from Packet Size truncation.  
 
Most multimedia applications use the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) alongside the 
“RTP Control Protocol” (RTCP). Recent updates to the RTCP are available. These are 
referred to as RTCP extended reports (RTCP-XR) [71]. RTCP-XR enables the receiver to 
tag the R-value measurement onto the Acknowledgement (ACK) packets destined for 
the sender. This can enable the sender to monitor how well a voice connection is 
performing at periodic time intervals (here at every received ACK packet). The sender 
can therefore decide whether to continue with the current state of quality or 
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terminate the call. Section 8.3.2.2 goes into detail about adding end-to-end Admission 
Control onto the TFGS MAA. However, experimentation is needed to demonstrate how 
best to terminate a connection (whether on the levels of Packet Size truncation or 
measure on the perceived, R-value, quality). 
 
8.3.2. Admission Control  
 
Looking at the results achieved for either of the two CCMs, one can conclude that after 
a certain threshold, all the flows operating over the network will suffer and none of 
them will achieve their minimum acceptable quality. 
 
One can argue that such a scenario will lead to congestion collapse caused by stale 
packets where the network is busy forwarding packets which no longer are of good use 
to the end-user. This may be due to a number of reasons such as a) packets received 
have arrived ‘too-late’ or b) are in insufficient in numbers because of a low Packet Rate 
at the sender (in the case of TFRC CCM) or high loss rate in the network, c) extremely 
small packets sizes (in the case of TFGS CCM, PST truncation function) sent, due to 
limited available network bitrate in presence of network congestion. 
 
Furthermore, one can also argue that precious network resources have been wasted in 
supporting such applications, when they could have been used by other applications. 
 
Motivated by the above issues a novel Admission Control functionality is proposed for 
the future versions of TFGS Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) by introducing two 
new functions (1) Start-up Phase (SP) and (2) Terminate (TR).  
 
SP probes for sufficient network capacity to support the minimum requirement of the 
application in terms of bitrate. If the Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) indicates 
that there is sufficient capacity, it signals to the applications to start. The TR function 
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terminates the application if the minimum bitrate cannot be achieved within a pre-
determined time. Furthermore, if a consistent low bitrate is indicated after the Start-
up phase, the CCM may well terminate the connection and notify the application 
accordingly. Using these two functionalities (SP and TR) one can aim to support a 
limited number of applications over a congested network, so that they can aim to 
maintain their minimum acceptable quality requirement over the duration of the 
connection. Compared to a scenario where all applications are suffering equally and all 
are unable to achieve their minimum quality requirements. This will be useful both to 
the end-user and to the network in terms of better resource management. 
 
With experimentation it will be possible to quantify the benefits of integrating 
Admission Control (i.e. the new Start-up Phase and Terminate functions of the CCM). 
This can be done by illustrating the number of connections that can operate over the 
network without dropping below the minimum QoS requirements irrespective of the 
congestion state of the network (compared to a scheme which does not employ 
Admission Control). 
 
Figure 8.1 illustrates the interaction of the SP and TR functionality between the other 
components of the Multimedia Adaptation Architecture (MAA). 
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Figure 8.1, ‘Components of the TFGS Multimedia Adaptation Architecture (MAA)’    
 
These two functions; SP and TR have been adhered to by the Call Admission Control 
(CAC) used in the Resource ReserVation Protocol (RSVP) [72]. This occurs when routers 
receive reservation requests. The protocol must determine whether all the links 
between the source-to-destination can accommodate the traffic demands of the 
request. This is referred to as the admission test. If the test fails an error message is 
sent to the appropriate receivers.  
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8.3.2.1. Start-up Phase (SP) 
 
Before a multimedia connection is made active between the end systems, the CCM will 
be required to probe for sufficient network capacity to support the minimum bitrate 
required by the application (in terms of minimum Packet Size and fixed Packet Rate). 
 
Below is an example of how the available bitrate rate (TTCP) indicated by the CCM is 
interpreted by the Start-up Phase function. The minimum (effective transmission) 
bitrate, TETR(min), is a product of the minimum Packet Size, PS(min), and fixed Packet Rate, 
PR(fix),  as shown in Equation 8.1. During the Start-up phase dummy packets are sent. 
These packets are maintained at the minimum Packet Size, PS(min), and the Start-up 
Phase function probes for the fixed Packet Rate, PR(fix).  
 
TETR(min) = 8·PS(min)  x  PR(fix) Equation 8.1 
 
Equation 8.2 indicates the Packet Rate (PRC) of the CCM as a function of the available 
network bitrate (TTCP) and minimum Packet Size, PS(min). Once the PRC is either equal to 
or greater than the ‘fixed Packet Rate’ PR(fix) of the application, the CCM signals to the 
application to start sending data. This is the point where the start-up phase ends and 
the Packet Size Truncation (PST) function of the CCM takes over. This maintains the 
fixed Packet Rate, and adapts the Packet Size in response to congestion. This process is 
illustrated in Figure 8.2. 
 
    
    
         
 
If  PR ≥ PR(fix) , signal to application to start sending data 
Equation 8.2 
 
The Start-up Phase function conveys useful information, in advance, to both the end-
systems, about the congestion state of the network (For example, whether it is 
suitable to make and maintain a connection between the two users or not). If the CCM 
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does not indicate the minimum bitrate within a pre-determined time period, the CCM 
terminates the connection and notifies the application accordingly. 
 
In terms of network performance, the behaviour of the Start-up Phase; maintaining a 
fixed minimum Packet Size and probing for the required Packet Rate, PRfix, is a fair 
method of response to networks that are processing packets, irrespective of packet 
size. This improves the performance of those networks (network routers specifically) 
which take into account the rate at which packets arrive into the network compared to 
the size of the packets 
 
8.3.2.2. Terminate 
 
A connection will be forced to terminate immediately if (1) during the Start-up phase 
the CCM cannot indicate a Packet Rate higher than or equal to, the fixed Packet Rate 
of the application within a pre-determined time period, (2) during the connection (i.e. 
after the Start-up Phase) the Packet Size Truncation (PST) function computes a Packet 
Size lower than the minimum size as required by the encoder. 
 
The termination of the connection would be immediate, because the calculated 
available network bitrate, TTCP, is a result of the bitrate reducing at a smooth rate, 
which is achieved by the ‘loss event’ rate calculation. Therefore, the indicated bitrate, 
TTCP, is not expected to increase any time soon.  
 
The Start-up phase time period can be around 10 seconds as this is what is seen with 
GSM networks, which is referred to as call-setup time. 
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Figure 8.2, ‘TFGS CCM Configuration including SP, TR and PST functions’  
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9. Appendix I, Results: Homogeneous Traffic 
Mix  
 
This section shows the simulation results for a homogenous traffic mix, giving a 
comparison of TFRC and TFGS CCM across various congestion levels. The network 
scenario description is defined in Table 5.3. 
 
 
from Table 5.3 (Chapter 5) 
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10. Appendix II, Results: Heterogeneous 
Traffic Mix  
 
This section shows the simulation results for a heterogeneous traffic mix, giving a 
comparison of TFRC and TFGS CCM across various congestion levels. The network 
scenario description is defined in Table 5.4. 
 
 
from Table 5.4 (Chapter 5) 
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11. Appendix III, Simulation Runs  
 
11.1. Calculating mean10 Delay 
 
For example calculating the mean Network Delay,    
̂ , across ‘n’ simulation runs, and 
taking into account all packets11 is shown in the equations below. This method is 
illustrated in Figure 11.1.  
 
  ̂     
 
  
∑       
    
   
  Equation 11.1 
 
 ̂      
 
 
∑   ̂   
   
   
  Equation 11.2 
 
   
̂   
 
 
∑ ̂    
   
   
  Equation 11.3 
Where: 
n = total number of packets     f = flow  
P = packet     k = flow set 
s = simulation number 
r = total number of simulation runs 
m = total number of flows in the flow set 
                                                     
10
 This mean is also referred to as the ‘Batch Mean’. 
11
 Note: To give an idea of the number of packets generated over a simulation study where the total 
number of flows were 30, made up of 15 TFGS flows and 15 TCP flows. And this simulation repeated 25 
times, resulted in a total of 1.2 million packets generated, see Table 11.6.  
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Figure 11.1, Calculating the mean Network Delay across ‘n’ simulation sets 
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11.2. Calculating mean12 Loss 
 
For example calculating the mean Network Loss, NL, across ‘n’ simulation runs, and 
taking into account all packets is shown in the equations below. This method is 
illustrated below in Figure 11.2.  
 
    = No. of Packets Received – No. of Packets Sent  from Equation 5.4 
 
 ̂      
 
 
∑    
   
   
 Equation 11.4 
 
   
̂   
 
 
∑ ̂    
   
   
 Equation 11.5 
 
Where: 
L = Loss  f = flow   k = flow set 
m = total number of flows in the flow set 
s = simulation number 
r = total number of simulation runs 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
12
 This mean is also referred to as the ‘Batch Mean’. 
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Figure 11.2, Calculating the mean Network Loss across ‘n’ simulation sets 
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11.3. Calculating Standard Deviation (STDEV) 
and Confidence Interval (CI) 
 
This simulation was repeated 25 times with a randomised seed in order to give a batch 
mean of each simulation,   . These batch means were used to calculate: 
a) The standard deviation (STDEV), i.e. a measure of how far all the batch 
means (of each simulation run) deviate from the overall batch mean of 
all Simulation Runs,  ̂.  
b) Confidence interval (CI), i.e. a measure of what percentage of the data 
set is within a given distance from the overall batch mean,  ̂. 
 
The STDEV,  , is calculated as follows: 
   √
 
   
∑     ̂  
 
   
  Equation 11.6 
 
A 95 percent CI of the mean,  ̂, value is calculated as follows: 
        ̂      
 
√ 
  Equation 11.7 
 
Where: 
n = number of simulation runs  
   = mean of Simulation Y , e.g. ̂     
 ̂ = mean of all Simulation Runs, e.g.    
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TFRC 
  Units 
Total No. 
of Flows 
No. of 
Simulation 
Runs 
(overall 
Batch) Mean1 
Effective Sample 
Size of (overall 
Batch) Mean  
Standard 
Deviation2 
95% 
Confidence 
Interval 
IPGSS secs 8 25 2.56E-02 468,042 8.4E-05 3.3E-05 
PS Bytes 8 25 208.00 468,042 0.00 0.00 
SR 
Bits per sec 
(bps) 
8 25 65,309.16 468,042 132.40 51.90 
Queue 
Size 
Bytes 8 25 4,580.251 25 1,273.872 4.758 
(equivalent) 
Packets 
8 25 22.020 25 6.124 0.023 
 
Table 11.1, TFRC: Batch Means, STDEV, CI 
  
TFGS 
  Units 
Total No. 
of Flows 
No. of 
Simulation 
Runs 
(overall 
Batch) Mean1 
Effective Sample 
Size of (overall 
Batch) Mean  
Standard 
Deviation1 
95% 
Confidence 
Interval 
IPGSS secs 8 25 0.02 596,100 0.00 0.00 
PS Bytes 8 25 164.326 596,100 0.291 0.114 
SR 
Bits per sec 
(bps) 
8 25 65,737.05 596,100 115.98 45.46 
Queue 
Size 
Bytes 8 25 4,591.390 25 1,497.533 3.909 
(equivalent) 
Packets 
8 25 22.074 25 7.200 0.019 
 
Table 11.2, TFGS: Batch Means, STDEV, CI 
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1   ̂ = mean of all Simulation Runs, e.g.    
 2  The Standard Deviation is calculated from the set of Batch Mean values from ‘N’ Simulation Runs. The Total Number of Batch Mean values are 25, equal to 
the number of Simulation Runs. Further details on how the Standard Deviation is calculated can be seen in section 11.3. 
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11.4. Number of Packets13 Generated by the 
Simulator 
 
11.4.1. Homogenous Traffic Scenario 
 
TFRC Flows 
No. of 
Simulations 
Runs 
Flow 
Set 
No. 
of 
TFRC 
Flows 
VoIP 
Offered 
Load 
Sample 
Size 
Across all 
Simulation 
Runs 
25 1 1 0.17 74,950 
25 2 2 0.33 149,775 
25 3 3 0.50 224,475 
25 4 4 0.67 299,050 
25 5 5 0.83 373,500 
25 6 6 1.00 447,825 
25 7 7 1.17 461,588 
25 8 8 1.33 468,042 
25 9 9 1.50 476,599 
25 10 10 1.67 481,660 
25 11 11 1.83 488,876 
25 12 12 2.00 499,447 
 
Table 11.3, TFRC flows: Sample Size in Homogenous Traffic Scenario 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
13
 This is also referred to as the ‘Sample Size’; indicating the number of samples from which the overall 
Batch Mean is calculated from. 
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TFGS Flows 
No. of 
Simulations 
Runs 
Flow 
Set 
No. 
of 
TFGS 
Flows 
VoIP 
Offered 
Load 
Sample 
Size 
Across all 
Simulation 
Runs 
25 1 1 0.17 74,950 
25 2 2 0.33 149,775 
25 3 3 0.50 224,475 
25 4 4 0.67 299,050 
25 5 5 0.83 373,500 
25 6 6 1.00 447,825 
25 7 7 1.17 522,025 
25 8 8 1.33 596,100 
25 9 9 1.50 670,050 
25 10 10 1.67 743,875 
25 11 11 1.83 818,700 
25 12 12 2.00 893,525 
 
Table 11.4, TFGS flows: Sample Size in Homogenous Traffic Scenario 
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11.4.2. Heterogeneous Traffic Scenario 
Table 11.5, TFRC & TCP flows: Sample Size in Heterogeneous Traffic Scenario 
 
TFRC Flows 
 
TCP flows in the TFRC  mix 
 
TFRC and TCP 
Heterogeneous 
Traffic Mix 
No. of 
Simulations 
Runs 
Flow 
Set 
No. 
of 
TFRC 
Flows 
VoIP 
Offered 
Load 
Sample 
Size 
Across all 
Simulation 
Runs 
 
No. of 
Simulations 
Runs 
Flow 
Set 
No. 
of 
TFRC 
Flows 
VoIP 
Offered 
Load 
Sample 
Size 
Across all 
Simulation 
Runs 
 
Total No. of 
Packets 
Generated by 
the Simulator 
for each Flow 
Set 
25 2 1 0.17 68,465 
 
25 2 1 0.17 698,203 
 
766,668 
25 4 2 0.33 136,753 
 
25 4 2 0.33 641,743 
 
778,496 
25 6 3 0.50 203,944 
 
25 6 3 0.50 587,303 
 
791,247 
25 8 4 0.67 270,417 
 
25 8 4 0.67 534,714 
 
805,131 
25 10 5 0.83 333,108 
 
25 10 5 0.83 486,687 
 
819,795 
25 12 6 1.00 381,435 
 
25 12 6 1.00 451,364 
 
832,799 
25 14 7 1.17 408,168 
 
25 14 7 1.17 433,620 
 
841,788 
25 16 8 1.33 421,362 
 
25 16 8 1.33 426,430 
 
847,792 
25 18 9 1.50 421,793 
 
25 18 9 1.50 429,159 
 
850,952 
25 20 10 1.67 425,911 
 
25 20 10 1.67 428,783 
 
854,694 
25 22 11 1.83 430,564 
 
25 22 11 1.83 428,010 
 
858,574 
25 24 12 2.00 433,050 
 
25 24 12 2.00 429,059 
 
862,109 
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Table 11.6, TFGS & TCP flows: Sample Size in Heterogeneous Traffic Scenario 
 
TFGS Flows 
 
TCP flows in the TFGS mix 
 
TFGS and TCP 
Hetrogenous 
Traffic Mix 
No. of 
Simulations 
Runs 
Flow 
Set 
No. 
of 
TFGS 
Flows 
VoIP 
Offered 
Load 
Sample 
Size 
Across all 
Simulation 
Runs 
 
No. of 
Simulations 
Runs 
Flow 
Set 
No. 
of 
TFGS 
Flows 
VoIP 
Offered 
Load 
Sample 
Size 
Across all 
Simulation 
Runs 
 
Total No. of 
Packets 
Generated by 
the Simulator for 
each Flow Set 
25 2 1 0.17 68,700 
 
25 2 1 0.17 698,038 
 
766,738 
25 4 2 0.33 137,275 
 
25 4 2 0.33 641,748 
 
779,023 
25 6 3 0.50 205,725 
 
25 6 3 0.50 587,491 
 
793,216 
25 8 4 0.67 274,050 
 
25 8 4 0.67 534,673 
 
808,723 
25 10 5 0.83 342,250 
 
25 10 5 0.83 485,611 
 
827,861 
25 12 6 1.00 410,325 
 
25 12 6 1.00 446,192 
 
856,517 
25 14 7 1.17 478,275 
 
25 14 7 1.17 424,634 
 
902,909 
25 16 8 1.33 546,100 
 
25 16 8 1.33 416,795 
 
962,895 
25 18 9 1.50 613,800 
 
25 18 9 1.50 409,808 
 
1,023,608 
25 20 10 1.67 681,375 
 
25 20 10 1.67 408,822 
 
1,090,197 
25 22 11 1.83 749,950 
 
25 22 11 1.83 405,417 
 
1,155,367 
25 24 12 2.00 818,525 
 
25 24 12 2.00 399,436 
 
1,217,961 
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11.5. Random Number Generators (RNG) 
 
The RNG used in ns2 is the combined multiple recursive generator called MRG32k3a 
proposed by L'Ecuyer [73]. MRG32k3a is known to have satisfactory uniformity in the 
random numbers generated [74, 75]. The period is 3.1 × 1057 which can provide ample 
values (without repeating sequences) during multiple simulation runs [76].  
 
In ns2, it is not normally necessary to explicitly set the seeds as this is done 
automatically, further details can be found in section 24 in the ns2 documentation [77]. 
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